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BILLINGS, CLAPP
(Successors to and late of Jas. R. Nichols & Co.)

& CO.,
Manufacturing Chemists, Boston, Mass.

Manufacture Chemically Pure Xmanufature Ohemically Pure

Sulpho-Carbolate of Soda. P R O P Y L A M I N E.
A Spec>i: in Diphtheria, Scarlt Fever and A Spaißc in Rheumatism, Gout and

Similar Complaints. Similar Complaints.
See article by Dr. Bebee, of Chicago, in the " Boston Journal of We are now making the chloride, and our dispia of thi rare saitCheiotry,» for Âpril, 1877. attracted much attention at Phi e.da, and was onore wlth aBe careful to get a pure article. speciai modal. it in of the utmost importance that Propylamlî.e and
It has been used with success by the firt physiciansin the country. its chloride should be chemically pure.

NICHOLS' BABE & IRON.
EfAn Old and Valuable Reedy.-M

Nichols' Elixir of Peruvian Bark with Protoxide of Iron.
proinnpeuirt and advantage consiste in asocating ion flot In a sesquioxide condition, but in the more easily assimilaol.form of a prsait, with all the valuable aloda f Peru n ar, in an elegant and permanent compoutid, where the chemica equlli-brium of each principal ie undisturbed. We unhesitatingly express the opirion that no more pleasant or desirable chalybeate and tonic basever been offered to the profession ; and so far as o'ur knowIedge extends, this result (the combination of the protosalts of Iron with theactive principles of Peruvian Bark), is not attained in any of the numerous preparations crowded upon the public as a substitute and imita-tion of our compound.

In order that physicians may prove the presence of protoxide of iren in this Elixir, we give the usual test -
Pour a smail quantity of the Elixir iuto a wineglass, and add a few drops of ferrocyanide of potassium. The instant change of color toa deep bine, shows thbe presence of iron in the form of a protosaît.
Our Elixir of Peruvian Bark with Protoxide of Iron, is sold in bottles holding one pint, also in two quart and gallon packagesIf physicians desring t prescribe this preparation will direct their druggists to procure the larger bottles, they can order it by prescriptionln uuch quantities s they may desire for their patienta.

MADE ONLY BY BILLINGS, CLAPP & Co., BOSTON.

CINCHO-QUININE. Manufacture Chemically rr
À Safe and Reliable Substitutef0 Salts of Arsenic, Ammonium, Antimony, Bar-

Ium, Bromine, Bismuth, Cerium, Calcium,
SULPHATE OF QUININE. Copper, Gold, lodine, Iron, Lead, Man-

In the saie dose, it ls equaIIy as efficacious, and at ls than haf ganese, Mercury, Nickel, Phos-out phorus, Potassium, Silver, Se-
Cincho-Quinine does not produce headache, or other cerebral dis- dium, Tin, Zinc, etc.

turbances, and as a tonic and anti-periodic, It superedes al other bark
preparations. Price List and Descriptive Catalogue furnished on application.

Win corresponding with Advertiser,, please mention THE CANADA LANCET.EM

b is JOUNUAL ha the LARGEOT CIRCULATION of any KEDICAL JOURNAL in CANADA.
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SOLUBLE PILLS ÀND GRANULES.
Unequaled for Purity in Composition, Solubility in Coating, Uniformity in Size.

Perfection in Form and Finish.
The marked increase during the past few years in the demand for Pills made in accordance with the U. S. Pharma-copia, and other reco ized formulas, induced us, some time since, tà commence their manufacture in our own labora-tory, and we are now trishing Coated Pis, which, for beauty of finish, solubility, and general excellence are unequaled.We desire to cali the attention of physiciaus and others to the following points:

I. The best materials are used in their manufacture.
2. No article required by a formula is omitted on account of its high cost.
3. No Pills are deficient in weight.

4. The Pills are Coated while soft.

G There ia but one Coating, which is perfectly soluble, 'and there is no sub-coating of resinous character.
6. The Coating is so thin that the Pills are not perceptibly increased in size, and yet it is entirely sufficient to protec-

the Pills from atmospheric influences ; and effectually covers any nauseous taste, thus rendering the Pill easy to be
swallowed.

T. The Coating is so transparent as to clearly reveal the color of the mass.
S. Their solubility is not impaired by age.
9. The various masses are so thoroughly worked that the materials are perfectly distributed.

10. The excipients are .peculiarly adapted to the permanent solubility of the mass and its efficient therapeutic action.

farticular attention is called to our GRANULES of MORPHINE, STRYCHNINE. ARSENIQUS ACIDIandother powerful remedies, which are prescribed in minute doses. The desirability of having these medicines in this shape,accurately weighed and ready for administering, has long been recognized.

We also offer a line of GRANULES of RHUBARB, IPECAC, OPIUM, CAMPHOR, and other simple agentsin such minute divisions that they can be administered in almost any required proportions. We have taken every pecatu.tion to insure accuracy in weight, and can give assurance that in this,as in other particulars, they can be implicitly reiedupon.
W. H. SCHIEFFELIN & CO., New York.

N.B.-We have made arrangements with Messrs. Lymans, Clare & Co., of Montreal, whereby they can supply themo n mo Ct favourable terms. wm
In Corresponding with Advertisers, pleane mention THE CANADA LANCET,7
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NEW BOOKS FOR THE PROFESSION.

Willing & Williamson
Will mail any work in this list, on receipt of

the price, postpaid.

BARTHOLOW'S PRACTICE OF MEDICINE, cloth · ·
"c "9 ci leather

STEPHEN SMITH'S MANUAL OF OPERATIVE SURGERY, cloth

NETTLESHIP'S GUIDE TO DISEASES OF THE EYE, cloth

JACOBI ON DIPHTHERIA, cloth · •

BEARD ON NERVOUS ExHAUSTION .. •

HARILLAND HALL'S I)IFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS: A Manual of the Comparative
Semeiology of the more important Diseases; 2nd edition, with exten-
sive additions .. ... ... • .

LOMBE ATTHILL'S CLINICAL LECTURES ON DISEASES PECULIAR TO WOMEN;
5th edition, revised and enlarged ..

MACMUNN'S THE SPECTROSCOPE IN MEDICINE, with coloured plates
SCHAFER'S PRACTICAL HISTOLOGY .. .. .,

ROBINSON ON NASAL CATARRH.. ..

ATKINSON'S THERAPEUTICS OF GYNACOLOGY AND OBSTETRICS, comprising the
Medical, Dietetic, and Hygienic Treatment of Diseases of Women, as
set forth by distinguished contemporary specialists

RINGER'S HAND-BOOK OF THERAPEUTICS; 8th edition

EMMETT'S PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF GYNÆECOLOGY; cloth

" "g didile a th e r

(GANT_'S SURGERY ; new edition, 2 vols

PHYSICIANS' VISITING LISTS FOR 1881.
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A complete reference Catalogue of English, Anerican, and Canadian Medical Works, giving
dates of last edition, etc., may be had on application.

Willing & Williamson,
7 and 9 KIING- STREET EAST, TORONTO.
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MALTINE IN PULMONARY PHTHISIS.

The great value of MALTINE in all wastingdiseases, and especially in Pulmonary affections,
is becoming more and more apparent to the Medical Profession.

Since we issued our pamphlet on Maltine one year ago, we have received nearly one thou-
sand commendatory letters from the Medical Profession from most parts of the world, a largeportion of which speak enthusiastically of it in Pulmonary affections.

Any physician who will test MALTINE, Plain, in comparison with Cod Liver Oil, in a caseof Pulmonary Phthisis, will find that it will increase weight and build up the system far more
rapidly. There are, however, many cases where the compounds with Hypophosphites, Phos-phates, Peptones, Malto-Yerbine, and Pepsin and Pancreatine are strongly indicated.

After full trial of the different Oils and Extract of Malt preparations, in bath haspital and private practice, I find MALiNu mostapplicable to the largest number of patients, and superior ta any remedy of its clas. Theoretically, we would expect this preparation,
which bas become practically opicinal, to be of great value in chronic conditions of waste and mal-nutrition, especially as exemplified in

hthisis. Ben rich in Diastas -umnoids and phosphates, according to careful analysis, it aids in digesting farinaceous food, while intself it la a b n, nerve and muscle producer. WU. PORTER, A.M., M.D., St. Louas. No.

128 Lundedotone Road, Notting Bil W, London, October 16th, 1880.I have used MiLri with Cod Liver Oil with the happiest results in a case of tuberculosis attended with tubercular peritonitis, in whichthe temperature of the patient rose to 105 1-5* and persistently remained above 100* for upwards of two monthe. The only medicine takenwa MAisrs with Cod Liver Oil, and an occasional dose of Carbonate of Bismuth, to check diarrha. She gradually improved and made aperfect recovery. I nd MArlNmE with Cod Liver Oil is more readily taken and more easily assimilated than Cod Liver Oil in any othernn'i. EDMUND NAsH, M.D.

BrUge House, Revesby, Boston, Lincolnshire.The trial of your MAJTINE I made in-the case of a lady suffering from phthisis pulmonalis bas been most satisfactory. Her left lung hadbeen ln the last stage of disease for some time, and her temperature ranged for many months between 101° and 104°. After taking theMALTINE for a few days the temperature came down to 100°, and to-day it stands below 99, which makes me feel sanguine that the disease làchecked, THoMAs HUNTER, L.RC.P.

Kensington Dispensary, London, Nov S4th, 1879.We are using your MAIrINE among our patienta, and find great beneßt from it, especially in cases of phthisis.
DR. CHIPPENDALE, Resident Medical Oeicer.

The Beeches, Northwold, July 28th, 1879.I find that my patients can readily digest your MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil without causing any unpleasant after-feeling. 1 have fullconfidence in the virtue it possesses to sustain the system during prolonged diseases of a tubercular or atrophic nature.
FRaDaRicK Joy, L.R. C.P., M. R.C.S.

PRoP. L. P. YANDELL, ln Louisville Medical Yews, Jan. 8rd, 1880 :-MALTINE is one of the most valuable remediesever introduced to theMedical Profession. Wherever a constructive is indicated, MALTINS will be found excellent. In pulmonary phthisis and other scrofulousdiseases, in chronic syphilis, and in the various cachectic conditions, it la invaluable.

Adrian, Mich., Feb. 16th, 1880.I have used your MALTINE preparations in my practice for the past year and consider them far superior to the Extract of Malt. I haveused your Malto-Yerbine in my own case of severe bronchitis that bas troubled me for the past five years. lt bas done me more good thananything I have ever tried. J. TRIpp, M.D.

Leighton, Ala., Feb. 18th, 1880.I am more pleased with your MALTINE preparations every day that I use them. I don't know how I could dispense with them in somecases I have under my care at this time. in one case especially, the MALTIEN with Cod Liver Oil as bhad a most marked effect, agreeing withthe patient's stomach, without the least trouble, after other preparations of Cod Liver Oil had been tried in vain. J. M. KUMPE, M. D.

New Richmond, Wis., A ug. 14th, 1880.After having given several of your elegant MALTINX preparations thorough trial I have found none hem to disappoint me. I considerit invaluable ana as indispensable to the profession as opium or quinine. F. W EPLEY, M.D.

In order to test the comparative merits of MALTINE and the various extracts of Malt in the market, I pnrchased from different druggistsmamples of MALTINS and of the most frequently prescribed Extracts of Malt, and have subjected them to chemical analysis.As the result of these examinations, I find that MALTINE contains from half as much again to three times the quantity of Phosphates, andtrom three to fourteen times as much Diastase and other Albuminoids as any of the Extracts of Malt examined.
Paao. WALTER 8. HAINEs, M. D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Tozicology, Rush Medical College, Chicago.

In comparison with the alcoholic Malt Extracts, your MALTINE is about ten times as valuable, as a fsesh former; from five toten times avaluable, as a beat producer; and eg leastifve times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent.
PaorMsso ATMIELD, F.C.8.

Professor qf Practical Chemitdry to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great BrUain
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During the Past Year
We placed Maltine and several of its compounds in the hands

of one hundred leading Physicians of the United States, Europe,Australia and India with a request tnat they thoroughly test it incomparison with other remedies which are generally used as con-structives in Pulmonary Phthisis and other wasting diseases.
From the tone of the seventy reports already received, fiteenot which are upon comparative tests with the principal Extractsof Malt in the market, we are fully justi-ded in making the fol-lowing claims, viz:

FIRST :-That Maltine (Plain) increases weight and strength far more rapidly than CodLiver 011 or other nutritive agents.

SECOND :-That Maltine, Maltine with Peptones, and Maltine with Pepsin and Pan-creatine rapidly correct imperfect digestion and mal-nutrition in wasting diseases.
TIRD :-That Maltine is the most important constructive agent now Known to [theMedical Profession in Pulmonary Phthisis.

Fourth :-That Maltine causes an increase in weight and strength one and a half tothree times greater than any of the Extracts of Malt.*

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS.
MALTINE-plain. MUTINE with Iodideu.
MALTINE with Hope. MUTINE with Peptones
MALTINE with Alteratives. MLTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.
MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MTINE with Phosphate.
MALTINE with Cod Liver 011. MTINE with Phos. Iron aid[Qila.
MALTINE with Cod Liver 011 and Iodide of Iron. MATINE wtth Pho. Iron, quia and atryebnia
MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Pancreatne. MALTINE Ferrated.
MALTINE with Cod Liver OÙl and Phosphate. MTINE WIN&
MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil and Phosphorus. MLTINE WINE with Pepsin and-Pain.1
MALTINE with Hypophosphites. MLTINE wfth Petroleum

AALTO-YERBINL h
* MALTINE is a concentrated extract of malted Barley, Wheat and Oats. In its preparation we emPlY nt lexceed 150 deg. abr.,thereby retaining all the nutritive and digestive agents unimpaired. Extractu of Malt are made trom Barley alune, by the German proceuswhich directe that the mash be heated Wo 212 deg. Fahr., thereby coagulating the Aibuminoids and almost wholly destroying the starchdigestive principle, Diastase.

We ~ ~ ~ ~ ATN withnte PhosphIN wllkeates.

We b Lerfecty Nn any Phte, or at any season f e ear.
Faithfully yours,

REED & CARNRICK, NEw YOK.

LOWDEN, NEILL & 00,
AWILESAL u iT W GI s rS

Wholesale Agents for the Dominion. 32 Yo Bt, ToAnto, Ont
N. B.-We wilt be pleased to furnish G WRATUITOUSL. to Physicians, a One Pint Botte of any of the

above preparations, upon payid ent of the expressage.
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ESTABLISHED 1821
WILLi.A.M S3NrOW]DET,

No. 7Ig SOUTH ELEVENTH ST., PHILADELPHIA.
Manufacturer and Importer of

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, TRUSSES, OBSTETRICAL FORCEPS. ETC.

SNOWDEN'S PERFECTED BINAURAL STETHOSCOPE.
PRICE, $3.oo.-All genuine ones have " WM. SNOWDEN, PHILADELPHIA," stamped on the So t RubberCup of Bell (F).

The Rubber Tubes are free from ail woollen or silk coverings, thus avoiding all friction sounds arising from this source.

ELECTRO-THERAPEUTIC APPARATUS!

<*ý oo F.*.c

* Sw o Sw
31 King Street East,

SP 0° P No TO
Separate Coil and Continuous Coil Faradic Batteries.

18 Cell, 20 Cell, and 30 Cell Portable Galvanic
Batteries. Stationary Batteries put up

to order.

A. M. ROSEBRUGH M.D.,
(Burgeon to the Toronto Eye and Ear Dispensary.)

May be consulted at the residence of

Dr. J. W. Rosebrngh, Upper James St. Hamilton,
THE

Last Saturday of every Month.

W, P COLEKAN, M. D., K.R.C.S., Eng.
Formerly Surgeon to Toronto Eye and Ear Infirmary.

OCUL1ST and AURIST
St. John General Public Hospital. Practice limlted to

mY·ED .A.ND mED. ..
Office Cor. Princess & Sydney Sts, St. John, N.B

ASSISTANT OR LOCUM TENENS.
oWANTED-Afsistanthip or Locum-Tenency by Graduate ofScotch University. Testimonials, &c., on application.

Addresu, a "gMEDICUS,"
Box 200, Guelph, Ont.

0F DRS. JORET AND HOMOLLE.

PIOL l a pefer Menstrul dsorders: it reeves up.
tl pai chh »mpaniUm It inwith dagr evenla cases of preffnecy. But the trade Issues, under the nam

°f AnO& praduct. me or m adultea ted; among others, a
treensi proeation whioh physiciens shouid reject. luaebtade Of PuriYAPIOl k an ilsegInous liquld, et an amber calorand denier than water. This h the cherctr cf that suppliedby Drs. Joret and Homolle, the discoverers of this va bl

e M fflsoge the greM a e ofic vbIeii h&@ b... niabhledl
Hp otals f Parl.n

mti ;repe only ait th* PBa«an BaIu.r, 150 BXe de

DO#&--On, capsule mOrnng sMd evealnt, durlug 4 deju a
th prumed pei of the montily couru st

PRACTICE FOr< SALE.
S PLENDID CHANCE in a Growing Village in Eastern Ontarie.

A practice o p2,000 a yer, and growing; also a Good Re.
sadence, &c., on tLTe place Address,

"«CANADA LANCET. " Toronto.
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THE MOST PERFECT NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE,

-. VIN-SANTE
(REGISTERE.)

Taken with meals, it stinulates the appetite and assists digestion. It contains, in the most assimilable forms, THOSEHYPOPHOSPHITES which are so valuable for their invigorating, tonic, and
restorative properties, combined with iron.

Vini-San te- ng grateful, delicious, ex- Vin-Sante-To Tourists and Travellers a mosthilarating. refreshng and invigorating bev'r'ge

Vin-Sante-The beerage par exc 'ce for Vin-Sante -May be mixed, if required, with
Balls, Pienms, Banquets, etc. Wine, Spirits or Beer.Vin-Sante-n°s' valuable to Convalescents VinSante- put up in Champagne bottle,

alarge and small.

FOR SALE BV DRUGGISTS. GROCERS AND WINE MERCHANTS EVERYWHERE.

At the INTERNATIONAL FOOD EXHIBITION, held in London, Eng., October, 1880, the

Only Prize Medal for Aerated Beverages was awarded to Vin-Sante.
MANUFACTURE» BY

The in-Sante and .Ion-41coholic Beverage Co (Limited),
LIVIERPOOL, ENGLAND.

Montserrat Limo - Fruit Juice
cAN¯D CO-EDIALS.

ALL GUARANTEED FREE FROM ALCOHOL.

THE MONTSER RAT LIME-FRUIT JUICE
r .IN IMPERIAL PINTS AND QUARTS.

This is the pure Lime Fruit Juice clarified by suhsidence, obtained by light pressure from the carefully selected ripe
fruits, grown under European superintendence, on the Olveston Plantntions, Montserrat, W. I., the property of the com-
pany. Taken with water and sweetencd to taste, it makus a most refreslhiig summer beverage. Lime Fruit Juice is the
best remedy known for Scurvy, Scrofula, and all Skin L)iseases ; also Gout, Rhcumatism, and the like, and is most valu-
able for Dyspepsia, Indigestion, etc.

The London Lancet, in an article under date July, 1879, says: "We counsel the public to drink Lime Juice whenever
and wherever they list. Lime Juice is, particularly in the summer, a far more wholesome drink than any form of Alcohol,
and diluted with water, is about the pleas antest beverage that can be taken."

MONTSERRAT LIMETTA CHAMPAGNE
an elegantly prepared aerated beverage, possessing a fine aroma, equal to most delicate champagne, and forming a mos

refreshing non-alcoholic thirst-quencher.

MONTSERRAT LIMETTA, or Pure Lime-Fruit Juice Cordial.
with either Water, Soda-Water, or Sulis-Water, a most refreshing Summer Beverage.

C AU TION.-Care should be taken to see that the Trade Mark, as above, is on the Capsule as well as Label of each
boule, as there are numerous imitations.

SOLE OONSIGNEE$:
Evans, Sons & Co., Liverpool, England. TORONTO AGENCY,Evans, Lescher & Webb, London, England.
H. Sugden Evans & Co., Montreai, Canada.

For the United States of America and Dominion of Canaa, 19 FjoNT-s T. W EST.
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TRINITY MEDICAL COLLEGE,
Established 1850. 1 Incorporated by Act of Parliament.

IN AFFILIATION WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF TRINITY COLLEGE,
(Inoorporated by Royal Charter.)

ALSO WITH THE UNIVERSITIES OF TORONTO AND HALIFAX; AND RECOGNIZED

BY THE SEVERAL ROYAL COLLEGES OF PHYSICIANS AND

SURGEONS OF GREAT BRITAIN.

The WINTER SESSION of 1881-82 will commence on MONDAY, OCT. 3d, 1881.

3'PAÇUL TYT:
WALTER B. GEIKIE, M.D., F.R.C.S., Edin., L.R.C.P., Lond.; F.O.S.,Lond.; Consulting Physician to the Toronto General Hospital.

Dean of the Faculty.-256 Victoria St.
Prof. of Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine.

J.. FULTON, M.D., M.R.C.S., Eng. ; L.R.C.P.; Lond. ; Surgeon to the
Toronto General Hospital, and Physician to the Hospital for In-
curables,-303 Church St.

Prof. of Surgery and Clinical Surgery.
J. ALGERNON TEMPLE, M.D. ; M.R.C.S., Eng. ; F.O.S., Lond.;Consulting Physician to Tornto General Hospital,and AttendingPhysician Burnside Lying-in Hospital. -191 Simcoe St.

Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children.
J. E. KENNEDY, A.B., M.D.; F.O.S., Lond. ; Physician to TorontoGeneral Hospital.-68 John St.

Prof. of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.
H. ROBERTSON, M.B. ; M.R.C.S., Eng. -12 Gerrard St. west.

Prof. of Anatomy, Descriptive and Surgical.
THOMAS KIRKLAND, M.A., Lecturer on Chemistry, Botany, etc.,Normal School. -332 Jarvis St.

Prof. of General Chemistry and Botany.

C. W. COVERNTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S., Eng.-188 Jarvis St.
Prof. of Sanitary Science.

FRED Li M. GRASETT, M.B. ; F.R.C.S., Edin.; M.R.C.S., Eng.;
F.O.S.; Physician to Toronto General Hospital and Buruside Ly-
ing-in Hospital.-208 Simcoe St.

Prof. of Medical Jurisprudence and Lecturer on SurgicalAppliances.
W. T. STUART, M.B., M.D.-44 Lumley St.

Prof. of Practical Chemistry and Toxicology.
CHARLES SHEARD, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; Pathologist to th

Toîonto Genera, Hospital.-64 Gerrard St. East.
Prof. of Physiology and Histology.

J. FRASER, M.D., L.R.C.S., Edin. ; L.R.C.P., Lond. ; Physician to
Toronto General Hospital.-482 Yonge St.

Demonstrator of Anatomy.
G. S. RYERSON, M.D., L.R.C.P. & S., Edin.; Surgeon to the Mercer

Eye and Ear Infirmary, Toronto General Hospital.-317 Church
Street.

Lecturer on tlie Eye, Ear and Throat.

M TRIcULTIox.-Students are advised, before commencing their medical studies, to pass the Matriculation Examination of the MedicalCouncil of Ontaro or Quebec, either of which will be accepted by the University of Trinity College. Students from the Maritime Provinces,Ontario, or the United Statest who do not desire to pa s the Council examination, will be admitted to attendance on lectures, but must pre-sent themuelves for the matriculation examination of Triuity University, on the 2nd Saturday of October or March, or the matriculation inToronto University at the usual time. Tbhe matriculation of the Universities may be passed at any time before graduation.
REQUIMENTs FOR DEGREE.-The candidate must be 21 years of age; and (1) must bave studied medicine four yearsand durlng thattimeattended four winter sessions ; or (2) present a certificate of one years study wsth a medical practitioner, and tickets of attendance uponthree winter sessions.

HOSPITLS. -The Toronto General Hospital has a very large number of patients in the wards, who are visited daily by the medical officers inattendance. The attendance of out-door patients uaily is aso very large, and thus abundant opportunities are enjoyed by students, for ac-quiring a familiar knowledge of Practical Medicine and Surgery, including not merely major operations, but minor Surgery of every kind,aminary Medical Practice, the treatment f Veriereal Diseases, and the Diseases of Women and Children. The Burnside Lying-in Hospital,amalgamated with the Tronto General Hospital, has recently had its staff largely increased, and will afford apecial and valuable facilitiesfor tbe study of Practical Midwifery. The large new building, close W the Hospital and School, will be very convenient for students attendingIte practice.

ToraoTo DspmesnRy tThis was established several years ago, and affords ahundant facilities for practical instruction in the diagnosis andtreatment of diseases of ail forme. It is open Wo students f ree of charge.
CLINIcAL TzAcHm«s.-- Daily clinical instruction ln the spacious wards and theatre of the Hospital will be given by members of the HospitalStaff on all interesting cases, Medical and Surgical. 820 Arranpements have also been recently made for the delîvery of daiiy cliis, ln theforenoon, at the Hospital, by the respective professors in medicine and surgery of both schools, in addition e the usual clinics fro 1 t 3 p.mPdmCTICAL ANAToM.-The dissecting room is large, well lighted and ventilated, and abundantly provided with excellent material. Thedemonstrator and his assistants will be in attendance daily froin 10 Wo 12 a.n

FiEu FOR THEI COURS-The Fee for Anatomy, Sureery, Practice of Medicine, Obstetrics. Materia Medica, Physiolog, and General Chem-istry, *12 each. Practical Anatomy, Practical Chemistry Medical Jurisprudence, and Microscopy, $8 each; Cinical Medicine andClinical Surgery, 86 each ; Botany and Sanitary Science, $5 each ; Registration Fee (payable once only), 85 Student are free in ail theregular Branches after having attended the School during two full courses.

Pul, Information respecting Lectures, Fees, Gold and Silver Medals, Scholarshipe, Certificates of Honor, Graduation, Diplomas, Fellow.l-ip, etc., wil be given 
JA 

te ann..l Announcement, for which, apply to

- J. FRASER, M.D., SeCiretary.
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New Hypoodermic Syringe! 
* ............. J 9  A A A.A.B

wFig 48-o.2

Thcse cuts (two-thirds the actual size> represent a New Hypodemic Syringe of our Manufacture. With the exception of the needles, t lof German Silver, a material chosen as possessing, next to steel, the greatest rigidity and durability, while free from liability to oxydatio.The barrel la formed by a process peculiar to ourselves, securing uniformity of calibre without soldered joint or seam. It la plated Inside andoutsie with nickel. The piston ls packed ln the double parachute form with leather prepared expressl for the purpose. It will be found toretain its elasticity, to operate smoothly, to resist all tendency of fluid k pas above, as of air below It. A nicely-engraved scale upon thepiston-rod indicates minima, thirty being the capacity of the Syringe.
Syringes Nos. 2, 8 and 4 have also a screw throad upon the pistoa-rod, and a traverse nut, thereby favoring the utmost nicety ln thegraduation of doses.
No. 8, Compact, bas hollow piston-rod to recelve one nede, aiso a protectlng cover and fluid retainer; it may be carried ln the PocketInstrument or Vial Case, or without any case.
No. 4, Compact, la like No. 8, with the addition of a second needie, tried upon the Syringe ln the usual pla6e, protected by a metal Ohisld.Nos. 1 and are put up in neat morocco-covered case, with vial.
Two aises of needles are furnished with each Instrument, Nos. 1, 2 and 4; one only with No I. They are of refined steel, carefully temper-ed, and thoroughly plated with gold; they are of small diameter and large relative calibre, sharpened to such an anigle as will offer lest reslst.ance to penetration, and therefore cause least At the int of union with the socket they are reinforced with an outer covering of German silver, thereby overcoming the tendency become bro n at this place. They are connected with the harrels by a screw thrsad.

Puces: No. r, $3.50. No. 2, $4.00. Postage, .,03
" No. 3, $2.50. No. 4, 3.50. " 0,

ira L
Thees Svrlnges are e thomcghiy and strongiy niade ai bobho fris frais thesaanoylng accidenta cosamon te a it Hypodermlyd.gss< aawe beieve that for ojavendence, durbllity, and lcety of construction, ey have no superior.

OTHER HYPODERMIC SYRINCES.
No. 7, glass-barrsl, graduation engraved on barre, with screw nut . pston, niekel-plated mountings, two best steel gllt P 0.needies, in neat eu ...................................................... .0No. 9, glass, graduation engraved and nunibered on plsten-rod, wlth scrsw nut, two best st". glt needies, in neat caeÀi. 3à.0<1 .0No. 7 or No. 9, with tw steel unplated needies, elther o...................................................2.50 .02No. 10, glass, Luer's <French), graduation as No. 9, one goid nedle and ta oe needles, silver mountings, neat velvet.

llned morocco case......
No. 11, glass cylinder, fenestrated, nicke.plMtod *lm nunt g s 0

As represented in the cut, the glass cylinder la enssed ln a matai mounting, fenestrated to show the graduations forminima. The instrument may readily be taken apart for cleaning, and, for those who prefer glan, i reco- Pomended for its non-liability to breakage. Price, with two best steel gilt needles, in neat case...............

w Any of tMe above oiil ke sent by rauras mail on receipt of price and Afstag<e

HYPODERMIC SYRINGES OF ALL KINDS PROMPTLY REPAIRED.
Our new Flhasrated, Cataou of SU~Ol Int met, aiso a new Pamphlet on Inhalation of Atomlzed iàquida, bydistinguished m ca authorty, wi many valuale formu , wl1le forwarded, postpald, on application.
Atomiz r and articles for Antiseptic Surery, Aspirators, Clinical Thermometers, Elastic Hose, Electrical Instruments, Invalida'Articles, kaniins, Models Ophthalmoscopes; Dr. aquelin a Thermo-Cautery; Pessaries, Rubber Urinais; Sayre's Splints and apparatus for

ever en e Poe ee kl gtmofn ha, Splints, Transfusion Apparatus; Vaccine Virus from our own stables; Veterinary laatruments; WaldenbuQ Pnual pparatus, &c., "c

wsee our other Advertisements in successive numnbers of THE LANCET.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,
Makers&Importersof SuperiorSurgical Instruments,

13 & 15 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
In corresponding With Advertisers please mnention THE CANADA LANCET.
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ME A D S

IHEISIVE PL ASTER
SEAE URY &JOHNSON

_-t --mp. Aunesîve, on accOunt Of ita superior quality andcheapness. It iii pliable, water-proof, 11On-irritating, very strong, and extra adhesive. It is; not affected by hat orcoud, is slread on honest cottun cloth and neyer cracks or peeîst off; salicylic acid ie incurporated with it, whicbmakes it antiseptic. I is indispensable where strength and fin adheslon are required, as in counter-extension, orln the treatent of a broken clavicle. It bas been adopted by the New York, Bellevue, and other large hospitals,and by many of our leading surgeons.
Furnished in rolls 5 yards long, by 14 inches wide.

Price by mail, per yard roll, 50 cts., 5 yards 40 cts per yard.

.N RUBBER COMBINATION Recentanatica
Yof. ode O.or, uf Bellev ue lospital Med. College, and J. P. Battershall, Ph. D., analytical chemists, NewYork, to deterie the comparative quantities of atropine in Belladonna Plaster, prepared by the different Ameri-cati manufacturers, disclosed in each case that our article cofltd1ns a greater proportion of the active principle ofBelladonna than any other manufactured. Samples of the various n nufactures, includine ourfwn, for this test,were procured in open market by the above named chemists themselves. u tue ur on f this teseincorporate the best alcoholic extract of Belladonna only, with the rubber bae. It is packed in elegant tin cases,(oe yard tn each ese). wh ch can be forwarded by ma 1 to any part of the couiitrv.

Price, by mail post-paid, $1.00,

BISTE RPASTERý
SEABURY &JOHNSON

We incorporate, by a(besit selected Russian), with the rubberbase, which conistitutes, we believe the mottreli able cntharid ewholerknown. It is superior to the cerate, and other cantharidal preparations, the value of which is frequently greatlyimpaire by the excessive heat used in preparing them, which volatilizes or drives off an active principle of the fly.By our pecullar procesa, nu heat is used.

Price, by mail, per yard. $1.00.

MUSTA RD PlASTER
SEABURY 8ç JOHNSON

NTOperior to the beut trein ma"a es; <oes1 N iT'Tu0 N CL OTH H. rc rpe f, rtaâhnwt abe removed without soiling the skin. Alway, reliable. crack or peel of, or teariwhen wet. Can
ALL THE ABOVE ARTICLES TO BE OBTANED OF CANADIAN DRUGOIST8 AT PRICES MENTIONED.

ALWAYS SPECIFY SEABURY & JOINSON'S :LT.A Srm[mj-j's
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P UTTN ER'S
1f- C O D L

EMULSION
IT VER

HYPHOPHOSPHITES,
o' 1L

By C. H. PUTTNER, Ph.M., Instructor of Pharmacy,
The inventor, in presenting this preparation to the Medical Profession and the public at 1srge, does so with a confidence of its accept-ance, based upon the reults of its e s etand who ha some ears m the Lower Provinces, and its unqualified endorsation by a largenumber of the Medical men o the highent standing, w ho have watched its inniediate and gratifying effects. It has been used in ail the

Publie Institutions, Hospitals and Dispensaries with unvarying good results, and it is not too much to say thât its use is official.In proof t *hereof it is reommended by:
Hon. D. Me. N. Parker, M.D., &c., Consulting Physician, &c., Hospital, Halifax. Ed. Jenning, M.D., Surgeon, P. & C. Hospital Halifax

Meo. L. Sinclair, M.D., Assistant Physcian, MouDt Hope Insane Hospital, and Prof. of Anatomy, Halifax Medical College. C. D. Rigby.
M.D., Surgeon to the Dispensary. T. Trenanan, MD.. Physiciai, Halifax Dispensar

3 . W. B. Moore, M.D., C.M., Kentville, late Surgeon
P. & C. Hospital, Halifax. W. B. Brine, M.D., Port Bi, SE«1* W. B. Slayter, M.D., L.R.C.S., Eng., &c., Prof. of Obstetrics, Halifax
Medical College, and Consulting Surgeon Pia. aospntal. W. S. Muir, M.D., C.M., L.R.S., P.& C., &c., Truro, N.S. Arch'd Lawson,
M.D., M.R.C.S., &c, Pysician o Gen'l Hospital, and Professor of Surgery, Halifax Medical College. J. A. Campbell, M.D., C.M., Physi-
clan to Halifax Dispensary. S. Jacobs, Dominion Health OtScer, Lunenburg, N.S. W. Calder M.D , Bridgewater, N.S. H. L.
A kinson, MD., C.M.n ouse Surgeon, Ge'l Bospital, Halifax. Geo. Lawson, P H.D., L.L.D., F.IC., Prof. of Chemistry, DalhousieUniversity, Halifax, and inany others.

PHSICIANS WILL PLEASE SPECIFY

Sold everywhere. Price 50 Cents.
TH- IMPROVED BODY BRACE.

FIG. 3.

ABDOMINAL AND SPINAL
SHOULDER AND LUNG BRACE.

FIG. 8.

THE BANNING
Truss and Brace Company's

SYSTE M
OF

Mechanical Support
Has the unqualified endorsement of over five thous-and of the leading niedical men of this country andEurope, and has been adopted by thein lu theirpractice

PRACTITIONERS
report to the Medical Journals and to us that cases of

Hernia, Spinal Deformities and
Uterine Displacement.

whieh have gone through the whole catalogue ofother Spinal Props, Corsets, Abdominal Supporters,Pessaries and Trusses,

Yield Readily to our System of Support.
AN EXPERIENCED PHYSICIAN IN ATTEND-

ANCE FOR CONSULTATION.

BanningTruss& BraceGo.
704 BROADWAY,

New York City.
NO OTHER OFFICE OF ADDRESS.

Send for our Descriptive Pamphlet.

hIe. 19.
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No. 19. - THE IMPROVED REVOLVING
SPINAL Paor, for sharp angular curva-
ture, or * Pott's Disease " of the spine.Recent and important improvements in
this have led to its adoption by the most
eminent physicians.
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Sugar-coated Pills are more soluble than

gelatine-coated or compressed pills.-Prof. Re.ington's paper read before

American Pharmaceutical Association, Boston, 1875.

SUGAECOATDPLS AD kzmis,
ROX OMcM&, M OMR REM.

MANUFAOTURED BY

WILLIAM R. WARNER & CO.
1228 ÂRKET STREET, PR AJEPRIÂ.

WARNER & Co's Pills are unequalled for their medicinal qualities, as the best materials
enter into their composition, and the utmost care is used in their manufacture. An ex.
perience of twenty-two years, with careful attention and study, has enabled us to achieve
results otherwise unattainable.

We claim the art of Sugar-Coating, which avoids drying the mass so liard as to render
it insoluble and inert.

Skilful preparation and the scientifl method of manufacture, which we do not hesitate
to call our own, are recognized in the acknowledged success attained. We wish particu-
larly to state that our Pills will produce the effect expected, and our desire is that Physi-
cians shall be able to realize this in their practice; hence the necessity for specifying our
malke when ordering or prescribing.

We would particularly invite your kind attention to our make of

PILLS OF SOLUBLE BI-SULPHATE OF QUININE,
made from pure material, in sizes containing J, 1, 2, 3 and 5 grains each, sold at the same
price as the Pills of the Sulphate of Quinine. This salt which we are now extensively
manufacturing, is by virtue of its greater solubility, offered as an important improvement
on the Sulphate.

The following list of Sugar-Coated Pills comprises a variety of combinations of great
value, prepared for Pysicians prescriptions.

PER
FORMULE AND THERAPEUTICS. 100

MEDICAL PROPERTIES. Doses. Baoh.
Chinoidin. 2 grs.

UE, Et. iColig. .6 ........................ Antiperiodic. 2 to 4 $ 75
Ferri. OUI. 31"i

S. Pulv. Âioes Socot, 2 g Stimulating>urgative. DrectedkLES 1..P.{
2 I* sapants. 2 grs.1 ----................ ta lower portion Alimen'y Canaii1 t a 40

COMP. (Pli. oent Com.).. .....-------------------------- nic, Purgative. 2 to 4 40
(p Alo0ea ?Soout, Pli gn

ET ASS(AFETID. Au afætda 1 gr ............ Purgative, Antlspasmodic. 2 to 5 4
Pulv. Sapons 13 grs.)

Puiv. A oeis ocot: 3 gr.
- ET FERRI' F Zlngib. J= : ........... Tonic, Purgative. 1 to a 4ETFERRI, Ferri >lulph: Exaic : ----.

Ex t. Conti, Y r.
ET MASTICH: See Pli. Stornacblc. .................. Stimulating Purgative. 1 to 2 &
ET MYRRH!E. Pulv. Aloes Socot, 2 grs.

U.i8. P. "Myrrhæ 1 gr. Cathartic, Emmenagogne. 8 to O 5
Crnei Stignat, . gr.-

- ET NUC. VOMICA, Pu"v A ,es .....- Tonic, Purgative. 1 to 2

ALTER , .gr. A. tive, wth tendency to 1 to 2mÂLER IE, LUiV. Opil. 3ý gr .. .... Meu Iampression.
ýPl.Ipecac.. 4.gr.J 1

AMMON. BBOMID, . ... ........................... Sedative, Alteratve, Resolvent 1 y

ANDERSON'S SCOTS. -- Fruct. Cooth. .............. Cthrti toIoleuin An.gin,ANTam.MTNTIC, {C %o"me', g i ..-----------. Â.. Antheimintic. 1 to S i

PIL.S SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF LIST PRuE.
Ordere for Quanu(.a eu9deot to a <bZeral Dmeconn

Soldby KERRY WATSON & 00.
nOXmEa.,

* * * * * *



Warner & Co.'s Sugar-Coated Pus. 100
XEDIOAL PEOPBETIES, DosEsba

ANTI-BILIOUS, (Vegetable) Pv..---. cholagogue Cathrtic..
Chinoidln. 1gr.
. erLiFerrocya ...................... Antp odic. Applcable to

Strychnia, 1-40 gr.
jExt. BelladoUna, 1-10 gr.

Masz gre, palred DIgestion exist.
AET-DS~'PTC, 1Puv c 1-10 gr.Â1s1 hreDblt

Ext.Col. o 2 gra.
AwTiMlNIl COMP.; v. i. [See Pi. Caiomel Comp.].............. Alterative.

Ext. Nuc. Vom, ! gr.
APEIENT, yoscyam,gr .......... Aperient Tonte.

"0Colo. C., 2 rs
A.SSAFNETID.E, U. S. P....--....................... - .-. Nerve Stimulant,

" r ...---.- ................ ..... .... Nerve Stimulant.
erOMP. ·ul ph. Ele. I .................. Tonic and Nerve Stimulant.

Assaiotida, 1 gr.
ASSAFNETID.EET REI, Pulv. Rhet, lgr. Tonic, laative, Nerve Stim

Ferrum, 1 gr. lant.
BISMUTH, Fhmnit: Sgs..... ..--................... Seative,Antiperod.

Subcarb.: 3 gr..-------.--............................... Sedative.
BISMUTH et Ignatie, Bismt8thiub.Uarb. 4 &......... Sedadve, Antiperiodic, Tonic.

et Nue. Vomies, Bismuth Sub. Clrb j r éaie ru
iExt. Nue. Vomi g, . edatve, Tonic.

CArOMEL, gr...................................... Alteave.

gM .. . .- ..--.-- .--- ..------ --. -- .-- ----------------- " Purhrtive.
Sgrs.............................. .....-.-.

------------.-. -----.-. ----------------. .- . ..... Cathartie.{Calomel
Comp. (Plummer's) 3 gr. Oxysulph Antimony,-... Alterative, Anti-RheumaMe.

Gouaiacumn Rein.
a ET OP0el,-2r É ............................ Cathaarti, Anodyne.

" ET RE=# .'

CAMPO R ET EXT. 'Cam

AYOTH YAMUS , .t.

CÂ&THÂRT. :!omp.. U. S. P.

Vegetable,

2 to 3

ob- 1 to 2

nd 1 to 2

1 to 3

a.

-....-.-......... Mild Purgative.

1 to 2

1 to à
2 to 4
2 to 6

2 to 4

1 to 6
2 to 6
1 to 2

1 to 2

1 to a

1 to a

1

1 to 3

..... Anodyne. Cerebral Stmnlant. 1 to 2!

i.--
Aloes, oap & Ginger.

Ext. Coloc. Comp.

" p Imopp'ull s 3leptandr ra .....-..JIMP ) rt, Hoseysiliti, .9
." Gentian.

01. Menth Pip.(Pulv. Aloes Soc.
CHAPMAN S DINNER PILIB, ." Rbel Opt.

iGum Mastich. .
CEUI OXALAT: 1 gr.....-------..---------------------..............
CRINOIDIN, 1 gr..-.....--..-... ........----------.....-- ------.

g .-- - -.---- -. . ---- ---...-------2 grs.-- (Chnoidin, ---------- 2gre-.1 ... »..)
COMP.: Ferri Sulph- Exate. 1 gr. .

piperina, g gr.
CINCHON, SULPH. 1 ..--.-

<Puiv. Res. mony, g gr.
SSoc. Aloes, M gr.

COCCIA, "4 Colocynth, gr. ......................-
Potass. Sulph. gr.
01. Caryophyl. gr.

Pulv. Aloefi Soc. 1 gr.
COOdé, Rhei, 1 ........ .........IOKS 3 M Calomel, X gr. ..

LSapon. Hispan p t
COLOCYNTHIDIS CMP., pr.. (Ext. Coloc. mp.) U. . .......
COLOCYTH ET HYDRAR E oc. mp. 2r.

IIT IPECAPl. ipecac. 1-6 gr. >
COLOCYNTH ET HYOSCYAM. {EXt. Coinc. C. 2X gr.E.Iyosyamus, 1x p.
COPAIBX, U. S. P.. ga......------------------------------------------ 

"ET EXT. CUBEBE. opi beba 1 g ........
obalb.

OPIB OM. ..... ..............00PAm MMP.Ferri CIL
1Oieo-resin Cubeb.{Pulv. DIgItalla, 1 gr.

DIGITALIS COMP. SulS, 1gr. ..............
Potass. Nit, 2

fipo Rispan. Pulv. 2 9M.
DIURETIC, Car. Exl ..---. .

01. Bacca Junp I P.{Pulv. GuaSac, 3 gra.
DUPUYTREN, Hydg. Chlor. Corros. 1-10 ..........

Pulv. Opii, gr.

tneeåebore. g. .
FMKENAGOGUE, Aloes, Socot 1gr. .........

Ferri Sul. E=. g gr.
01. Sabine, gr.

Cathtartic.

Cathartie.

Cathartie.

Stimulating Laxatve.

Nerve Tonle.
Tonte, Ântiperiodic.
Tonte, Antlperiodic.

Tonie, Antiperiodle.

Tonie, Anuperiodic.

Hydragogue-£%t*tlC.

Purgative.

Purgative.

Cholagogue Cathartic.

Gentle Laative.
Alterative to Mucous

brane.
Aterative to Mucous

braite.

Alterative to Mucous
brane, Tome.

Mem-

Mem

Mem-

Arterwa18Sdatve.

Diuretic, AntacdM

SpeciSc Altera#ive.

Actlve Emmnagogue, Tonlo.

9 to 4

2 to a

2 to 4

1 to 8

1 to a
a to 42 to 4.

1 to 2

1 to a

2 to 4

2to4

2 to 5

1 to 3

1 to 2
2 to 6
12 to 4

2 to 4

1 to a

1 to 3

1

1 to 3

1

i

40

0

85

te
40

40

75

75
76

.50

50

40
40tc40
50

40

86

75

50

50

ô@

50

00

10040
50

100

74

90
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VOL. XIV. TORONTO, OCT. IST, 1881. No. 2.

TREATMENT OF SCARLATINA MALIGNA
BY THE USE OF COLD WATER

AND ICE.

BY A. WORTHINGTON, M.D., IROQUOIS, ONT.

(Read before the Canada Medical Association at Halifax,
N.S., August 3rd, 1881.)

MR. PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN,-The purpose
of this paper is to place before you my brief expe-
rience in the treatment of Scarlatina Miligna by
the use of cold water and ice, which I was induced
to adopt in 1855, and since then have continued
and still continue to use. Should the interests of
the profession be benefited by my experience my
object will be attained.

Scarlet fever is a disease always to be dreaded
by the physician, as no calculation can be made
when he may not meet a malignant case, even in
the milder forms of the epidemic. It exhibits
some striking peculiarities. The onset may be
sudden and viole it, destroying life in as short a
time as does cerebro-spinal meningitis ; or a case
may run a violent course without the slightest
appearance of the characteristic eruption ; or a
very mild attack, without the eruption, may be
followed during desquamation by acute disease of
the kidneys. The throat may be attacked in the
most violent manner without eruption and the
patient continue conscious . throughout the attack.
Patches of fibrinous exudation may appear upon
the fauces, and rapid suppuration of the submucous
tissue of the pharynx may occur, not unlike the
sudden formation of pus in the severer forms of
erysipelas ; or the brain may first become involved,
the poison rapidly assuming control, the normal
cerebral functions ceases to be performed, and the
patient lies in a muttering delirium, gradually
deepening into coma, and if the malady remains

unchecked, death speedily puts an end to the
scene. The peculiar features mentioned fell under
my observation during the extensive and terrible
epidemic of 1855-6, which prevailed in the County
of Dundas, Ont. My first case occurred in the
summer of 1852, the patient being a bright girl
of three years. She was apparently asleep when
I arrived. Her pulse was rapid; skin hot and
breathing hurried. Her head seemed to be very
hot. (No thermoneters in use then.) In a few
minutes she went into a violent convulsion, became
comatose, and died that evening. A purplish rash
was seen under the cuticle. The attack in this
case was so overwhelming that I could do nothing.
A few milder cases occurred, and I made use of
the remedies recommended in our text-books, and
succeeded in losing about one in three cases, or
33 per cent. The disastrous results of my efforts
made such an impression upon me, that I decided
not to attend scarlet fever patients, if I could avoid
it, unless I could find some successful mode of
treatment. During the following year, when looking
up the literature of scarlatina, I came upon a small
work on children, by J. F. Meigs, of Philadelphia,
in which I found a letter to the author giving the
history of a number of cases treated by cold
sponging, ice to the throat, externally and inter-
nally, and ice-water poured over the head and body,
nearly all of which recovered. This letter was
written at the request of the author by Dr. Hiram
Corsen, of Pennsylvania, in which he credits the
origin of the cold water treatment to Dr. Samuel
Jackson, whose articles on the subject appeared in
the American Yournal of Medical Sciences for
May and August, 1847. The perusal of this letter
fully decided me to make a fair trial of the cold
treatment as soon as occasion should offer, or, in
case of decided objection to cold, not to treat the
case. I had but a short time to wait, as in the
spring of 1855 the epidemic mentioned broke out
and proved to be very malignant and extensive.
It visited most of the families within my circle,
and became a perfect terror to parents. I was
called first to a family in the village of Iroquois,
in which there were five children down with scarlet
fever. I at once told the parents my convictions
as to treatment, and obtained liberty to do as I
pleased. The cases were severe, but not malig-
nant. I had cloths wrung out of cold water and
kept constantly about their necks, and cold water
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poured over their heads, and their bodies and
limbs sponged with cool water as often as needed
to control the intense heat and prevent too much
swelling of the neck. They all recovered, without
any of the usual consequences, in about eight to
ten days. The results noted in these cases were
that the acute stage lasted about five days, and
convalescence was very rapid after that. For
nearly a year I was constantly in attendance on
scarlet fever patients. Some amusing instances of
prejudice to the use of cold water occurred. I
was called about seven miles to a family, and
found the mother with her face buried in her hands
and resting on the table, sobbing bitterly. I asked
her what the great trouble was, to which she
replied that all the children had scarlet fever and
were going to die. I replied that I thought they
could be saved. She said you will not use any
cold water, of course. I replied that if she did not
wish any cold water used I did not wish to attend,
as I could not ensure a favorable result. She gave
a very reluctant consent, and, on looking around,
I found all the children (nine) down with scarlet
fever, three of whom (boys) were delirious, and
had been for several hours. I directed large dishes
to be placed at the bed of each, and a pail of cold
water to be brought in. I filled a small pitcher
and began pouring water on the head of one of
the boys, but the mother, who had been watching
my movements, placed her hand on his head to
intercept the stream, moving her hand as I moved
the pitcher. She soon grew tired and I had my
own way. After about two hours of constant work,
going from one to the other and using the water
freely, both on their heads and necks, I succeeded
in restoring reason. I had now the full confidence
of the parents. Two faithful attendants were pro-
cured, and I gave them strict orders not to leave
them under any circumstances, and to pour water
on their heads, as needed to prevent delirium, and
to put thick cloths wrung out of cold water around
their necks, and to change them every few minutes
to control the swelling, and, if necessary, to pour
the water on their necks for a few minutes at a
time, should the swelling appear to increase. I
may say here that in many instances the glands ol
the neck gave the first indication of the attack, and,
if not interfered with, would in a few hours become
so much swollen as *to impede and finally tc
prevent deglutition and seriously interfere with

respiration. The pharynx, soft palate and tonsils,
became intensely congested, and in the severest
cases the color was quite purple. Patches of a
dirty white color appeared on the soft palate and
tonsils, and were not removable, and when the
throat was first attacked it was decidedly the worst
feature of the case, and, if permitted to run for 36
to 48 hours without check, could rarely be con-
trolled, and was usually followed by delirium, coma
and death. I returned 'the next morning to find
that my instructions had been fully carried out,
and my patients not only no worse, but were hold-
ing well up against the influence of the poison.

I gave only some compound jalap powder to
move the bowels. My nine patients all recovered
without any bad sequelæ. A peculiar feature in
the oldest boy's case, and which I never saw in
any other was, that desquamation of the entire
mucous surface of the tongue took place in the
form of blisters of the size of a five cent piece.
He was in great misery for a week, but, with the
use of cold and emollient applications, he was soon
better. I may here remark that the few cases
which took an adynamic form and in which the rash
was seen of a dark red or purple color, always
improved on reducing the temperature; the rash
changing to a bright red and coming out fully to
the surface. The application of cold to the entire
surface caused the rash to disappear, if long con-
tinued ; but it always returned with increasing
temperature and improved in appearance, nor, as
I at first apprehended, was there any danger from
metastasis. Very soon after, I was called to see
an only son, aged 17, who had been brought down
so suddenly and violently that his mother was in
great distress when I arrived. The rapidity and
violence of the attack alarmed me, as I had not
seen any recover with a similar attack under the
usual form of treatment. His mother at once
asked me what the disease was and if I could save
him. I told her that it was probably a very bad
attack of scarlet fever, but that I thought I could
get him through. She said, "You won't use cold
water, will you ?" I replied as in the other cases,
that I would rather not take charge of the case,

F and prepared to leave, when she decided to place
him under my control. The attack commenced
early in the afternoon of this day, and his condi-
tion was (9 p.m.) as follows: Pulse 120, very hot;
respiration hurried ; was delirious and restless, and
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could not be roused. I had a pail of the coldest
water that could be brought in, and while two
assistants held his head clear of the bed, I poured
the water gently all over it for nearly an hour, when
be could be roused, and with a little further appli-
cation he became quite himself. I directed the
nurse, in anticipation of the throat difficulty, to
apply thick cloths wrung out of the coldest water
and frequently changed ; but, after all the precau-
tions, I had to remove the cloths and pour the
water over his neck for some time and repeat the
process from time to time to keep the swelling
under controL The rash appeared during the
night. I found on remitting the applications for
even a short time the rash became abundant, the
skin intensely hot, and the delirium returned. (He
had no medicine, except to move his bowels as
needed.) The constant application of cold water,
more especially to the neck and head, was con-
tinued through the first four days and nights of the
attack, the crisis usually taking place on the fifth
day, which proved true in this case. He was able
to be up on the seventh day and required but little
more attendance. Several cases came under my
care where I could not inspire confidence in the
cold treatment, and in every such case the disease
either ran a lengthened course and the patient
finally succumbed, or corivalesced slowly with the
loss or impairment of hearing, smell, or the de-
struction of a portion of the soft palate and nasal
mucous lining. During the prevalence of this
epidemic two rather remarkable cases occurred.
A. H., aged 19, requested me to examine ber
throat, in which there was a heightened color of
the tonsils, but no swelling. I told her she was
threatened with quinsy, gave a diaphoietic and
desired ber to leave school for a few days, and
when home to apply a cold wet cloth to her throat.
I was sent for in the afternoon and found ber com-
plaining of ber throat very much, but could see
only increased redness and a fulness of the soft
palate. Pulse îoo and some fever, but nothing
serious indicated. Sent for again about 9 p.m.
same evening, and found all the parts within much
congested, having a purplish-red appearance and
considerably swollen. Externally, the neck, espe-
cially in the region of the parotid and sub-maxillary
glands, was becoming enlarged. Pulse 130; skin
very hot, and breathing hurried with great restless-

ness. Her mind remained clear throughout. I
told the parents that there could be no doubt but
it was malignant scarlatina, and that there was but
one way to save ber, and that was to apply
cold in the most constant and energetic manner.
Cloths were wrung out of the coldest water and
put around the neck and changed every few
minutes, and the water poured on occasionally to
ensure a constant degree of cold. Her mouth and
throat were frequently gargled with cold water, as
ice could not be had. This gave great relief. No
medicines or nourishment could be given, as she
could swallow nothing. Second day-I had little
hopes of my patient, but directed them not to
intermit the treatment in the least. No fibrinous
patches were to be seen, nor was there any appear-
ance of rash throughout. Pulse sanie as yesterday
and temperature very high. She was still con-
scious, but inclined to drowsiness and stupor.
Third day-Patient much the same as yesterday ;
but there is a feeling of great fulness in the throat
and sense of suffocation. Pulse 134; very com-
pressible and temperature very high ; extremities
inclined to be cool. She is greatly prostrated,-
cannot swallow the least thing. Between my visits
this day an abscess in the throat broke and dis-
charged several ounces of pus and blood, nearly
suffocating the patient. I found my patient in the
evening more calm and breathing more easily.
Pulse 12o and throat looking better. The tongue,
as in every case, was intensely red. I directed a
continuance of the treatment sufficient to control
the fever, and to give milk as soon as she could
take it. Fourth day-Much improved this morn-
ing-took some milk during the night-ordered
chicken broth, and to keep the cold still to the
throat. Fifth day-Patient rapidly convalescing.
I had no further trouble, and at the end of three
weeks she was again teaching. Case 2.-On the
fifth day of the first case, her sister suffered an
attack of the same character, and, if possible, more
severe. It ran the same course and terminated in
recovery in about the same time. The treatment
was carried out with the same energy and perse-
verance as in case i, and being earlier commenced,
there was no suppuration-no appearance of rash,
and desquamation followed in each case. Conva-
lescence was equally rapid as in the first case.
Was the disease communicated from Ist to 2nd
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case? Was it scarlatina maligna? Two mild cases
came under my notice with no appearance of rash,
one of which was followed by dropsy. W. B., aged
40, sent for me during the night. I found him
very uneasy and considerably alarmed about the
swelling of his feet, legs and face, which had sud-
denly appeared. I declined doing anything, and
said be should at once send for his regular medical
attendant. He said he could not do so till morn-
ing, and he must have something to relieve his
distress, and asked what his disease was. I replied
that he had had scarlet fever, and dropsy had
followed from exposure. Most ot his family were
sick with scarlet fever at this time. He said lie
had not been sick, but the doctor had given him
some medicine for his appetite, but be knew he
had not had scarlet fever. I gave him a strong
purgative and left. The next day I received a note
from his doctor, saying be could not attend and
asking me to take charge of the case. He recovered
under treatment for dropsy. The second case was
my sister, who was attacked with all the usual
symptoms of scarlet fever, which terminated in the
usual manner, followed by desquamation, but there
was never the slightest appearance of the charac-
teristic eruption.

An epidemic of scarlatina occurred in 1863 in
the northern part of Huron County, which proved
fatal in a number of cases, where my former expe-
rience had led me to think they ought to have been
saved by the cold water treatment, and I confess
to considerable disappointment at my want of suc-
cess, though on the whole the cold treatment was
successful. There was a difference in a remark-
able way in the character of the epidemics of 1855

and 1863. That of 1855, in most of the malignant
cases, attacked the brain, and through it the nerv-
ous system, producing a tendency to death by
coma, and indicating such a form of treatment as
would relieve the brain from the overwhelming
effects of the poison. This was most effectually
found in the cold water treatment, very little sup-
port being needed; while in the epidemic of 1863
the heart seemed to be the point of attack, causing
great debility and prostration, producing a ten

dency to death by asthenia, indicating the neces-
sity of tonics and stimulants from the first, as also

strong nutrition and moderate application of cold,
more especially to the throat. The mind in the
last mentioned epidemic usually remained clear,

and I have reason to think that if I had com-
menced the use of tonics and stimulants earlier I
would have saved several patients who ultimately
succumbed.

0N WATER ANALYSIS.

BY J. W. MACDONALD, M.D., EDIN., L.R.C.S.E.,

MEDICAL OFFICER TO THE STEEL COMPANY

OF CANADA, LONDONDERRY, N.S.

(Read before the Canada Medical Association, Aug. 4, 1881).

I am frequently asked by both medical men and
laymen to give some ready methods by which the
fitness or unfitness of water for domestic purposes
can be ascertained. In answering the question
several difficulties present themselves. The cost
of apparatus for a complete examination of water
is a serious matter; few persons have the time
or the inclination to carry out detailed chemical
analyses, and, lastly, a conclusion as to the purity
or impurity of water must be based upon a collation
of all the evidence that can be obtained, rather
than from the results of one or two tests. The
vital importance of the subject, and the lively
interest which is being awakened in regard to it,
have led me to attempt the description of water
analysis which will be sufficient for ordinary pur-
poses, and at the same time fall within the means
and the opportunities of every medical practitioner.
Two years ago I imported from Savory & Moore,
of London, one of Parke's Cabinets for water
analysis. It cost me, inclusive of duty, about one
hundred and fifty dollars, and nearly one-half of
the contents was destroyed by breakage. As few
would feel disposed to go to that expense, I have
endeavored to meet the difficulty by preparing
a small, cheap, and at the same time efficient
case of chemicals and apparatus, which should
not cost more than $12 or $14. The case is 18
inches long, 5 inches wide, and 9 inches high. It
contains the following chemicals in three-ounce
boules :

Standard solution of nitrate of silver, solution
of yellow chromate of potash, solution of soap,
solution of nitrate of barium, two shaking bottles
for soap test, Nessler's solution, dilute sulphuric
acid, sol. of iodide of potassium and starch, oxalate
of ammonium, standard sol. of ammonium chloride,
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standard sol. of permanganate of potassium. The
apparatus consists of i flask with ring for boiling,
2 india-rubber caps with two necks, i retort stand,
i burette with clamp, india-rubber tubing, spirit
lamp, 5 test tubes, glass rod, glass measure 50 C.C.

In the examination of water the coarser physical
characters, such as color, smell, taste and trans-
parency should first be noted. The color is best
observed by pouring the water into a tall glass
vessel and looking down upon it. Perfectly pure
water has a bluish tint, and the bottom of the
vessel is clearly seen through several feet of water,
while some waters are so turbid as to obscure the
bottom when only a few inches are looked through.
A green color as a rule indicates vegetable impunty,
a yellow or brown color (excepting in peat water),
animal impurity. Smell is best observed by warm-
ing, boiling, or distilling the water, when charac-
teristic odors are frequently given off. The evidence
derived from an examination of the physical char-
acters is very unreliable. We must, therefore,
proceed to an examination of the dissolved solids
which gives us the most valuable evidence. The
examination is divided into the qualitative and
quantitative :

I. Qualitative.-The most useful tests are the
following :-

SUBSTANCES SOUGHT
FOR.

RE-AGENTS TO BE USED,
AND EFFECTS.

Reaction... ..... ......... Litmus and turmeric papers-
usual red or brown reac-
tions.

Lime .................. Oxalate of ammonium-white
precipitate.

Chlorine ....... .......... Nit. of silver and dilute nitric
acid-white precipitate be-
coming lead color.

Nitrous acid.............Iodide of potassium and starch
in solution-a blue color.

Ammonia ............... Nessler's solution-a yellow
color, or yellow-brown pre-
cipitate.

Nitric acid.................Sol. of sulphate of iron and
pure sulphuric acid-olive-
colored zone.

Oxidizable matter, including
organic matter ........... Permanganate of potassium-

red color disappears.

II. Quantitative.
i. Determination of Chlorine.-Prepare a solu-

tion of nitrate of silver by dissolving 17 grammes
in one litre of water. Take zoo C.C. of the water
to be examined, place it in a white porcelain dish,
add enough solution of yellow chromate of potash
to make it just yellow. Then add the nitrate of

silver solution from a burette, and stir. A red
color is produced which disappears as long as any
chlorine is present. Stop when the least red tint
is permanent, then read off the number of C.C.
of silver nitrate used ; each of these represents 3.55
milligrammes of chlorine. Multiply by io to give
the amount per litre, and this again by .07 for
grains per gallon. Chlorine in water is very sus.
picious of the presence of the liquid excreta of
men or animals. If, in addition, we find nitric
and nitrous acids, ammonia and phosphoric acid,
the evidence is very strong. Chlorine, however,
may be due to strata containing chloride of sodium
or calcium. In this case the water is alkaline from
sodium carbonate. In some cases the chlorine is
due to impregnation from sea water. It is then
large in quantity, there is also magnesia and little
evidence of organic matter.

2. H1ardness.-This is estimated by Clarke's soap
test, and by it we determine-

i. Total hardness, representing the aggregate
earthy salts and free carbonic acid.

2. The removable hardness, or that which disap-
pears on boiling.

3. The permanent hardness which is unaffected
by boiling.

By the soap test can also be determined the
amount of certain constituents, such as lime, mag-
nesia, sulphuric acid, and free carbonic acid.

Apparatus required for the soap test.-Measure
of 5o or zoo C.C. Burette divided into tenths of
a cubic centimetre; two or more stoppered bottles
to hold about four ounces. We also require to
have the following solutions :

i. Standard Solution of Barium Nitrate.-Dis-
solve .26 grammes of pure barium nitrate in one
litre of water, or 18.2 grains to i gallon. A con-
centrated solution of ten times this strength may
be made and diluted with 9 parts of water when
used.

2. Solution of Soab.-Dissolve a piece of soft
potash soap of the British Pharmacopœia in equal
parts of water and alcohol; filter and then graduate
as follows :

Put 5o C.C. of the standard solution of barium
nitrate into the shaking bottle, and add to it slowly
the soap solution from the finely graduated burette.
After each addition shake vigorously and place
the bottle on its side. Continue this until you
have a thin beady lather over the whole surface
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permanent for five minutes. Read off the amount
of soap solution used; if exactly 2.2. C.C. have
been taken the solution is correct. If less the soap
solution must be diluted with spirit and water.
The amount of dilution can be ascertained by a
simple rule. Suppose 1.8 C.C. have been used
and the whole of the unused soap solution measures
2oo C.C., then

As 1.8 : 2.2 2oo : x

x=244.4 C.C.
The 200 C.C. must then be diluted with equal

parts of spirit and water to 244.4 C.C.
With these solutions, and having all glasses,

burette, etc., perfectly clean, for the least quantity
of acid would destroy the accuracy of the process,
we can proceed as follows:

i. To determine the total hardness of the water:
Take 50 C.C. of the water in a stoppered bottle,
and add the soap solution from the burette, shaking
strongly after each addition until a lather perma-
nent for five minutes spreads over the whole surface
without any break. Then read off the number of
tenths of soap solution used. From this number
subtract 2, as that quantity is necessary to give a
lather with 50 C.C. of the purest water. The soap
solution which has been used indicates the hard-
ness due to all the ingredients which can act upon
it, as a rule, they are lime, magnesian salts, iron,
and free carbonic acid. It is usual to express this
hardness by degrees of Clark's scale. Though
dependant upon various causes it is considered as
so much calcium carbonate per gallon, one grain
of calcium carbonate being one degree of Clark's
scale.

The calculation is as follows: Each tenth of the
soap solution corresponds to .25 milligrammes of
calcium carbonate. Multiply this co-efficiently by
the number of tenths of soap solution used, and
the result is the hardness of 50 C.C. Multiply
by 20 for the amount per litre, and by .07 for
grains per gallon, or degrees of Clark's scale.

To obtain the permanent hardness.-Boil a known
quantity briskly for half an hour, replacing the loss
with distilled water from time to time, cork the
vessel and allow it to cool. Then determine the
hardness in 50 C.C. as before.

Removable hardness.-This is very easily calcu-
lated, for we have only to take the difference
between the total hariness and the permanent
hardness and express the result as removable

hardness. The permanent hardness is the most
important, for it represents the -most objectionable
earthy salts, viz. : calcium sulphate and chloride,
and the magnesian salts. The permanent hardness
of good water should not exceed 30 or 4° of Clark's
scale.

The next step in our investigation is the
Determination of free or saline ammonia and of

nitrogenous organic matter.-Ammonia in water is
chiefly derived from organic substances, either
vegetable or animal. In the detection and esti-
mation of ammonia the very delicate test known
as Nessler's solution is of the greatest value.

Nessler's Solution is thus prepared : Dissolve 5o
grammes of iodide of potassium in 250 C.C. of
distilled water; reserve a small quantity, warm
the larger portion, and add a strong aqueous solu-
tion of corrosive sublimate until the precipitate
ceases to disappear, then add the reserved solution
of iodide so as to just dissolve the red precipitate ;
filter and add to the filtrate 200 grammes of solid
potash dissolved in boiled water. Dilute to i litre
and add 5 C.C. of a saturated aqueous solution of
mercury bichloride. Allow to subside, decant the
clear liquid, and keep in a dark place.

In addition to this solution we require
Standard Solution of Ammonium Chloride, which

is of the strength of .0315 grammes to i litre of
water, each C.C. represents .oi milligrammes of
ammonia. The mode of procedure is as follows :
Place in a flask 250 C.C. of the water to be ex-
amined, distill off about 12o C.C. ; measure this
distillate carefully, test a little with Nessler's solu-
tion in a test tube and observe the color ; if not
too dark take ioo C.C. of the distillate and put it
into a cylindrical glass vessel, and place it upon
a piece of white paper. Add to it ii C.C. of
Nessler. Put into another similar cylinder as
many C.C. of ammonium chloride as may be
thought necessary and fill up to oo C.C. of pure
distilled water, which has previously been proved
to be free from ammonia; drop in ii C.C. of
Nessler. If the colors correspond the process is
finished, and the amount of ammonium chloride
used is read off. If the colors are not the same
add a little more ammonium chloride so long as
no haze shows itself ; if it does, then a fresh glass
must be taken and another test made. When the
colors correspond, read off the C.C. of ammonium
used, allow for the portion of distillate not used,
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multiply by .or and we have the number of milli- 1
grammes of free ammonia in the 250 C.C. acted t
upon; multiply this amount by 4 and we have the c
number of milligrammes per litre. Example- c
From 25o C.C. of water, 123 were distilled, roo
C.C. were taken for the experiment, 4.5 C.C.
of ammonium chloride were required to give
the proper color; then 4.5 x ¾x.or x4=0.2214
milligrammes of free ammonia per litre. The free
ammonia or saline ammonia is the ammonia com-
bined with carbonic, nitric or other acid, and also
what may be derived from any easily decomposible
substance such as used. The quantity should not
exceed .o2 milligrammes per litre in good water.

Having calculated the free ammonia, the residue
of the water in the retort is used to determine
the nitrogenous organic matter as measured by
albuminoid ammonia. The iitrogen is converted
into ammonia by nieans of potassium perman-
ganate in presence of an alkali, the ammonia is
then distilled off and estimated as above.

Dissolve 8 grammes of permanganate of potas-
sium and 2oo grammes of solid caustic potash in
i litre of water, boil thoroughly to drive off any
ammonia and any nitrogenous matter. This is
known as Wanklyn's solution. Add to the residue
in the retort 25 C.C. of this solution, distil over
110 to 120. Calculate the ammonia as before,
and state the results in this case as a/buminoid
ammonia. The standard limit of albuminoid
ammonia in good water is stated by Wanklyn to
be .o5 milligrammes per litre, some other authori-
ties place it at .o8. Much albuminoid ammonia,
little free ammonia, and almost entire absence of
chlorides, is, according to Wanklyn, indicative of
vegetable contamination.

OXIDIZABLE MATTER.

The chief sources of oxidizable matter in water
are oxidizable organic matter, and nitrous acid as
nitrates. The estimation of these affords valuable
evidence of the character of water, and they are
conveniently determined by means of permanga-
nate of potassium. We calculate i. Total oxidiz-
able matter in terms of oxygen required for its
oxidization. Make a solution of permanganate by
dissolving .395 grammes of the crystallized salt in
i litre of water. Each C.C. of this solution yields
o., milligrammes of oxygen in presence of an
acid. Test its accuracy by a solution of crystal-

ized oxalic acid of the strength of .7875 grammes
o the litre of water. This solution acidulated with
dilute sulphuric acid should exactly decolorize an
equal quantity of the solution of permanganate.
The process, as recommended by Woods, is as
ollows

" Take a convenient quantity of the water to be
examined, say 250 C.C., add 5 C.C. of dilute
;ulphuric acid (i to o); drop in the permanganate
solution from a burette until a pink color is estab-
ished; warm the water up to 140°F., dropping in
more permanganate if the color disappears; when
the temperature reaches 14o remove the lamp,
continue to drop in the permanganate till the color
is permanent for about ten minutes. Then read
off the number of C.C. used, multiply by o.i to
get the milligrammes of oxygen, and by 4 to get
the amount per litre." The amount of oxygen
obtained by this process includes that from organic
matter and nitrous acid. To separate these we
must drive off the nitrous acid by boiling with
sulphuric acid as follows :

Take 250 C.C. of the water under examination;
add 5 C.C. of dilute sulphuric acid as before ; boil
briskly for 20 minutes, then allow it to cool down
to 140 °F., add the permanganate solution until a
pink color remains for ten minutes; then calculate
as before. The result in this case must be stated
as milligrammes per litre of oxidizable organic
matter, or organic oxygen.

Nitrous acid is now easily determined, for it is
represented by the difference between the two pre-
ceding processes. Each milligramme of oxygen
is equivalent to 2.875 milligrammes of nitrous acid ;
the difference must, therefore, be multiplied by
this factor, and the result is nitrous acid in milli-
grammes per litre. From the foregoing tests we
can gain sufficient evidence to form an opinion of
the character of a given sample of water. The
inference from this evidence can be ,drawn as fol.
lows :

A large quantity of nitric and nitrous acids, much
oxidizable and nitrogenous organic matter with
much chlorine, indicates recent sewage impregna-
tion. With little oxidizable organic matter and
nitric acid in large amount, we assume that more
or less complete conversion of organic matter has
taken place. Albuminoid ammonia and nitric
acid in abundance and free ammonia and chlorine
in small amount, is indicative of vegetable con
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tamination. Little chlorine with much albuminoi
and free ammonia, nitrous and nitric acids, sho,
contamination from gaseous emanations.

To those who have not the inclination or th
opportunity to carry out an analysis such as I hav
described, a few ready tests may be useful. An,
druggist can prepare from the formulæ alread
given the following solutions : Nitrate of silver
Nessler's solution, solution of permanganate o
potassium, and solution of iodide of potassiun
and starch. Provided with these they can procee
as follows :

r. Observe the color.
2. Observe the smell, particularly when the watei

is boiling.
3. The taste.
4. Add to a small quantity of the water in a test

tube or wine-glass, a little of the solution of nitrate
of silver. If it gives a white color it contains
chlorides. This is a very suspicious sign.

5. To another portion of the water add a small
quantity of Nessler's solution. A yellow color or
yellowish-brown precipitate shows the presence of
ammonia.

6. Add a few drops of the solution of perman-
ganate of potassium. The pink color remains if
the water is pure, it disappears if the water contains
organic matter.

These simple tests would, in most cases, settle
the question of the purity or impurity of a suspected
water. The amount of disease and suffering caused
by the use of impure water, is in this country assum-
ing terrible proportions. Epidemics of typhoid
and other zymotics are constantly occurring, which
could be easily prevented by a little care in examin-
ing the waters and discontinuing the use of impure
wells. This is one of the evils arising from the
want of Public Health legislation. Surely the day
is near at hand when the Government will protect
the lives of our people from this, as it does from
other forms of poisoning, and furnish us with the
means whereby we can control the causes of pre-
ventable diseases. Then shall we gain a happy
victory over those dread enemies which year by
year destroy the lives and desolate the homes of
so many of the brave sons and daughters of this
prosperous Dominion.

NOTE.-For the processes in the qualitative and uantita-tive analyses, I have drawn freely from the works o Parkesand Wanklyn, to which I raeer the reader who wishes togain familiarity with this very necessary branch of medicalstudy.

d CASE OF ADD1SON'S DISEASE.
BY E. GOODMAN, M.D., ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

e Having recently had an opportunity of witnessing
e the closing scenes in the life of a patient who has
y just died from the rare and obscure disease named
y after Dr. Addison, it has occurred to me that a
, brief report of the history, symptoms, and post
f mortem appearances might prove interesting to the
i members of the profession. I have, therefore,
d decided to communicate to you the salient points

of the case for publication :
Robert L-, the victim of the disease, was

r about 26 years old at the tine of his death, which
occurred on the 27th of July ult. He was a tin-
smith " by trade," of regular habits, sober and
industrious. He was neither very robust nor very
delicate in appearance; rather thin than otherwise,
but not unhealthy looking. For many years before
the development of the fatal symptoms he had
suffered from obstinate constipation, a condition
which very generally accompanies irritation of the
sympathetic from disease involving any of the
abdominal or pelvic viscera. To relieve this trouble
he was in the habit of taking heroic doses of
sulPhate of magnesia and other purgatives. Some
four or five years ago he purchased from an
itinerant vendor of drugs a quack preparation,
which he took, and which nearly killed him. It
was a drastic " purgative," and produced an attack
of enteritis. Under the usual treatment, leeches,
opium, fomentations, &c., he recovered, and, so
far as I know, did not suffer from any unpleasant
sequence in consequence of his indiscretion after
the subsidence of the inflammation; unless, indeed,
it might have been the cause which ultimately led
to the disorganization of the suprarenal capsules,
by exciting disease in them through disturbance of
the circulation, owing to the profound irritation of
the sympathetic nerves which constitute so large
a portion of the medullary part of the capsules.
I lost sight of him after this until the 26th of July,
1881, when I was requested to see him in consul-
tation with the physician in attendance upon him
at that time. That gentleman informed me that
the case was a very obscure one, and exceedingly
difficult to diagnose, and that treatment had very
little effect. The patient for the last six months
had been failing in strength, and complained of
dreadful feelings of prostration, and sinking at the
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e/igastrium. He said he felt as if he "was going appeared to be suffering from some anomalous
down, down, down." His appetite was craving, affection, the symptoms of which were prostration,almost amounting to bulimia, and yet when e sat proecordial distress, nausea, anorexia, and hiccough.down to eat the smell of the viands would so over- There was no pain, no fever, no indication of hepa-core him, that he would frequently faint away and tic, cardiac, renal, cerebral, or intestinal disease,have to be carried out into the ope air. For the in fact it was impossible to locate the disease inlast six months the skin of his face, neck, and the any organ, tissue, or viscus of the body. Thebacks of his hands had a dingy, smoky, lustreless extremities were cold,-from contraction of thebronze color, more marked at some times than at arterioles owing to vaso-motor irritation (?)-the
others, and fading away almost entirely during the temperature was normal, the pulse feeble and slow,last week or two of his illness. At the time of from stimulation of the inpibitory centres owing tohis death the only evidence of the discoloration the condition of the mucous lining of the stoiach
remaining was on the backs of his hands, and, influencing the terminal branches of the Vagi (?>,jossibly, in the intestinal walls. and yet there was nothiîg definite or demonstrableStrange to say, just six months ago, and before to account for the great and increasing prostrationthe symptoms of the disease which led to his death which was rapidly passing into fatal collapse. Thehad become sufliciently developed to attract atten- attending physicians, baffled by the extraordinarytion, he had his life insured, being examined and nature of the affection, inferred from the conditionpronounced sound, and an eligible risk. The of the stomach, the nausea, hiccough, &c., that
attending physician informed me that the patient the disease mgh-/it be localized in the liver or alimen-had consulted him some weeks ago in consequence tary canal, and so medication was directed to thoseof passing large quantities of urine. The doctor quarters ; but all without avail, the patient con-examined the urine and found it perfectly normal tinued to sink lower, and lower still. On the eveningas to its constituents, and specific gravity, and he of the day before the patient succumbed I was calledconsidered it as being merely a case of diabetes to see him in consultation. After hearing frominsipidus depending upon some nervous or digestive the attending physician and the parents the historyfunctional disturbance. No doubt the increased of the case, it occurred to me that possibly theflow of urine was due to the increase of blood patient might be suffering from disease of thepressure in the renal glomeruli from irritation of supra-renal capsules, although up to that time Ithe sympathetic vaso-motor ganglia controlling the had not been aware of the existence of any dis-renal circulation. The patient shortly after the coloration of the skin. Upon asking the patient'sexaination of his urine left St. Catharines to inother if she had at any time observed any pecu-undertake certain dutes in connection with the liar color of the skin on any part of the body, sheGrimsby Camp Ground," and while there con- said, " Yes, for the last six months bis face, neck,sulted a local piactitioner, who suspected from the and the backs of his hands had a dark, smokydisturbance of the stomach, and the unaccountable look ; that she used to think his skin was stainedveakness and faintness of which the patient com- with dirt, and asked him why he did not wash itplained, that he was suffering from tape-worm, off?" lie replied that he " could not wash it off."abea sotiu. As no proper remedies were obtain- The patient himself also told me that he noticedable at the Camp Ground to eject the supposed the peculiar color of his skin, but that he couldintestinal incumbent, Dr. Leitch. of this city was not account for it. He never spoke of it to hisw-ritten to, and forwarded a mixture containing rnedical attendant, as he did not associate it inextrc-t of oatefern and castor ol Ex. nihilo, nihil any w-ay with his failing heaith and strength. Onfit, therefore no tape-worm made its appearance examining the backs of his hands I noticed the,ter vias rectas," but, unfortunateîy, terrible pros- lustreless bronze color, but, strange to say, duringtration supervened, rendering the patient entirely the preceding week the natural color seemed tounfit for duty, and compelling bim to return home have returned to bis face and neck as the symptomsto w is father's bouse in this cil. On his arrival he of collapse became more marked ; so that seeingwas seen by two of our local physicians. They him in the evening, by lamp-light, I should notdid ail in their power to relieve the patient, wbo bave noticed anything abnormal in the appearance
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of the skin if I had not closely examined his hands.
His mother told me that during the last six months
his face at times was as dark as an Indian's. Since
his death a number of his acquaintances have
spoken to me concerning his peculiar color. The
patient died at 6 o'clock p.m., July the 27th, i88i.
He was pulseless for some time prior to his death,
and retained his consciousness to the last. His
muscular weakness was so great that he could not
move hand or foot, and constantly begged to be
shifted from side to side, and to have his hands
and arms pulled and stretched. His restlessness
was distressing in the extreme, and was relieved in
a measure by nutritive enemata containing cream,
brandy, and McMunn's Elixir Opii. Ingesta by
the mouth seemed to increase the præcordial
anxiety, and produce hiccough. Strange to say
he could always check the hiccough by holding
his breath, and when so doing the pulse would
vanish at the wrist until he resumed respiration.
Twenty hours after death my friend Dr. Leitch,
the attending physician and I made a post rmortem
examination of the remains. The body was rather
emaciated, but not excessively so. There was no
appearance of the bronzing remaining, except upon
the backs of the hands. The lings were healthy.
There was slight adhesion between the pulmonary
and costal pleuræ near the base of the right lung.
The heart was small, but otherwise normal, both
as to its walls and valves. There was an ante-
mortei clot, white, but not very tenacious, filling
the cavity of the right ventricle and extending into
the pulmonary artery. The formation of this heart-
clot was no doubt due to the slowness of the circu-
lation for some time prior to death, and probably
accounted for the disappearance of the pulse at
the wrists. The liver was normal in size, but rather
congested, and exuded dark blood when sliced.
The kidneys were normal, but slightly congested;
so were the small intestines, with the exception of
several macule, like purpuric spots, which seemed
to stain the walls of the jejunum and i/eum, and
were probably due to the same cause which pro-
duced the bronzing of the skin. The large intes-
tines were healthy. There was a small fatty tumor
on the upper surface of the liver, not larger than
a pea, which could not have produced any symp-
toms during life. The brain and spinal curd were
not examined. Both supra-renal capsu/es were
extensively diseased. That on the right side was

converted into a dense fibroid mass, as tough as
cartilage, and was much enlarged. The capsule
of the left side was still more hypertrophied, and
consisted of a caseous substance, rather friable,
and studded with calcareous particles in its cortical
nortion. The medullary portion of the left capsule
contained a cyst, lined with a smooth membrane,
which had a small quantity of milky-looking, puri-
form fluid in its interior. A warty excrescence
was imbedded in the floor of the cyst about the
shape and size of a small-pox pustule. This
morbid growth was hard and fibrous, and was
oitted on its rounded apex with a depression like
a rudimentary nipple. Although up to the present
time morbus Addisonii has been louked upon as
absolutely incurable, if the nature of the malady
had been suspected earlier something might possi-
bly have been done to mitigate the sufferings of
the patient. As the malady seems mainly to exert
its injurious influence on the system through the
medium of the solar plexus, splanchnics, and
great sympathetic, opium, belladonna, chloroform,
nitrite of amyl, or alcohol, or indeed any remedy
which would counteract its tendency to morbid
contraction of the arterioles might be looked upon
as indicated on physiological grounds. The irrita-
tion of the nerves of organic life is no doubt due
to the morbid process going on in the capsules,
and whilst unfortunately no means exist of detect-
ing the disease in its very earliest stages, or of
arresting the morbid process, the administration of
remedies of the nature indicated, either by the
mouth, or by hypodermic injection, would doubtless
ameliorate the patient's condition, if they did not
cure. If the disease should primarily depend upon
affection of the sympathetic ganglia themselves,
then, possibly, the neurasihenia having been over
come, the organic changes produced by the nervous
disease might also be put an end to bari passu.
Doubtless the feeble action of the heart, the
bulmia, from which at one time the patient suffered,
the polyuria, the præcordial distress, and the pro-
found depression, were all due to the persistent
irritation set up in the sympathetic ganglia by the
capsular disease. The great vascularity of the
capsules, and their very abundant innervation from
the sympathetic (the cells of the medullary portion
of the capsules seeming to be identical with the
ganglionic nerve cells), are quite sufficient to ac-
count for the fatal results attending their disor-
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ganization, without the need of associating as a
cause of death a supposed function of removing
some element from the blood, the non-removal of
which would occasion death by blood-poisoning.
Brown-Séquard found that removal of the capsules
in the inferior animals occasioned death more
rapidly than removal of the kidneys. It would
scarcely seem possible that the function of the
capsules as blood-glands could be so important as
that of the kidneys, and, therefore, if death occurs
so rapidly after their removal it must be due to
the fatal shock produced by the injury to the great
sympathetic through the solar plexus and splanch-
nics, as the capsules appear to have more intimate
vital relations with the nerves of organic life than
any other viscus of the body. I have dwelt upon
this remarkable association of the ganglionic system
of nerves with the capsules, not only on account
of its great physiological interest Per se, but because
I conceive that it furnishes a key to the many
anomalous symptoms which arise during the exist-
ence of the disturbance of the functions of any
or all of the abdominal, thoracic, or pelvic viscera,
in consequence of the irritation of the sympathetic
ganglia, which preside over their organic functions,
occasioned thereby. Disease of the supra-renal
capsules seems to possess symptoms common to
cardiac, hepatic, renal, gastric, intestinal, cerebro-
spinal, and ovarian disease, simply because it affects
the sympathetic as powerfully as all these disorders
combined, and it is only by excluding the above-
named affections, in the absence of the bronzing of
the skin, that a differential diagnosis can be arrived
at. The absence of jaundice, and the "pearly" con-
junctiva excluded hepatic disease; the normal
urine, renal disease ; auscultation, cardiac and pul-
monary disease ; absence of affections of sensation
or motion, cerebro-spinal disease ; palpation, ova-
rian disease. In conclusion, a thoughtful con-
sideration of the case of Robert L-, points out
the necessity of familiarizing ourselves with the
latest teachings of physiology and pharmacology,
if we would successfully combat the protæan forms
of nervous disease, manifesting itself in aberrations
of motion, sensation, secretion, circulation, and
nutrition, and in perversions of the moral and intel-
lectual faculties of the brain.

Q1~Orrtpou4twe.

INTUSSUSCEPTION-RECOVERY.
To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

SIR,-On Saturday, September, 4th, I was called
to see a case which appeared to puzzle the atter>d-
ing physician beyond measure. I found upon my
arrival a young man aet. 19 in dorsal decubitus,
with knees drawn up and complaining of nausea
and pain over the abdomen, which was most severe
in the ileo-cæcal region. On questioning I learn-
ed that no movement of the bowels had taken
place for two days previous, although there had
been a discharge of blood and mucus. There
was great tympanites present, but pressure did not
intensify the pain as I expected it would. The
pulse was i o, and the temperature nearly normal,
and spontaneous vomiting of a brown fluid, having
a slightly fæcal odor now occurred. The thirst
was intense, but when fluids were swallowed, they
were immediately ejected. I ordered ice with bet-
ter effect, as the vomiting did not occur again. I
diagnosed the case to be intussusception; the at-
tending physician coinciding with my opinion.
From the symptoms present I resolved to try in-
jections of warm water and turpentine every two
hours, and this failing obtain competent surgical
aid and perform laparotomy. Next day I again
visited the case and was pleasantly surprised to
find a marked improvement, the tympanites reduc-
ed and gases with an offensive odor escaping al-
though no movement of the bowels had taken
place, but he as had not eaten solids for three days
this did not cause any fresh alarm. I left the house
with directions to continue the injections as before
and report to me next day the progress made dur.
ing the night, when I was still further suprised to
hear of marked improvement in every particular,
and food was retained. I have not seen him since
but keep myself ?nformed each day, and the move-
ment of the bowels is normal. No abdominal
tumor could be discovered owing to the excessive
tympanites that existed when I first saw the case.
My object in reporting this case is simply to shew
that surgical interference is not always necessary
or justifiable, but had my experience as a surgeon
been such that I could have operated myself, I
would undoubtedly have done so, and distance
from competent aid led me to try the above alter-
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native. Hoping that you may consider this worthy
a place in your valuable journal.

I remain yours respectfully,

T. R. HOSSIE, M.D.

Gouverneur, N. Y. Sept. ioth 1881.

SPRUCE SHAVING SPLINTS.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

SIR,-In these progressive times when comfort
is the order of the day, I have much pleasure in
bringing under the notice of the Association, the
application of the " Spruce Shaving Splint" in cases
of fractured arm and humerus. In January 188i, I
had occasion to use this Splint at a time when no
other material could be obtained, and the result
was of the most satisfactory character. Sucli shav-
ings are now used by Mr. Eddy, for the manufac-
ture of ordinary match boxes, and to prevent
painted wooden ware, from adhering together, thus
I came in contact with the material. By placing
5 or 6 of these shavings together, a splint is at
once formed, of great practical utility. In the
first place, it possessed lightness; secondly plia-
bility, and thirdly when well padded, it actually hugs
the arm, in a manner, superior to any splint, I
have had occasion to use, either in hospital, or
private practice. Again should the case be one of
compound fracture, in which the secretions, ren-
dered it necessary to change the support of the
arn, the whole splint, would not require removal,
as an outside or inside shaving coulk at any time,
be taken away, without necessarily disturbing the
whole arm. In a recent case of dislocation and
fracture, at the elbow joint, I was much pleased
with the use of this splint, particularly, as to the
manner in which it flexed round the posterior part
of the joint, the splint in the posterior aspect of
the arm, being extended in that direction. Thus
the elbow joint was retained in its normal posi-
tion, with ease and comfort. Of the various forms
of timber, spruce, is the only fibre known, which
possesses, the requisite pliability and flexibility, to
undergo the fine shaving process of manufacture.
'is has been tested most thoroughly, in the con-
struction of match bones. From the foregoing
facts, it appears, that in the "Spruce Shaving
Splint," we have an inexpensive, light, pliable and

practical appliance, which will be found of great
service either in civil or military practice.

Yours respectfully,
J. A. GRANT.

Ottawa, July, 2nd 1881.

etporto of orfttes.
TORONTO MEDICAL SOCIETY.

AP-il 2IS/, ISSi.-The meeting was called to
order at 8 p. m. the President Dr. Covernton in the
chair. The minutes were read and confirmed.

Dr. Oldright exhibited a placenta with a pe-
culiar attachment of the membranes. Dr. Sheard
exhibited a stricture of the sigmoid flexure and
rupture of the colon at the junction of the de-
scending and transverse portions. Dr.Riddel exhibit-
ed a triangular plate of fish bone, extracted by means
of a piece of bellwire from the esophagus of a lady
by whom it had been swallowed. Dr. Ross Jr.
related a case of skin disease. Dr. Sheard then
read a paper upon the pathology of tubercle. The
first portion of his paper dealt with the nature of
tubercle, and in it he gave the chief histological
characteristics. In the second portion of his
paper he discussed the etiology of the dis-
ease, describing the results of experiments upon
animaIs, made with a view of artificially producing
tubercle. He advanced the view of a preliminary
inflammatory action before the deposit of tubercle,
exhibiting a human lung, in support of this view,
in which the upper part was distinctly tuberculous
and tbe lower part as distinctly in a condition of
rcd hepatization. An interes ting discussion followed
the reading of the paper.

The nomination of officers for the ensuing year
then took place and the meeting adjourned.

May 5th.-After routine Dr. Covernton, the re-
tiring President read his valedictory address in
which he reviewed the status of medical men, and
said that the public did not always appreciate their
efforts; he also touched upon the benefits of Medical
Societies, reviewed the work done in the past
year, and congratulated the Society upon its four-
ishing condition.

The election of officers for the ensuing year vas
then proceeded with, which resulted as follows
Dr. Daniel Clark, President, Dr. Grahan ist Vice
President, Dr. Oldright, 2nd Vice-President, Dr
Macdonald, Treasurer, Dr. Alex. Davidson, Record-
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ing Secretary, Dr. Sheard Corresponding Secretary,
Drs. A. H. Wright, Lett and Spencer, Councillors,

Dr. Temple exhibited an acephalous monster, and
the meeting then adjourned.

May 19th.-The Society met at 8 p.m., the
newly elected President in the chair. After the
reading of the minutes, and other preliminary busi-
ness, Dr. Oldright exhibited a bullet, which after
passing through several partitions of wood and
lath and plaster, had inflicted a cleanly incised
wound on a child's head.

Dr. Cameron, related a case of a cherry stone
being extruded from an aged person's nose, he
could not say how it had got there or how long it had
been there, but the patient affirmed that she had
not eaten cherries since last November.

Dr. Riddel related a case of confinement in
which when he was about to relieve retention of
the urine by the catheter he discovered two large
chancres on the labia pudendi.

Dr. Oldright made reference to the painful in-
terest the Society would take in hearing of the
illness of Dr. DeGrassi and Dr. McPhedrain; the
same gentleman also referred to the case of a little
girl two and half years old, in which there existed
an abdominal tumor principally occupying the
right side, it was rapid in its growth, elastic to the
touch, but when aspirated it gave no evidence of
its being a fluid tumor, a small quantity of fluid
withdrawn in the aspirator needle and examined
microscopically did not give any evidence of
malignancy. Dr. Workman mentioned a similar
case which proved to be malignant.

Dr. Riddel read an article upon the career of
Dr. Tumblety, " The Indian herb Doctor," which
dilated upon his wonderful cures and his wholesale
quackery, after which the Society then adjourned.

June 3o.-The Society met at 8 o'clock, the
President in the chair, the minutes of the previous
meeting were read and adopted. Dr. King was
then proposed a member of the Society.

Dr. Sheard exhibited the lungs, liver and kidneys
taken from a person the subject of syphilis ; the
liver contained abscess cavities. The lungs were
tuberculous and the kidneys showed, desquamation
of the uriniferous tubes.

Dr. Cameron exhibited a thrombus of the longi-
tudinal sinus taken from a child seven months old,

he also exhibited the cerebral vessels taken from
the same case, with masses attached to them which
he took to be syphilitic gummata ; the same
gentleman also exhibited a portion of a tibia which
had been spontaneously amputated at the seat of
a malignant ulcer.

Dr. Riddel then related a case of miscarriage
at the seventh month, followed by septicæmia, the
fetus being a monstrosity.

Dr. Graham, then read a very excellent and ex-
haustive paper upon leucocythæmia, in which he
related the histories of two cases which he had re-
cently had under his observation, at the Toronto
General Hospital, the first case being that of the
lymphatic variety, and the second case being that
of the splenic variety, he also referred to the
myologenous form, a very rare variety of leucocy-
themia. The disease seemed to baffle all treat-
ment, and progressed slowly and surely to a fatal
termination, the only treatment thought to be
beneficial would be prophylaxis, could the cause
of the disease be once arrived at; chaulmoogra oil
was tried but with no benefit. The reader while
he drew a difference between leucocythæmia,
and Hodgkin's disease, thought that the disease
under consideration and the so-called malignant,
growths were related ti one another. In conclud.
ing his paper Dr. Grahani ventured the following
opinion.

ist. That the essential features ofleucocythæmia
are lymphoid deposits, and leucocytes derived
from them.

2nd. Similar growths are the features of Hodgkin's
disease, but the cells do not enter the circulation.

3rd. That in both diseases the presence of these
deposits interferes with the manufacture of the red
blood corpuscle, producing anemia.

4th. That these growths bear a strong relation
to malignant growths, especially sarcomata.

5th. That Progressive Pernicious anæmia may
arise as a consequence of leucocythoemia or
Hodgkin's disease, in the same way that it may
follow pregnancy or any other disease which inter-
feres with the proper elaboration of the blood.

The discussion on Dr. Graham's paper was de_
ferred to the next meeting of the Society owing to
the lateness of the hour.

The Treasurer, Dr. Macdonald, then read his re-
port for the bye-gone year which showed the
Society to be in a very flourishing condition.
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INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL CONGRESS.

ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT, SIR JAMES
PAGET, BART.

We are indebted to the N. Y. Med. Record for
the following Reports:-

After referring to the composition of the Con-
gress, the diverse characters of its members, and
the various methods of study which had gained
eminence for each, he dwelt upon the necessity of
utilizing the apparent diversity of thought into a
concentrated and harmonious whole. In works
done by dissimilar and independent minds, dis-
persed in different fields of study, or only gathered
into self-assorted groups, there was apt to be dis-
cord and great waste of power. There was, there-
fore, need that the workers should from time to
time be brought to some consent and unity of pur-
pose ; that they should have opportunity for con-
ference and mutual criticism, for mutual help and
the tests of free discussion. This it was which, on
the largest scale and most effectually, the Congress
might achieve; not, indeed, by striving after a use-
less and happily impossible uniformity of mind or
method, but by diminishing the lesser evil of waste
and discord which was attached to the far greater
good of diversity and independence. Now, as in
numbers and variety the Congress might represent
the whole multitude of workers everywhere dis-
persed, so in its gathering and concord it might
represent a common consent that, though apart
and different, yet the work was and should be es-
sentially one; in all its parts mutually dependent,
mutually helpful-in no part complete or self-
sufficient. It might seem to be a denial of the
declaration of unity that, after this general meet-
ing the Congress should separate into sections
more numerous than on any former occasion.
He would speak of these sections to defend them ;
for some had maintained that, in such a division
of studies, there was a mischievous dispersion of
forces. He observed that the sections which we
have instituted are only some of those which are
already recognized, in many countries, in separate
societies, each of which has its own place and rules
of self-government, and its own literature. And
the division had taken place naturally, in the course
of events which could not be hindered. For the
partial separation of medicine, first from the other
natural sciences, and now into sections of its own,had been due to the increase of knowledge being
far greater than the increase of individual mental
power. He did not doubt that the average mental
power constantly increased in the successive gener- t
ations of al] well-traind peoples; but it did not
increase so fast as knowledge does, and thus, in t

$f#ttilrtiti$, every science, a small portion of the whole sum of
knowledge had become as much as even a large
mmd can hold and duly cultivate. Many of us
might, for practical life, have a fair acquaintance
with many parts of our science, but none can hold
it all ; and for complete knowledge, or for research,
or for safely thinking out beyond what was known,
no one could hope for success unless by limiting
himself within the few divisions of the science for
which, by nature or by education, he was best fitted.
Thus, the division into sections was only an in-
stance of that division of labor which, in every
prosperous nation, we see in every fild of active
life, and which was always justified by more work
better done. Moreover, it could not be said that
in any of our sections there was not enough for a
full strong mind to do. If any one doubted this,
he might try his own strength in the discussions of
several of them. In truth, the fault of specialism
was not in narrowness, but in the shallowness and
the belief in self-sufficiency with which it was apt
to be associated. If the field of any specialty in
science was narrow, it could be dug deeply. In
science, as in mining, a very narrow shaft, if only
it be carried deep enough, might reach the richest
stores of wealth and find use for all the appliances
of scientific art. Not in medicine alone, but in
every department of knowledge some of the grand-
est results of research and of learning, broad and
deep, were to be found in monographs on subjects
that, to the common mind, seemed small and
trivial.

Study in such a Congress might be a useful re-
medy for self-sufflciency. Here every group might
find a rare occasion, not only for an opportune as-
sertion of the supreme excellence of its own range
and mode of study, but for the observation of the
work of tvery other. Each section might show
that its own facts must be deemed sure, and that
by them every suggestion from without must be
tested ; but each might learn to doubt every infer-
ence of its own which was not consistent with the
facts or reasonable beliefs of others ; each might
observe how much there was in the knowledge of
others which should be mingled with its own ; and
the sum of all might be the wholesome conviction
of all, that we cannot justly estimate the value of
a doctrine in one part of our science till it has been
tried in many or in all. The test of truth in every
part should be in the patient and impartial trial of
its adjustment with what was true in every other.
For every fact in science, wherever gathered, had
not only a present value, which we might be able
to estimate, but a living and germinal power of
which none could guess the issue. It would be
difficult to think of anything that seemed less likely
to acquire practical utility than those researches of
he few naturalists who, from Leeuwenhoeck to
Ehrenberg, had studied the nost minute of living
things, the vibrionidæ. Men boasting themselves
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as practical might ask, " What good can come of of medicine had been equal to that of any other
it ?" Time and scientific industry had answered, great branch of knowledge during the same time." This good : those researches had given a truer He believed it had been ; he knew that the same
form to one of the most important practical doc- rate of progress could fot be maintained without
trines of organic chemistry ; they had introduced the constant and wise work of thousands of good
a great beneficial change in the most practical part intellects; and the mere maintenance of the same
of surgery; they were leading to one as great in rate was fot enough, for the rate of the progress
the practice of medicine ; they concerned the of science should constantly increase. That in
highest interests of agriculture, and their power is the last fifty years was at least twice as great as
not yet exhausted." And as practical men were, that in the previous fifty. What would it be in
in this instance, incompetent judges of the value the next, or, for a more useful question, What
of scientific facts, so were men of science at fault should we contribute to it?
when they missed the discovery of anesthetics. "In the number and intensity of the questions
Year after year the influences of laughing-gas and brought before us," said lie, "we may see some-
of ether were shown : the one fell to the level thing of our responsibility. If we could gather
of the wonders displayed by itinerant lecturers, into thought the amounts of misery or happiness,
students made fun with the other; they were the of helplessness or of power for work, which may
merest practical men, men looking for nothing but depend on the answers to al the questions that
what might be straightway useful, who made the will core before us, this right be a measure of
great discovery which had borne fruit not only in our responsibility. But we cannot count it; let usthe mitigation of suffering, but in a wide range of imagine it; we cannot even in imagination exag-physiological science. gerate it. Let us bear it always in our mmd, and

The history of science had may similar facts, remind ourselves that our responsibility wili con-
and they might teach that any man would be both stantly increase. For, as men became in the best
wise and dutiful if he would patiently and thought sense better educated, and the influence ofscientific
fully do the best he could in the field of work in knowledge on their moral and social state increases,
which, whether by choice or chance, his lot had so, among aIl sciences there is none of which the
been cast. Influence and, therefore, the responsibility will in-

The best work of the International Congress was crease more than ours; because none more in-
im the clearing and strengthening of the knowledge timately concerns man's happiness and working
of realities ; in bringing, year after year, ail its force power.
of numbers and varieties of minds to press forward "But, more clearly in the recollections of the
the completion as might from year to year be pos- Congress, we may be reminded that in our science
sible. Thus, chiefly, the Congress might maintain there may be, or, rather, there really is, a complete
and invigorate the life of our science. And the community of interest among men of all nations.
progress of science must be as that of life. It On al the questions before us we can differ, dis-
sounded well to speak of the temple of science and cuss, dispute, and stand in earnest rivalry ; but aIl
of building and crowning the edifice. But the consistently with friendship, aIl with readiness to
body of science was not as any dead thing of human wait patiently till more knowledge shah decide
work, however beautiful; it was as something living, which is in the right. Let us resolutely hold to
capî,able of development and a better growth in this when we are apart; Jet our internationality be
every part. For as in ail life the attainment of the a clear, abiding sentiment, to be, as now, declared
highest condition was only possible through the and celebrated at appointed times, but neyer to be
timely passing-by of the less good, that it might be forgotten; we may, perhaps, help to gain a new
replaced by the better, so was it in science. As honor for science if we thus suggest that in many
time passed, that which seemed true and was very more things, if they were as deeply and dispassion-
good became relatively imperfect truth, and the ately studied, there might be found the same coi-
truth more nearly perfect took its place. In the plete identity of international interests as in ours.
certainty of this progress, the great question was, "And then, let us always remind ourselves of
What should we contribute to it ? It would not the nobility of our calling. I dare to daim for it,
be easy to match the recent past. The advance that among ail the sciences, ours, in the pursuit
of medical knowledge within one's memory was and use of truth, offers the most complete and
arnazing, whether reckoned in the wonders of the constant union of those three qualities which have
science not yet applied, or in practical results in the greatest charm for pure and active minds-
the general lengthening of life, or, which was still novelty, utility, and charity. These three, which
better, in the prevention and decrease of pain and are sometirnes in so lamentable disunion, as in the
misery, and in the increase of working power. He attractions of novelty without either utility or
could not count or recount ail that in this time had charity, are in our researches so combined that,
been done; and he supposed there were very few, unless by force or wilful wrong, they can hardly beif any, who could justly tell whether the progress put asunder. And each of them is admirable in
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its kind. For in every search for truth we can not
only exercise curiosity, and have the delight-the
really elemental happiness-of watching the un-
ve i ng of a mystery, but, on the way to truth, if
we look well round us, we shall see that we are
passing among wonders more than the eye or mind
can fully apprehend. And as one of the perfections
of nature is that, in allâher works, wonder is har-
monized with utility, so is it with our science. In
every truth attained there is utility either at hand
or among the certainties of the future. And this
utility is not selfish : it is not in any degree cor-
relative with money-making; it may generally be
estimated in the welfare of others better than in
our own. Some of us may, indeed, make money
and grow rich ; but many of those that minister
even to the follies and vices of mankind can make
much more money than we. In all things costly
and vainglorious they would far surpass us if we
would compete with them. We had better not
compete where wealth is the highest evidence of
success; we can compete with the world in the
nobler ambition of being counted among the learn-
ed and the good who strive to make the future
better and happier than the past. And to this we
shall attain if we will remind ourselves that, as in
every pursuit of knowledge there is the charm of
novelty, and in every attainment of truth utility, so
in every use of it there may be charity. I do not
mean only the charity which is in hospitals or in
the service of the poor, great as is the privilege of
our calling in that we may be its chief ministers ;
but that wider charity which is practised in a con-
stant sympathy and gentleness, in patience and
self-devotion. And it is surely fair to hold that,
as in every search for knowledge we may strengthen
our intellectual power, so in every practical em-
ployment of it we may, if we will, improve our
moral nature ; we may obey the whole law of
Christian love, we may illustrate the highest in-
duction of scientific philanthropy.

" Let us, then, resolve to devote ourselves to
the promotion of the whole science, art, and charity
of medicine. Let this resolve be to us as a vow
of brotherhood ; and may God help us in our
work."

ADDRESS BY PROFESSOR VIRCHOw.
Professor Virchow, of Berlin, delivered an ad-

dres, in German, on the value of experimental
pathology. He commenced by referring to the great
activity of the anti-vivise tionists, and the harm they
had done to experimental physiology and path-
ology. The latter, as well as the former, had its
claims for defence from all scientific men. In con-
nection with the general subject, he proceeded to
examine the decline of the science of symptoms, and
of the falling off of an interest in the study of their
relations to pathology. Were symptoms no longer
to possess any significance for the medical man ?

He would say certaintly not. At the same time,
for the scientific medical man, symptoms were only
the expression of a hidden force, it was his busi-
ness to follow up this hidden force to its seat in
the human system, and there learn its nature and
causes. The first question of the pathologist, as
of the biologist, was, Where ? Consequently,
whether they probed the seat of disease with the
anatomical knife, or whether they merely confined
themselves to obseivation, the mode of proceeding
was essentially anatomical. It was the recognition
of this principle which, in a few decades, had
changed the whole face of science. Especially
was this change observable in the treatment of
ophthalmic diseases. Every practitioner now stu-
died the seat of the evil itself, and not merely its
symptoms. Even the anti-vivisectionists recogniz-
ed the value of this method, forgetting, however,
that every organ of the body was not so favorably
situated for observation as the eye. The principle
of modern medicine, in a word, was that of localiza-
tion. Vivisection dated really from the time of
Harvey. Now, Harvey's services the strongest op-
ponents of vivisection themselves recognized , but,
said they, since Harvey's time vivisection has re-
vealed nothing important. They were not aware
that that very element in the phenomena of Har-
vey's circulation of the blood, which most affected
the vital attributes of the organs of circulation, re-
mained untouched. Whence was derived the ac-
tivity of the heart ? What part in the motion and
the distribution of the blood did the organs of the
body play ? What share devolved upon the arteries,
the veins, and the capillary vessels ? All those
questions were of the highest practical importance,
and none of them could be solved otherwise than
by experiments upon living animais. Those ques-
tions Harvey could not settle, because, in his time,
higher anatomy had not been developed. Who
then knew anything of the heart or of the nerves ?
Not till these latter days did men understand the
peculiarities of the circulation of the blood. The
pulse, that highly-prized object of the old symp-
tomatology, was now intelligible. It was no lon-
ger regarded as presenting the symptom of this or
that disease, but as the sign of the existence or
non-existence of certain principles of activity, of
the strength or the weakness, the irritation or the
relaxation of certain tissues. The development of
physiology and pathology paved the way for the
later experimenters, and accounted for the long in-
terval which had elapsed since Harvey's time.
Our modern science, indeed, had been but of slow
growth, but as it grew, one thing became clearer
and clearer-namely, the principle of inherent
vitality-the vita propria of each section of the
body (das Eigenleben der Theile). Everystep showed
more conclusively that the supposed existence of
life, as a large and separate entity, was a fiction.
Life existed everywhere iu the body; and disease



FOR CONSUMPTION AND WASTINC DISEASES

HYDRO LEINE.
FOR DYSPEPSIA, INDIGESTION, ETC.

MALTOPEPSYN.
I desire to express to the Medical Profession my thanks and deep sense of obligation to them for

their generous support and kind interest, shown by the almost universal use of Hydroleine and
Maltopepsyn in their practice, and the great number of laudatory letters received from them.

I wish also to assure them that I shall continue to give my personal attention to ail preparations
either imported or manufactured by me and I shall endeavor to produce such remedies only as will
ment the continued support of the Profession in all parts of the world.

The demand for Maltopepsyn has increased so rapidly, through this decided support of the
medical profession, that it has made )t absolutely necessary to increase my facilities. I have now leased
the entire premises No. 57 Front Street East. erected a new engine, mills, choppers, presses and other
machinery of the latest and most approved patterns. I shall be most happy to see any physician and
show 10 him my methods for manufacturing Pepsine, Pancreatine, Exsiccated Extract of Malt, and
the other ingredients of Maltopepsyn (as per formula.) I, with perfect security, guarantee to keep the
quality to its present high siandard. as I devote my entire time to that end.

I add enough testimony from distinguished medical men, the medical press, and leading chemists
in the Dominion of Canada, from the mass of letters received. to show conclusively the high reputa-
t>on these two remedies have gained. leaving out the much greater amount of testimony received from
England and the Unted States.

Very respectfully,
HAZEN MORSE.

67 Front Street East, Toronito.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
I publish below exact formulas for Hydroleine and Maltopepsyn. Testimonials follow on aext 3 pages.
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Each dose of two teaspoonsful, equal to 120 drops, contains

Pure Oi1.... . ... 80 m. (drops.) Soda ................. 1-3 grains.
Distilled Water... 35 " Boric Acid..........1-4 "
Soluble Pancreatin 5 grains. HyocholicAcid......1-20 "
DOSE. -Two teaspoonsful alone, or mixed with twice the quantity of soft

water to be taken thrice daily with meals.

MALTOPEPSYN.
The new Canadian Remedy for Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Cholera In-

fantum, Constipation and ail Disease arisirg from Imperfect Nutrition.

SACCHARATED PEPSINE (Porci)..............10 Grains.
"i PANCREATINE..................... 5

ACID LACTOPHOSPHATE OF LIME................ 5
EXSICCATED EXTRACT OF MALT (Equal to one

teaspoonful of liquid extract of Malt.)..........1



LA GAUCHETERL ETR ET, M l' miAL, NOV. 24 ,880.

I consider Hydroleine a valuable preparation. and I have shown my estimation of it by pre-
scribing it to some thirty or more of my patients instead of ordnary Cod Liver 0i1. Many of them
continue to take it and have been greatly benefitted by its use.

J. J. DUGDALE, M. D.

32 BEAVER HALL, MONTREAL, May 15, x88o.
My experience with Hydroleine bas been more than satisfactory, and I know no remedy like it

in cases of a scrofu)pus or tubercular diatheses. In some of my cases the effects of this remedy have
been really marvellous. Now. I wish you to send through Lewis & Co., a half dozen for My ows
personal use, as I wish to continue taking the Hydroleine-myseif."

E. H. TRENHOLME. M. P.

HASTINGS, ONT., 15th Sept.. 1880.
We are so well satisfied with the trial bottle of Hydroleine, having put it to a severe test in an

extreme case wbere we really did not expect the girl to live a week (she is now able to walk about the
bouse). that we would like a dozen bottles."

DRS. CLARK & O'GORMAN.

RicHMOND, ONT., Nov. 25, 1880.
I have to-day made arrangements with Mr. McElrov (the imerchant of our village), to keep in

stock a quantity of Hydroleine. It is the Les' thing I have ever used in all wasting diseases."
D. BEATTY, M. D).

MONTREAL, Aug. 12, î88o.
"1 have prescribed your preparation, Hydroleine, very largely with the greatest satisfaction to

myself and benefit to my patients. One dehcate lady (Mrs. McC.,) gaaned i6 punds by taking fous
bottles of the medicine. In many other cases the increase in flesh and weight bas been very re-
markable."

E. H. TRENHOLME, M. D.

FREELTON, Dec. I7, i880.
After taking three botties of Hydroleine ber weight increased 9 pounds. She discontinued the

remedy, and agamn fell back •».it on commencing the Hydroirne again, as before, she immediately lim-
prwed. and is cominuing o do so under its use'

GEO. METHERELL. M. 1'.

HASTINGs, Dec. 6, 180o.
We give it (Hydroleine) our unqualified approval, notably of late in convalescence from Typboid.

.pecially wbere broncha ttouble bas been present. Your Maltopepsyn is an excellent remedy.'
DRS. CLARK & O'GORMAN.

PORT ELGIN, ONT., Dec. 16, I88o.
- I bave been prescribing Hydroleine in all wasting diseases for some months, and can heartily

reomnmand s bo the notice of the profession as a remedy of real merit."
LEWIS E. SHEPHERD, M. D.

LONDON, ONT., Dec. 7, I880.
I have usd Hydroieine since August in tubercular diatheses with entire satisfaction, and con-

sider is an eaumaèbe aid bug.ny eacicnt preparatnc."
H. W. LLOYD, M. 9.

CANNINUToX. Dec. 22, 1880.
I have used the Hydroleine in a number of cases, and with very satisfactory results. I ana

very much pleased witb its action in pulmonary and other diseases attended with emaciation."
J M. HART, M. D.

NEUSTADT, Dec. 2z, ir8o.
- I have found it (Hydroline). to bea sovereign remeady. In one case of Gastrodynia, in which

I had employed all known remaes which were likely to be benebcial, with little effect, since taking
Hydroleine the patient has had complete relief, the appetite increased, also mnarked increasc mE

T. C. SPENCE, M. J.

GIuMSBv, Dec. 27, 18o.

" fbeg te testify to the excellent effectq derived from th utise uf Hydroleine?"
R. A. ALEKANDER M D.



CREDIT ONT
A delicate young lady took four bottles of Hydroieie. and gained 34 pounds with "ach bottle

smaking e total gain of 14 pounds."
DR. DIXIE.

DNDALx. Jan. Ii, 18S1.
I refer to a case of incipient phthisis. The patient gained in weight while taking the first bottle

of Hydroleine tive pounds, and when last seen was taking second bottle, and had gained four pouuds
more. I may add that he cough and general condition of the patient were very much improved"

JAS, McWILLIAM.

CLINTON, Jan. 4, 1881.
"It bas answered the purpose better than anything I have yet used, and my impression is that it

wiu supersede aU *herremedies now in use for chronic pulmonary troubles."
A. WORTHINGTON, M. 1).

MALTOPEPSYN.
BRUSSELS, ONT., June 28, 1880.

I believe Maltopepsyn to be equal, if not superior, to Lactopeptine or Pepsine, in the use of
which I have had a very large experience."

WILLIAM GRAHAM, M. D.

CASE ATTENDED BY DR. BuRNs, ToRONTO, April, 18b.
Child of Mr. Edgell, Toronto, about two years old, suffering from Diarrhea. brought on by indi-

gestion; passed undigested food, etc. Dr. B had tried many remedies without giving any
relief; finally prescribed Maltopepsyn. After the child had taken six doses, there was marked in-
provement, and before cne-hail the bottle was used had entirely recovered."

WALLACE, N. S., Oct. 4, 1880.
'The Maltopepsyn was given in a marked and distressing case of Indigestion with the most rapid,

pleasing and beneticial results." Z. W. KEMPTON, M. D.

ATHLONE, ONT., Jan. 20, 1880.
" The Maltopepsyn I obtained from you bas far more than answered my anticipations. Having

tried it in two old and very obstinate cases of indigestion, I found it to act like a charm."
C. McKENNA. M. D.

GEORGETOWN, ONT., Dec. 17, 1880.
1 like your Maltopepsyt; 1 find it to act very nicely and to do al] that you recommend it to do."

WM. J. ROE, M. D.

MIDLAND, ONT., Dec. 24, I880.
I regard it (Maltopepsyn) as a very valuable preparation."

P. E. KIDD, M. D.

CAMBRAY, ONT., Jan., x88.
I have used your Maltopepsyn in severe cases of Indigestion and Malnutrition in adults, and

.Diarrhoa of children, and am so well pleased with the results that I have instructed my druggist to
keep a supply on band." T. W. READE, M. D.

ATHLoNE, ONT., Dec. 30. i88o.
After givig your Maltopepsyn a triai sme of my worst cases, for which it was recommead-

ed I am well piase.d with the way in wlhich iz acts. Cuanuc to r"ke a good article like tha, now
in use and at will be a universal favorite." R. HAMILTON, M. D.

OHIO, YARMOUTH Co., N. S.. Dec. z, I88o.
I may say I Like it (Maltopepsyn), much better than any preparation of thekind that I have

used, as it is certainly both more prompt and effective, and it further has the advantage of being much
cheaper." J. A. W. MORSE. M. D.

ELvAvALE, ONT., Dec. 30, 1880.
"From my expetience with Maltopepsyn I feeljustifed in saying that isquite as useful as Lacto-

peptine. and more palatabe. I regard it as an importat renedial agent in the ailments of infants,
which are generally due to indigestien ; and in prescribing Maltopepsyn in those cases, I feel that I am
givmg, in an aelepnt and phlatab fom, what is .most likly to assist nature, and at the same time I
rua no risk of injuuing the child." GEO. BROWN. M. D.

BOWMAWVnLLU, ONT., Dec. 31, 1880.
1 Mm much pleased with #he prepaaties Makopepsay in the case of faulty or difficult diges-

*ka? W. il. LAW M. D.



OPINIONS OF THE MEDICAL PRESS.
HYDROLEINE. --This new preparation of Cod Liver Oil is deserving of the attention of tne medi-.cal profession. Its use is not confined to cases of phthisis alone, but is found servicable in all wastingdseases. and also in convalescence from protracted illness. Under its use the weight may be greatlyncreased. It is claimed to be artificially digested by the combination employed, and produces nounpleasant eructations or nausea. Our own experience of its use has been most favorable.-The

( anada Lanct, Toronto, December ist, 188o.

Among the many new preparations brought to the notice of the profession, none perhaps deservesmore attention than Hydroleine, a preparation of Cod Liver Oil. The efficacy of Hydroleine is, it isclaimed, not confined to cases of phthisis solely, but it also has a valuable tonic effect on the systemgenerallv. We have been using Hvdroleine for some time, with the most satisfactory results, andvalue it very highly for its nutritive and waste preventing properties. We have also been usingMaltopepsyn in cases of indigestion, with marked success.--Canada Medical and Surgical 7ournalMontreal, November, 188.

FROM LEADINC CHEMISTS AND DRUCCISTS.
144 ST. LAWRENCE MAIN STREET. MONTREAL, Nov. i8, 1880.

I beg to say that Ilydroleine is increasing in favor with the medical profession. It digestseasily and in most cases rapidly : and brings up the weight of the patient. To preve which, severalphysicians have weighed their patients before beginning the remedy. My sales this month are largerthan ever. HENRY R. GRAY, Chemist.

YORKVILLE, ONT., July 21, IS8O.
-Since the introduction of Hlydroleine into this locality, I have sold over three dozen bottles, andfind that it gives every satisfaction : it is an excellent preparation and I have no doubt of its becomingverv popular." WM. S. ROBINSON, Chemist.

WALKERTON, ONT., Oct. 27, 1880.
I have been troubled with indigestion of and on for some years. Some time ago I commenceduising Maltopepsyn, and must sav I have had great relief. and I think will prove a cure with mebefore long." W. A. GSEEN, Chemist.

TORONTO, JuIV ist, I88o.
In reference to your preparation " Hydrated Oil, known as Hydroleine, it affords me pleasureto state I have sold over two dozes since its introduction, and it has given general satisfaction. Inone case the nerson having taken two bottles gained upwards of 4 lbs. in about two weeks."

EDWIN A. SMITH. City Pharmacy.

Hydroeine, hlf poun.d bottles, - - Per Botle, $1.00.
~ -~ ~ " Domen, 10.00.M3ltopepsyin, 2 oz. bottles, containinf nearly 1å ozs. powder, 5Oc. per Bottie.

"" $5 per" fozen.
in hlerf pounid botties. - . . _ per und.

Pamphlets by (. Overend Drewry, M. D., and H. C. Bartlett, Ph.D., F.C.S., explaining theprinciples tipon which the discoverv of Hlydroleine is based, together with cases illustrating the effectmn practice, and a pamphlet descriptive of Maltopepsyn sent free to any medical man upon application.
One bottle of Hydroleine will accomplish greater results than can be obtained by using tenbottles of Cod Liver Oil.
N.B.-I will forward to any Medical man desiring to test its virtues for himself one full-sized bottle Hydroleine upon receipt of fifty cents (half price), also one full-sized bottle of Maltopeysynfor 25 cents (half price,) express charges prepaid. This offer only apphes to the first bottles.

HAZEN MORSE,
57 FRONT STREET EAST,

Sole Agent for the sale of H ydroleine
in tht Dominion of Canada.
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and life-or, to speak more properly, diseased and
healthy life-existed perfectly well side by side, in
the sense that disease indicated so much abstracted
from the healthy life. Disease, in fact, was no
longer spiritualized : it was a material entity, a real
living thing, a cellular change (die veranderate Zele).
Had all these discoveries resulted in tangible ad-
vantage to us? Was it worth while for such re-
sults that so many animais should suffer pain and
death ? The questions he could confidently an-
swer in the affirmative. How, lie asked, could
further important results in the science of healing
be looked for, if experiments with animais were pro-
hibited ? How else, for instance, could the opera-
tion of chloral have been discovered ? It could
not seriously be expected that medical men should
make their own bodies the subject of experiments
with very various and perhaps poisonous sub-
stances. They were already more exposed to dan-
ger in their contact with disease than any other
class of the population. If no suffering whatever
was to be inflicted upon animais, our social habits
in relation to horses, dogs, etc., would be very
much altered. It was absurd to contend, as the
vivisectionists did, in effect, that suffering was worse
than death. There was no greater hardship in-
volved in putting animais to death, in order to
promote the public welfare by rneans of scientific
experiment, than in killing them for food. Abuses,
of course, he did not defend, but so long as every
person who owned an animal had the rignt of kill-
ing it, necessarily it followed that scientific experi-
ments involving the death of animais were justifi-
able. And of the necessity of these experiments,
and the mode of carrying them out, the investi-
gator alone could be the judge, thougli, as to the
question of time and place, a judicial authority
might fairly have something to say.

At the conclusion of his address. which lasted
over an hour, and which, marked as it was by
many gleams of humor and passages of eloquence,
evoked much applause, the learned Professor
pleaded that vivisectionists should not be regarded
as heartless barbarians, but as men who were
working to promote the welfare of humanity. Of
science it might be said, as Bacon said of the sun
-" Palatia et cloacas ingreditur, neque tamen
polluitur."

CASES IN HOSPITAL PRACTICE.

CLINIC BY AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., NEW YORK.

Cirrhotic Liver.

This specimen was taken from the woman who
was shown you at a former clinic, and represents
the gross appearance of a cirrhotic liver. It is
very much contracted, and presents the hob-nailed

appearance in a very marked degree. I will only
say, regarding the case, that the patient was tapped
several times for abdominal fluid distention, which
gave marked relief, and probably prolonged life.
She gradually failed, however, lost her appetite,
and died of exhaustion. When the autopsy was
made, the liver weighed thirty ounces, the normal
weight of the liver being about four and a half
pounds.

The next cases that I shall present to you, gen-
tlemen, are examples of a disease which I leave
for my colleague, Dr. Janeway, to lecture upon.
But as there is no didactic course at present, I will
make some remarks upon these cases. The his-
tory of the first patient reads as follows

APhasia.

David -, fifty-five years of age, a laborer, a
native of Ireland, admitted on the eighth of this
month. He has been for years a hard drinker,
frequently going off on a prolonged debauch, and
being drunk most of the time for a month or two.
About six weeks lgo lie was suddenly taken with
convulsions, grew black in the face, foamed at the
mouth, worked the legs and arms, and then lay in
an unconscious state for several hours. His con-
dition gradually improved, and after four or five
days lie went to work again. Two weeks ago he
was attacked in a similar manner, and when con-
sciousness returned it was found that he could not
speak, and that his right side was paralyzed. Since
then lie has been lying in a stupid condition, una-
ble to speak, with but slight power.of motion, and
rejecting all food. That was the history obtained
when he entered, on the eighth instant. On his
admission no history could be obtained from him.
He had aphasia; was stupid; the pupils were nor-
mal ; there was no paralysis, no cardiac affection ;
the arteries were atheromatous. The arteries now
feel like a tube composed of hard rings. On the
Ioth lie was a little less stupid, and, although ar-
ticulation is difficult, he can speak a few words.
He takes food much better. The urine is albumin-
ous, but no casts have yet been found, of normal
specific gravity.

This, then, is a case of aphasia, connected with
paralysis of the right side. These attacks of epi-
leptoid convulsions were very probably due to the
excessive use of alcohol, although there is ground
for strong suspicion that there exists renal disease.
I do not think it is possible, from what data we
have, to decide whether the coma and convulsions
were alcoholic or uræmic; there may have been a
mixture of both. He has recovered from the para-
lysis, so that we may conclude that there was no
extravasation of blood ; there was either throm-
bosis or embolism, not sufficient to produce any
persistent obstruction.

Now, in regard to the aphasia, of which I wish
to speak in connection with this and another case;
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the patient is now able to speak, but how much it
is difficult to tell, for he was and' is stupid, his
general mental faculties being oppressed. Before
making further remarks, I -will bring in the next
patient.

No previous history was obtained of this patient,
but he has a pulmonary affection, and when he
entered the hospital, about three months ago, he
had coniplete aphasia, and paralysis of the right
side of the face. You notice that to-day there is
scarcely any paralysis of the face, and that he can
speak, although he uses words with difficulty, and
sometimes uses wrong ones. He has, then, para-
phasia.

I will present some general remarks in connec-
tion with these two cases, but have not time to go
fully into the subject of aphasia. We mean by
aphasia the loss of speech, in contradistinction to
the loss of voice, which is aphonia. As a rile,
aphasia occurs in connection with right-sided para-
lysis or hemiplegia. With few exceptions the para-
lysis is on the right side. The cerebral lesion, of
course, being on the left side. But we sometimes
meet with aphasia, as in this case, without any
paralysis of the extremities; there is no evidence
that this patient had any paralysis of the upper or
lower limbs, but, as you see, he has some paralysis
of the facial muscles. Ve may have aphasia, how-
ever, without any motor paralysis. We occasion-
ally meet with cases of that kind. Aphasia has
given rise to a good deal of observation and dis-
cussion within the past few years, and it still opens
a field for discussion, and further investigations are
very much to be desired. We have come to know
that, in a large proportion of cases of aphasia, a
lesion of some kind exists in the left anterior por-
tion of the cerebrum, in the neighborhood of the
island of Reil, and more especially in the posterior
part of the third frontal convolution. Now, we
may assume that this localization is the rule, but
with some exceptions. In some exceptional in-
stances the lesion is similarly located on the right
side, giving rise to left hemiplegia; and in some
instances, as stated, the lesions are found else-
where, while the situation in which lesions are
usually found is free from lesions. There is always
some room for doubt in regard to the latter part
of the statement, because there may be lesions
which may escape attention unless very close ex-
amination be made, and perhaps the closest exam-
ination may fail to discover a lesion which does
exist.

Now, when we come to the symptom, we find
that it differs in different cases, and there are dif-
ferent varieties of aphasia, and some writers, espe-
cially the author on that subject in Ziemssens'
Cyclopedia, go very much into refinements, in
sorne of which I do not see any practical advan-
tage. But some distinctions are obvious and
important. There is one variety of aphasia in

which the patient has evidently in mind the appro-
priate words for expressing the idea; that is, there
is no lack of the symbols of ideas which language
furnishes in the mind of the patient, but the patient
cannot give utterance to those words. The words
are in the mind, but they cannot be conveyed by
speech. And when this kind of aphasia is com-
plete the patient is perfectly mute, and says nothing,
and makes no effort to say anythng. That is known
as ataxic aphasia, but it is not a proper term, for
ataxic means a lack of coöardinating power in the
muscles, but the patient does not move the mus-
cles at all. You cannot compare it with a case of
locomotor-ataxia, in which the patient uses the
muscles, but does not use them right. As just
said, in this so-called ataxic aphasia there is no
effort to use the muscles. Exactly what the nature
of the difficulty is, it is difficult.to say. But we see
the character of the difficulty ; the patient cannot
give utterance to the words which are in his mind,
to express his ideas. That the words are in his
mind is evidenced by the fact that he can write
them. He knows and understands the words, but
cannot give utterance to them.

Then, there is another variety of aphasia known
as amnesic aphasia, in which the patient cannot
communicate the words expressing ideas, either
orally or by writing. This implies a greater aphasic
effect than the other. There is still another, in
which the patient cannot communicate his ideas
by signs, and he does not understand words when
spoken to him. Here we have a combination of
the different varieties. But in this latter case it
seems to me clear enough that there is a condition
of mental imbccility. A pretty important conclu-
sion, if true ; although I would not say that the
patient must necessarily be altogether without
intelligence, like an idiot. The difficulty involved
carries with it a certain grade of insanity, so that
the patient is not accountable for acts. But in
ataxic aphasia there is every reason to believe that
the patient may preserve the intellectual faculties
intact, being capable of performing important acts
which shall stand in law, such as the making of a
sale, transferring property, and so on. That is a
question of much interest and importance when
made the occasion of very important medico-legal
investigation.

Then, there is another form still, in which the
patient has not lost the power of endeavoring to
express words by speech, but there is not the com-
mand of words which the patient wishes to use to
express ideas. He uses wrong words, as this
second patient does; although he has improved to
a certain extent, he uses wrong words, paraphasia,
as it is called. Such a patient seems, sometimes,
to have clear enough ideas in the mind, but when
he attempts to convey them he uses language
which conveys to the listener no apprehension of
the ideas which he wishes to express. I have been
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for several days seeing a patient who has this form
of aphasia. There was a little paralysis of the right
side, perhaps a little now, but it is very slight.
That patient, whenever I see him, endeavors with
the greatest possible earnestness to try to express
something to me, but he uses incoherent words ;
his speech is a jumble of words, so that one can-
not form the least idea, from the words lie uses, of
the ideas which he wishes to convey, and that fact
gives him, as it is apt to do patients who retain
their intellectual faculties more or less complete,
an intense feeling of chagrin, so that after talking
that way for a while he becomes almost wild with
a feeling of irritation. Paraphasia is the proper
name for it. In a practical view this is probably
a sufliciently comprehensive representation of this
symptom.

Now, these forms of aphasia depend upon the
different causes which may give rise to paralysis ;
and aphasia usually, but as I have stated, not in-
variably, is associated with paralysis. These dif-
ferent conditions are: Extravasation of blood,
and the formation of a coagulum within the brain,
thrombosis, the obstruction of an artery by the
conveyance to it and lodgment in it of a clot from
the heart, embolus. These are the three causes
which stand in relation to the aphasia and the
paralysis in the great majority of cases ; but other
lesions of the brain may be the cause, such as a
syphilitic growth, and tumors of different kinds,
etc.; but I repeat that, in the great majority of
cases, when we come to the question of pathologi-
cal condition, we have to decide between extrava-
sation of blood, thrombosis and embolism. I
would take up some differential points, etc., but we
have not time to-day.-Med. and Surg. Reporter.

ABDOMINAL SURGERY AND LISTERISM.

The three topics of interest in the Surgical sec-
tion of the International Medical Congress were
Abdominal Surgery, "Intra Peritoneal," the pro-
gramme had it, Modern Lithotrity,-they wont
say " Litholapaxy" over here,-and the Treatment
of Wounds to secure Union by First Intention.

I may say parenthetically that the mode'of pro-
cedure was for some one, or more, who had pre-
viously promised it, to read a paper upon the
subject, and the discussion of those papers was
taken up by the gentlemen appointed for that duty,
whose names were printed upon the programme,
and who were called in regular order by the pre-
sident. And I may also say, right here, that every
delegate was anxious to ascertain the exact position
of " Listerism" in the convention. It was notice-
able that early in the sessions when certain men,
who shall be nameless, seemed to try to test the
matter by initiating applause at every allusion to
antiseptic surgery there was very little response.

Mr. Lister himself was always and everywhere
heartily received. But it required no great sagacity
to see that the majority of surgeons were reserved
in the matter. But more of this further on.

Spencer Wells read a paper. He took strong
Listerian ground, and said that now he had given
up drainage altogether, so great was his faith in
antiseptic surgery. Several others, Volkmann
especially, followed in a similar strain. Then
Marion Sims arose, and while he declared for Lis-
terism he advocated drainage, and reminded Mr.
Wells of a case (ovariotomy), in whieh he assisted
him in a bad operation,-bad on account of adhe-
sions,-and the patient almost died, but at last
nature opened the abdominal wound and dis-
charged a large amount of fetid fluid, and imme-
diately she recovered. Finally came Mr. Keith to
close the discussion. Never in the history of sur-
gery did a few modest words make such a recoil
in the " currents of expectant thought" as his.

It has been said, and was repeated by Volkmann
and Kuget, in this discussion, that intra-peritoneal
surgery was the "touchstone ot Listerism." Pro-
fessor Keith has been quoted the world over, again
and again, as not only a warm disciple of Lister,
but as illustrating in his remarkable success in
ovariotomy, more than any other surgeon, the value
of the antiseptic, or rather, the Listerian method.
No one can deny this.

So slowly were his few words uttered that I can
almost repeat every one verbatim.

You can imagine the effect much better than I
can describe it when he said that for several months
past he had " abandoned the antiseptic treatment
altogether." " True," he said, " I had eighty suc-
cessive recoveries under Lister's method, and
stopping there it would be a wonderful showing.
But out of the next twenty-fve I lost seven. One
died of acute septicæmia, in spite of the most
thorough antiseptic precaution ; three of " unques-
tionable carbolic acid poisoning; one of renal
hemorrhage." He went on to say that out of the
eighty consecutive cases (or rather he said it first)
many came too near dying; that a large number
got a high temperature-0o5°, 106°, 107° Fahren-
heit-the evening following the operation, but he
said, " they happened to pull through." He then
said that since he had for four months past aban-
doned the antiseptic method, and relied upon per-
fect cleanliness, care in controlling hæmorrhage,
and thorough drainage, his cases were giving him
much less trouble, and he was getting more satis-
factory results.

He now stopped for a few moments, hesitating,
as he must have realized the importance of his
words, knowing that the whole world-surgical-
was lending a "listening ear" to his utterance.
The silence was "audible." Then he raised his
head, and looking his audience squarely in the
face, he said, " Gentlemen, I have felt it my duty
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to make these statements, for they are true," and not at ai sure but that before tbe next meeting,
took his seat. I shall not attempt to describe the two years hence, I shah have abandoned the spray
applause, nor the effect of his statements. Pro- altogether." (His recent bouse surgeon says tiat
fessor Keith, by the way, told me privately that he he bas lost ail confidence in its utility.)
almost died himself from using the carbolic acid As to carbolic acid, he said, I am forced to
so much. He got renal hæmorrhage and debility admit its unfortunate character." That was al;to an alarming degree. He said, moreover, that fot a word about ou of eucalyptus or any other
he never had great faith in it, and should not have substitute. He kept referring again and again to
continued its use so long-I mean the " Lister abdominal surgery, but fis manner showed to
method"-but for the fact that so many eminent everybody that be was upset.
men were carried away with it ; and if, after his re- He gave no statistics, no large comparisons, as
markable series of cases, he had changed, and lost vas expected by bis disciples. He referred to the
seven out of twenty-five, as he did, without Lister- excellent results in two cases of recent operation,
ism, all the world-he himself-would have at- saving tbat "I could hardly believe I sbould bave
tributed the result to the change. got sucb resuits without tbe antiseptic plan ; I did

One thing is certain : Mr. Keith's statements, in fot before I used it."
connection with those of others and his own exberi- And tbis is the fault that the best surgeons hereence, put Mr. Lister in a very upleasant position; find witb bim. Tbey arc ail ready and glad to givefor he was put down on the programme to close bin or any other man credit for ail he bas really
the discussion on the treatnent of wounds to secure done, and they ail admit that Mr. Lister bas done
union by first intention, which took place on Mon- much to improve surgery, especiaily German sur-
day, 8th inst. Although four days had elapsed, gery. 1 need not explain. But they very properiyhe had no answer. To show how deeply he was say, "Witb his unprecedented opportunities, botb
impressed by all that had been said, he began his in bis bost of followers, wby don't be give us large
remarks, which were extemporaneous instead of and complete statistics? Instead, h2 only gives
written, as was expected, by saying that he never eitber isolated cases or a snaii grou1) of successful
had admitted that abdominal surgery was the ones, sucb as ray be found under alrnost any
"touchstone of Listerism," and to the surprise and plan" 1 quote one ofLondon's rost eminent and
dismay of his followers went on to argue that, with fair-minded men.
the rapidity with which wounds of the peritoneum It vas curions to wateb tbe effect of tbe thing.
heal and the remarkable absorbing power of that 1 have alluded to the impression produced by
membrane, and therefore its ability to take care Keitb's rrnarks. As Lister was speakîn g, one of
of its exudates, he " doubted very much" whether, is ardent admirers-1 mean an admirer of isin the hands of a skillful, careful operator, it was mode of dressWg; I ar not discussing the man,
not better to dispense with the antiseptic plan. I wbo is an arnest hard-working, accomplisbed
realize how important are the statements I am gentleman-turned to me, and said, I would neyer
making, and lest some of your readers may think have believed Professor Lister would bave adritted
that they are open to criticism as to accuracy, I tbat." Another said, I WeE, if Lister abandons
will say that I sat near enough to hear every the spray and carboiic ac'd gWing us no substitute,syllable uttered, and I pledge my honor as a man wbere is 'Listerism?' We bd drainage, we had
and surgeon for the absolute accuracy of every animal ligatures, we had air-proofdressings, before.»
statement, though I took few notes. And so on. Every littie group of surgeons was

Then, seeming to realize the danger of admitting discussing tbe matter; thosc .ho had neyer ac-such wonderful absorbent qualities to the perito- cepted tbe Listerian metbod being quite aq much
næum, he went on to say that he had recently surprised as its warmest a(iberents.
made some experiments that surprised him very " Mcm Gott !" said a Gernan whor I did fotmuch, which proved that serum or bloody serum know, " Listereism ist todt." "Fort dem Spray?
was " a very poor soi for the development of germs Fort dem Acid Carbolique ? Vas giebts zu
from contract with air-dust, and that blood clots bieiben ? "-Boston Mcdicaljoiuwal.
were still more sterile. Indeed, it was very diffi-
cult to make them grow or develop at all, unless
diluted with water." By the way, he dclared that RELATION 0F ULCERATED OS TO
he had witnessed free cell development in a blood PREGNANCY.
dlot.

And these remarkabie facts, said he, Il"at once Dr. J. H. Bentt, narrates this case in thecali in question the necessit of the spray." British edical youreIal, (Aei and Serg. Repor-He then went on to say that he was not yet ter)ready to give up the spray, but if simple irrigation 1 was appied to in February, by a Poish lady,or lavation shoid prove as good, he would say, "to bring on abortion." Sbe as tirty-six years"Fort mit dem spray;'l an hefurther said, IlI arn of ag, be mother of several chiodren, and had
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nearly lost her life a year before, at Warsaw, from Gazette, vol. i, 1881), he says that the subject is
uncontrollable sickness and constant and profuse meagrely treated of in the text-books. If met with
hemorrhage, during pregnancy. She had the best in the earliest stage, when the finger has just be-
consulting advice to be obtained at Warsaw ; and, gun redden and tingle, a twenty-grain solution
after every ordinary means had been tried in of nitrate of silver, or the silver stick weted andaborionwasindced aItheendof ue lightly pencilled over the affected part and a littleabortion was induced, at the end of the sixth byncek ta ne hntewilwimonth, to save her life, as she was rapidly sinking. beond che that ne When the whitlouiShe came south, partly to recruit. When she sent te more severe ,-th e pu frsao
for me, she considered herself about three months
gone, and had had bleeding for a month. Latterly, is insensitive, may be incised. Occasionaîy, how-
the loss had been hemorihage, and she was be' ever, when a foreign body has found its way be-
coming anæmic. There was constant sickness, neath the nail, pus forms there and gives rise to
and she was blanched and weak. All these facts excruciating agony from the tension beneath un-
were placed before me by her relatives, and my yielding structures. Judicious cutting away of the
assistance demanded on the lines laid down by her nail will relieve this if near the margin; but if near
previous Warsaw' physicians. I refused to accede to thebase, it is much better to pare down to the
to the request until I had ascertained that such a naîl with a sharp knife until the malter is let out
course was imperatively necessary, demanding an than 10 resort 10 the unnecessary cruelty of remov-
examination. This was allowed; and I found a ing the entire nail.
hypertrophied cervix, with fungoid bleeding ulce- The third kind of whitlow is really an acute
ration. These lesions were treated as described. necrosis of the terminal phalanx, following perios-
In a fortnight, the bleeding ceased entirely ; in titis and suppuration beneaîh the periosteum, justlesstha a onî îîe scknes hd case; ad ~as it does in the case of a long bonie. A very slightless than a month the sickness had ceased ; and in
two she was quite well and in a fair general health injury-the prick of a needie or a pin-may set it
-five months gone in a then all but normal pre- up. After some hours' uneasiness, the pain be-
nancy ; the fotus vigorous. She left me to go cores acute and throbbing, and entirely prevents
home, in this, state in April, and has since been
happily confined of a live, healthy child. Her pus will very slovly make ils way to he surface of
obstetric physicians at home were mucli surprised the finger, but never up the sheath of the tendons,
at the treatment of her case, and at the resuits. and, vhen discharged, will leave the grea:est part

The existence of inflammatory lesion of the of h are and dead behind it. A timely
vix or uterus. at the time of parturition, does not and frec incision is the only mode of saving the
give the accoucheur any particular clue for any phalanx, and cannot be resorted to too early; for,special treatment ; bu.t it prepares him for accidents. it no pus be present, the inflamed periosteun viii
lie should know that he has a bad case in hand ;sti
that rigidity of the os ; slow, painful labor; lacera- finger should be held firnly on a table, and thelionot he crvi ; imorhagc duing r alersurgeon, entering bis knife just above tue transversetion of the cervix ; hemiorrhage, during or after nepanglmrk tes-n hudc bdyparturition ; adherent placenta ; nietritis ; ovaritis ;
hemorrhagic ; purulent ; long-continued lochial down to tue bone in ils whole length from base to
disclairges ; in a word, a bad labor and a bad gett-
mg up may be expected, in the natural course of have leen treated domesîically with "soap andîîiings.su gar" and poulticing tîntil tue end of the finger isthings. 

ide thsnss hr sntngtbcocSuch woman often do well, however, for two or
three weeks after their confinement, and then a1g, except to extract tbe necrosed pba]anx as soon as
and become weak, feverish, and ill. Six weeks or il is loose and to bring the finger into shape by
tw~o months after their confinement, their uterine careful vater-dressing applied ii strips. The base
condition should be carefilly investigated; and, if of the phalanx usuaily survives, giving a point of
any disease exist, it should be treated and cured attachment to the tendons.
before they are restored to their ordinary duties, inflammation of the skin and subcuîaneous
as I stated at the commencement of this essay. tissues may occur in any part of the finger. In-
By always following this course, wlen actively en- csions must here be nade witl care, 50 as not 10
gaged in midwifery practice, I shielded my patients open he theca or sheatbs of the tendons, which
from the illnesses which often follow confinements the inr sogh and inisoef01wiîh
In ordinary practice, I believe the accoucheur
takes leave finally of his patients three weeks after side of the finger are safer than one in.the centre,
the confinement, and hears no more about them. that may tnawares let ouI he tendons, which will

look perfectly healthy aI the moment, but soon
become sodden and softened.

The synovial sheaths of the flexor tendons of
XVHITLOw.-In a clinic on this painful affection the thumb are oflen, though fot always, in directby Mr. Christopher Heath, (Medical Limes and communication with the synovial membrane of the
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annular ligament of the wrist, and hence pus is
rapidly conducted in this way up to and, if not re-
lieved, into the forearm.

I'here is much difference in the importance of
saving the different digits. The thumb must be
saved at all hazards. The middle and ring fingers
are comparatively unimportant, and, if stiff, are
apt to be in the way. A stiff forefinger is better
than none.

VIBURNUM PRUNIFOLIUM IN UTERINE Dis-
EASES.-Dr. E. C. Mann (Boston Medical and Sur-
gical Yournal) gives the following in reference to
the use of this remedy : As many cases of diseases
of women occurring in connection with nervous
diseases are annually treated here, I desire to call
attention to my own investigations with this com-
paratively new medicine. It appears to me to act
directly and specifically upon the special nerves of
the uterus as a true nerve sedative. I have had
several very violent cases of congestive and neural-
gic forms of dysmenorrhea being accompanied by
epileptiform convulsions of a very severe type, and
in each and every case I have seen almost magical
relief following the use of the fluid extract of vibur-
num prunifolium. The case referred to, which was
so severe that the intensity of the pain had worn
out the unhappy sufferer and induced the epilepti-
form attacks, was completely cured in a few weeks
by the combined use of the viburnum prunifolium
and the use of the constant current of electricity,
the positive pole being applied to the hypogastric
region, and the negative pole, to which was at-
tached a cup-shaped electrode, directly to the
uterus. The galvanic current has a very powerful
influence in suspending contractions of the uterus,
and also is very efficacious, when used locally
over the ovaries, in controlling ovarian neuralgia.
Previous to my using viburnum prunifolium I had
been accustomed to rely on valerianate of zinc and
fluid extract of gelseminum, with the constant cur-
rent of electricity, but since my first experience
with the former drug I have used nothing else.
Although I have not had occasion to use it in cases
of threatened abortion, I should deem it worthy of
use from its action on the ganglionic nerve of the
uterus. I have failed to perceive any action on
the general system, the whole force of the medicine
appearing to be directed to the uterus and its
system of nerves. When the pulse has been high,
from nervous excitement, and the temperature cen-
tres in the brain have been temporarily paralyzed,
allowing sudden rise in temperature, from nervous
excitement, both pulse and temperature have fallen
to the normal as the uterine pain has been relieved.
It must be remembered, also, that my cases have
been aggravated ones, many of my cases have been
sent to Sunnyside on the verge of insanity. My
conclusions, therefore, are, that in viburnum pruni-
folium we have a uterinesedative more powerful

than any other in controlling dysmenorrhœa and
uterine contractions, and that it probably acts by
passing from the blood to the nerve centre, and is
special in its effect upon the ganglionic nerves of
the uterus.

CHRYSOPHANIC ACID IN PSoRIAsIs.-Chryso-
phanic acid has been used successfully for some
time as a remedy for psoriasis. It is, perhaps, the
best remedy we possess for that affection. Where,
however, the skin affection is extensive, or the
remedy too strong, it sometimes causes sickness
and vomiting. It may be applied in combination
with melted lard, or what is better, with vaseline,
in the proportion of from 30 to 6o grains to the
ounce. Dr. M. Charteris, of England, has been
using the remedy, in combination with vaseline,
with complete success in quite a number of cases.
His article is published in the Lancet for July, 1881.
In a case where the disease (psoriaris) extended
over the whole body the usual formula of i to 8 of
vaseline was found too strong ; nausea and vomit-
ing occurred, so that he was compelled to apply itof a much weaker strength, viz. : i to 16. During
his experience he learned one singular fact, that
where the disease was nearly equal on both sides,
or was symmetrical, the application of chrysophanic
acid and vaseline to one side of the body acted
equally on both sides. He took patients, so
afflicted, covered the arm and leg with close fitting
flannel, so that nothing could touch it, and made
the application to the arm and leg of the opposite
side. The covered limbs recovered from the affec-
tion nearly, if not altogther, as soon as those re-
ceiving the ointment.

Cases affected for months and years, and which
had resisted all kinds of treatment, readily yielded
to this plan in from io to 14 days.

It would appear from the disappearance of the
affection on one side by the application of the
remedy to the other, and also from the sickness it
occasioned, that the acid is absorbed into the blood
and acts as a constitutional as well as a local
remedy. This fact explains the observations of
Dr. R. Crocker, who applied the acid to one side
of the body and turpentine to the other, and found
the respective sides healed in about the same time.
He concluded, therefore, that turpentine was as
good a remedy for psoriasis as chrysophanic acid.

From the above experiments of Prof. Charteris
it is evident that the acid acts both locally and
constitutionally, and that in Crocker's case the
disease yielded to the constitutional effect of the
acid, and not to the turpentine.-Pittsburgh Medi-
cal Yournal.

THE TREATMENT OF SPERMATORRHŒA..Dr
S. W. Gross, in his Practical Treatise on Impo-
tence and Sterility, says : In all cases of seminal
incontinence, with rare exceptions, the remedies
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at the onset should be directed to overcoming the
sensibility of the mucous membrane of the urethra,
of the ejaculatory ducts, and, of the seminal vesi-
cles ; to subduing the irritability of the muscles
concerned in ejaculation ; and to diminish the reflex
excitability of the genito-spinal centre. Hence,
they should be of a calming and sedative nature.
By the ignorant and indiscriminate employment of
strychnia, cantharides, phosphorus, damiana, and
cold sitz-baths or affusions during the stage of
hyperæsthesia, much harm is done and the thera-
peutics of spermatorrhcea are brought into disre-
pute.

Premising the statement that tonic should follow
the sedative plan of treatment, I will now give an
outline of my view as to the best management of
the varieties of the affection:

Under all circumstances thirty grains of bromide
of potassium, along with about ten drops of the
fluid extract of gelseminum (Bartholow), every eight
hours, and one-sixtieth of a grain of sulphate of
atropia (Rosenthal) on retiring, are worth all the
other internal remedies combined. In anemic
subjects the bromide may be administered at night
and quinine and iron be exhibited during the day;
but if the bromide be badly borne, it should be
guarded (or its cumulative action must be prevented
by promoting its excretion by the urine by com-
bining it with a diuretic, as ten grains of nitrate or
bitartrate of potassa (Rosenthal). This combina-
tion is far better than that with Fowler's solution,
which is advised by Gowert and Bartholow),- or it
may be replaced by twenty grains of chloral. Not
only does atropia diminish reflex mobility of the
genito-spinal centre, but the recent researches of
Kenchel, Heidenhain, and Stricker and Spiner
show that it paralyzes the movements of the cells
of the acinous glands and checks their secretion,
so that it cannot be dispensed with.

INOCULATION IN " CHARBoN."-Monsieur Pas-
teur has lately accomplished a remarkable triumph
as the result of a thoroughly scientific investigation
into the cause of a disease which has occasioned
much alarm among the stock-breeders of France.
The disease is known by the name of " charbon,"
and has particularly attacked sheep, to such an ex-
tent that it is estimated to have caused injury to
the amount of several million francs a year. M.
Pasteur's investigation led him to the conclusion
that the malady is communicated by infected grass.
The grass, however, is only infected where animals
that have died of the disease have been buried.
In these spots worms, after having fed on the dis-
eased carcass, rise through the soil to the surface
collect round the roots ol plants, are swallowed by
the animals, and thus communicate to them the
deadly virus. M. Pasteur has collected these
worms. He separated the virus and fully examin-
ed it, ultimately obtaining it in all conditions, from

the most harmless to the virulent state. He then
set up the theory that by inoculation the animals
might be protected from "charbon." These theo-
ries, conceived in the laboratory, discussed béfore
the Academy of Medicine, and warmly combatted,
have lately been tested by practical experiments.
On May 5th, M. Rossignol's farm and sixty sheep
were placed at M. Pasteur's disposa]. Ten of
these sheep were left untouched, in order that
they might later on serve for a comparison Of
the remaining fifty, twenty-five were marked with a
hole in their ears and inoculated, first time on May
5th, and the second on May 17th. On May 31st,
none of the inoculated sheep had lost fat, or
gaiety, or appetite. On May 3 rst, the fifty sheep
were taken without distinction and inoculated with
the strongest virus. M. Pasteur predicted that by
June 2nd, the twenty-five sheep not inoculated
would be dead, and that the inoculated animals
would show no symptoms of sickness. On that
date, therefore, a number of eminent spectators
came together to witness the result. Things turn-
ed out as M. Pasteur had foretold. At 2 o'clock
twenty-three of the sheep which had been inoculat-
ed were dead. At 3 o'clock died the twenty-fourth,
and the twenty-fifth an hour later. The twenty-
five inoculated animals were sound, and frolicked
and gave signs of perfect health. Only one of
the twenty-five inoculated animals had been fever-
ish, but the fever had entirely disappeared. It
was caused by the animal having designedly been
noculated with too strong a dose of the virus.
The twenty-five carcasses were buried in a fixed
spot, and on the infected grass which will grow
over it experiments are to be made with the inoc-
lated and non-inoculated sheep. But the experi-
ment is complete for all practical purposes, and
M. Pasteur has thus been able by the exercise of
his remarkable scientific skill to confer on his
country a benefit, the capital value of which is
at once calculable, and would amount, no doubt,
to some millions of pounds sterling.-C emisi and
Druggist.

TREATMENT OF EXTRA-UTERINE PREGNANCY.--
Dr. Lusk (Bston Med. and Surg. Yournal) cites
several cases of extra-uterine pregnancy in which
faradization and galvanism have been effectually
used.

In the larger number the faradic current was em-
ployed, and of these his own case was one. Fara-
dization in extra-uterine pregnancy was first suc-
cessfully used by Dr. J. G. Allen, who reported in
1872, two cases of recovery through its instrumen-
tality. So far, since then, his method, faithfully
carried out, has proved uniformly successful, has
presented no drawbacks, and ail the women are
known, from private inquiry, to be enjoying good
health at the present time ; while of one hundred
and fifty cases of tnbal pregnancy collected by
Henning only seventeen survived.
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The transmission of the current through the
ovurn has thus been proved a safe and efficient
means for destroying the life of the fœtus, during
the first three months of its existence. The ap-
plication consists in passing one pole into the rec-
tum to the site of the ovum, and pressing the other
upon a point ini the abdominal walls situated from
two to three inches above Poupart's ligament.
The full force of the current of an ordinary one-
cell battery should be employed for a period vary-
ing from five to ten minutes. The treatment should
be continued for one or two weeks, until the
shrinkage of the tumor leaves no doubt as to the
efficacy of the treatment.

PROLAPSUS ANI.-R. Eichler, M.D., in Western
Lancet, says : A boy five years of age came under
my treatment, suffering from prolapsus ani of two
years standing. The gut came out to the extent
of two and a half inches after each passage. My
treatment at first was of a routine kind-cold
effusions, cauterizations with nitrate of silver,
tincture of iron, etc. The bowel persisted in
coming down at every passage. As a last resort, I
tried an ergotine suppository.

R. Ergotine.. . .......... . gr. ij
But. cocoa............q. s.
M. Ft. Suppos.. ....... no. j.

One after each passage.
The effect of the remedy has been magical, as

after the use of a few of the suppositories, there
has been no return of the condition, and the case
is cured.

READY N'IETHOD OF PREPARING FoIENTA'TIONs.
-Take your flannel, folded to the required thick-
ness and size, dampened quite perceptibly with
water, but not enough to drip, and place it betveen
the folds of a large newspaper, having the edges of
the paper lap well over the cloth, so as to give no
vent to the steam. Thus prepared, lay it on the
heated surface of the stove or register, and in a
moment steam is generated from the under surface
and lias perrneated the whole cloth sufficiently to
heat it to the required temperature. This method
is often very convenient and efficient where there
is no opportunity to heat much water at a time.-
Mc/ a Medica/ News.

PHTHIsIs is being treated now, with reported
success, by the continuous inhalation of the vapor
of carbolic acid. Lister's gauze is occasionally
dipped in a solution of the acid and then inhaled
fron a constantly worn respirator. " It is fair to
infer that the application to internal suppurating
surfaces of an agent, which has been used in similar
cases, externally, with such benefit, will be equally
efficacious in checking the growth and develoment
of morbific germs and thus allow tissues to be re-
constructed."-Brit. Med.Yourna/.

NOCTURNAL INCONTINENCE OF CHILDREN.-
Prof, S. D. Gross, of Philadelphia, advises:

IR- Strychniæ .................... gr. j.
Pulv. cantharides...........grs. ij.
Morph. sulph............grs. iss.
Ferri. pulv....................grs. xx.- M.

Mix: Make 40 or 50 pills or powders, pro re
nata.

Sig.-One three times a day to a child ten years
old.

This prescription will speedily relieve the irrita-
bility of the bladder, especially if conjoined 'with
such means as a cold shower bath daily, the avoid-
ance of irritant food and late suppers, the patient
lying on the side or belly, and taking care to drink
nohing for the few hours preceding sleep, and to
empty the bladder on going to bed.-Mich. lled.
News.

PROF. HUXLEY says : "The body resembles an
army; each cell, a soldier; an organ, a brigade ;
the central nervous system headquarters, a field
telegraph ; the alimentary and circulating system,
the commissariat, and in which losses are nade
good by recruits born in camp, and the life of the
individual is a campaign, conducted successfully
for a few years, but with certain defeat in the long
run."

At a meeting of the American Neurological As-
sociation, in speaking of the administration of the
broindes, Dr. W. A. Hammnond said that of the
salts lie preferred the bromide of sodium, but had
given of lae bromine alone.

I--Bromine,
AquS,

S.-Teaspoonful, well diluted.

Dr. Jewell had used bromine with favorable re-
sults, and Dr. Seguin said that he considered that
the efficient agent was the bromine, and not the
potash or soda.

A DOCTOR who had continued his visits on a
wealthy lady for an inordinate time after conval-
escence lad set in, was somewhat surprised on.
day, at being told by the servant that madame
could not see him that day as she was ill.

MR. LISTER, recently, in a case of fractured
patella, laid open the joint with antiseptic pre-
cautions, evacuated the extravasated blood, and
brouglit the fractured ends of the patella into ap-
position by a strong wire suture.

PROF. PAUL BERT has shown that just twice the
quantity sufficient to produce anesthesia, by any
anæsthetic, will produce death.

3 viii.-M.
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PRESIDENT GARFIELD.

In our last issue we made some allusion to the
illness of President Garfield, and to the probable
result of the case. Since then our predictions
have been verified by the sad ending of one whose
life hung in the balance for eleven long and dreary
weeks. The medical profession watched with in-
telligence, interest and sympathy, the varying
course and symptoms of this now historical case,
and many no doubt were forced to the same con-
clusion as ourselves as to the issue. Symptoms of
pyernia were manifest at a comparatively early
period, and though the attending surgeons were
slow to acknowledge it, they knew it to be the
fact nevertheless. That pyemia did exist, and was
the principal factor in causing his death, was
abundantly attested by the pest mortem examina-
tion. The parotid, intra-abdominal, and renal ab-
scesses demonstrated this only too well. The
immediate cause of death, however, was the giving
way of one of the mesenteric arteries, a circum-
stance which could not have been anticipated.
Even if this accident had not occurred, it is not
possible that life could have been prolonged many
days, and recovery was out of the question. The
autopsy, the official report of which we give be-
low, was a surprise to many. The ball appears
to have taken nearly a direct course and was found
flattened, and completely encysted, two inches and
a half to the left of the median line, below the
pancreas and behind the peritoneum. In its course
it had fractured the eleventh rib and also the an-
terior surface of the body of the first lumbar ver-

tebra. What was supposed, during life, to have
been the track of the bullet turned out to be a
sinus leading to an abscess cavity extending down-
wards towards the right ilium. Even had a cor-
rect diagnosis in this respect been made during
life, the result would still have been the same.
Gunshot wounds of the spongy portions of bone,
such as the vertebræ, are among the most fatal of
accidents, and this case proved no exception to
the rule. The following is the official bulletin of
the autopsy issued by the attending surgeons :-

Present, - " Drs. Hamilton, Agnew, Bliss,
Barnes, Woodward, Reyburn, Andrew H. Smith,
of Elberon, and Acting Assistant-Surgeon D. S.
Lamb, of the Army Medical Museum, Wash-
ington. The operation was performed by Dr.
Lamb. It was found that the ball after fracturing
the right eleventh rib had passed through the
spinal column in front of the spinal canal, frac-
turing the body of the first lumbar vertebra,
driving a number of small fragments of bone into
the adjacent soft parts and lodging below the
pancreas, about two inches and a half to the left
of the spine and behind the peritoneum, where it
had become completely encysted. The immediate
cause of death was secondary hemorrhage from
one of the mesenteric arteries adjoining the track
of the ball, the blood rupturing the peritoneum,
and nearly a pint of blood escaping into the ab-
dominal cavity. This hemorrhage is believed to
have been the cause of the severe pain in the
lower part of the chest, complained of just before
death. An abscess cavity six inches by four in
dimensions was found in the vicinity of the gall
bladder between the liver and transverse colon,
which were strongly inter-adherent. It did not
involve the substance of the liver, and no com-
munication was found between it and the wound.
A long suppurating channel extended from the
external wound between the loin muscles and the
right kidney almost to the right groin. This chan-
nel is now known to be due to the burrowing of
the pus from the wound. It was supposed during
life to be the track of the ball. On examination
of the organs of the chest, evidence of severe bron-
chitis were found on both sides, with broncho-
pneumonia of the lower portions of the right lung,
and-though to much less extent-of the left.
The lungs contained no abscesses, and the heart
no clots. The liver was enlarged and fatty, but
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free from abscesses, nor were any found in any
other organ except the left kidney, which contained M fEes
near its surface a small abscess about a third of
an inch in diameter. In reviewing the history of the medical profession more than the subject of
the case in connection with the autopsy, it is quite medical fees. Most i'edical men in this, and we
evident that different suppurating surfaces, and suppose in most countries of the world, have to
especially the fractured spongy tissues of the ver- rely upon the fees derived from their practice for
tebra, furnish a sufficient explanation of the septic the support of themselves and their families, and
condition which existed. (Signed), D. W. Bliss, it is very much to be regretted that they are in
J. K. Barnes, J. J. Woodward, R. Reyburn, F. H. many instances so poorly paid for their services.
Hamilton, D. H. Agnew, A. H. Smith, D. S. The reason for this state of affairs in general, is fot
Lamb." difficuit to apprehend. Medical men, as a rule,

There can be no doubt, in view of ail the facts are themselves to blame, from the fact that they
of the case, that the late President received ail the do fot sufficiensly appreciate the value of their
aid whicm medical science and intelligent medical services.; they do sot properly insist upon being
skill could give. The surgeons in attendance de- paid suitable fes; and what is worse, they occas-

ionally endeavour to detract from the value of eachsrvth tas of the Natfession, and its thean- other's services. The acquisition of an unusual

them from any reproach which may be heapedthatoth
upon them by the laity or dissaffected doctors. any amount of shoulder-shrugging, and an envious
There is one circumstance, however, which the cry of high charges. As a rule, the regulars

of thetcase,"thatltheflate Presidentireceivedoall the

medical press and profession can hiardly afford to
pass over in silence. We refer to the reported un- quacks.
professional conduct of Dr. Bliss. After the I respect of fes, there is a most striking con-
wounding of the President, messengers were sent, trast between members ofthe medita1 and legal pro-
as is usual in such cases, in ail directions, for fession. Who ever heard a legal gentleman crying
physicians. Dr. Townshend was first in atten- out against "hi charges" in respect of bis
dance, and according to ordinary courtesy, and brethren at the Bar? Neither as a rule, in this
the code of ethics, should have had charge of the part of the country, at ail events, can the profes
case until the famiy physician arrived. Dr. Purvis sion complain against the lawyers or judges for not
was the next to arrive, and after him Dr. Bliss, who supporting their aims wen necessity compels
at once assumed control of the case, and retained them to bring them before the Courts. One Judge
it until the arrival of Dr. Baxter, U. S. A., the in this city, to our own knowledge, requested the
President's family physician, who ad been out 0f plaintif to double the charges, which were re-
the city. On Dr. Baxter's return, he presented diculously low, and gave a verdict in bis favor im-
himself at the White House, where ae met Dr. mediately.
Bliss, whom hie asked to take him to see the Pre- The local medical attendants upon the late la-
sident. This Dr. Bliss refused to do, staaing that he mented Presidao nt of the United States, are said,
wanted to keep the President quiet. Dr. Baxter according newspaper reports, to have charged
said ge made the request as the President's physi- the Governinent $oo per day, and Drs. Hamilton
ian, having attended him for years. To this Dr and Agnew, each $er00 per day. These seem

Bliss replied: I know yorgmyo ih1 large fees, but flot more, we venture to say, than
sneak up here and take the case out of my bands." I would have been charged by any leading lawyer in
Angry words followed, and Dr. Baxter recognizi some important suit in wich the Governmentthe impropriety of making any disturbance in suc migt be concerned. We trust that no medicala place, took up his bat and left the roomn. It is man in the United States will be found meanwholly unnecessary to comment upon the uipro- enough to carp at the above fes paid to bis p oedi-fessional and unbecoring conduct of Dr. Bliss. brethren t he B r tha s a ul in thisSuch conduct is unworthy of any member of the rtbrthe r at ents cntup eprofession, and caroes with it its own condem- bimself and his confreres on the fact that thenation. rdaims of the profession in the matter of fees have

for once, at ail events, had a proper recognition.
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The medical fees in this city, and in fact in all
parts of the country, are ridiculously low, and in
view of the return of the country to prosperity,
and the increase of wages to laboring men and
salaries to public officers, it is a most opportune
moment for the medical profession to institute a
movement for an increase in the ordinary fees. We
would urge this strongly upon the attention of our
brethren, for depend upon it, if we do not put a
proper estimate upon the value of our services the
public never will. It only requires a little energy
and activity on the part of the profession at the
present moment to accomplish this most desirable
reform, and we trust that no time may be lost.

Another matter occurs to us, which we think re-
quires to be ventilated. We refer to the large
amount of gratuitous work done by medical
practitioners, especially in towns and cities. Every
person, rich or pour, seems to think he has some
claim upon the services of a medical man, and
what a cry of inhumanity is raised against a phy-
sician if he refuses his services to the poor without
a fee. Yet the baker is not blamed for refusing
bread on the same conditions, or the butcher for
refusing meat. The London Lancet in a recent
number gives the following in reference to this
subject :-" There is a very domfortable doctrine
abroad, that doctors are at everybody's service in
an emergency, and that they are bound to rise
from their beds and go to a distant alley to save a
life or ease a pain, without the least prospect of
pay. But is such mercy to be shown only by doc-
tors ? Why does not the public share with doctors
the cost and the credit of such service ? It is
society's duty, not that of any single profession, to
see that no human creature, however poor, dies
without medical aid. A country like this should
make provision for the emergencies of its poor,
and not throw the whole onus on the much endur-
ing and little paid members of our profession.

Medical men are not only supposed to attend
all the sick poor gratuitously, but they.are also ex-
pected to give of their scanty earnings to charit-
able purposes. This is certainly asking too much
-and we wonder that the overburdened profession
does not cry out against such injustice. Medical
practitioners are also taxed by the municipal autho-
rities to the full extent of their income from
practice, and in some cases, for more than they

actually receive, and yet they are expected to treat
the poor gratuitously. Of course this will con.
tinue as long as the profession is willing to submit
to it ; but we maintain that it is manifestly unjust
and unfair, and the sooner it is rectified the better.
We submit that the municipal authorities should
either remit the taxes on the doctors' incomes from
their practice, or pay for the medical treatment of
their poor. The fact that the injustice of taking
the medical man's services for nothing and taxing
his scanty earnings, has been the custom for years
is no reason for its longer continuance.

MEDICAL THERMOMETRY.

This subject has come to be regarded as one of
very great importance, both in medical and surgical
practice. The ordinary means of determining the
temperature of the body are so very imperfect, that
a considerable deviation may be present and
escape observation. All abnormal temperatures
denote the presence of disease, and in many cases
the physician is greatly aided in his diagnosis and
prognosis of a case by ascertaining the temperature
of the body, and this, with the means at our com-
nand, may be determined with a nicety which is
common to few other phenomena. The tempera-
ture of the body cannot be feigned or falsified,
and its abnormality may decide the degree or
danger of the attack. Relapses, complications,
or transitions in the course of disease, may in this
way be discovered before they could otherwise be
recognized. It reveals the imminence of a fatal
termination, or the impossibility of recovery. In
surgery the application of the thermometer deter-
mines the practicability or possibility of an opera-
tion where there are grave doubts.

The variations of temperature, however, to be
of any real practical value must be taken regularly
night and morning. A single observation, while
it may point out that a patient is very ill, is not by
itself conclusive as to the kind of disease present.
When we have extremes of temperature we know
there is great danger. For example, temperatures
below 96.5F. are collapse temperatures, 92. fatal
collapse. Temperatures from roo in the morning
to 104 in the evening, are febrile temperatures,
and temperatures from 104 in the mnorning to 107
in the evening are hyperpyretic temperatures, 107
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and above indicating a fatal termination. Every
-medical practitioner is aware of the difficulty in
diagnosing at an early stage between the different
febrile diseases, and it is here that the thermometer
comes largely to our aid. If the temperature is
normal, or only slightly increased, pneumonia,
scarlet fever, typhoid fever and small-pox are ex-
cluded ; if the temperature is high at the outset,
typhoid fever, influenza, and articular rheumatism
are excluded, but pneumonia, pleurisy, intermittent
and ephemeral fevers, the exanthemata, pyæmia,
or meningitis, may be present. In the early days
a high morning with a normal evening temperature
would indicate intermittent fever, while a high
febrile temperaturé the first or second day would
exclude typhoid.

It would, however, be entirely a work of superero-
gation on our part, to urge upon the profession of
to-day the value and utility of the thermometer in
daily practice, and while this is no doubt univer-
sally recognized, it is of equal importance that
these instruments of precision should be what the
naine implies. From the report of the Winchester
Observatory of Yale College, it would appear that
many of the thermometers in daily use by medical
men are inaccurate. In June, i88o, a circular
was issued from this bureau in which the subject
was discussed, and an offer was made to the mem-
bers of the profession in the United States and
Canada to correct any clinical thermometer sent
for the small sum of fifty cents. Many availed
themselves of this offer, and the result has been
that sixteen hundred and sixty-seven thermometers
have been corrected and certificated since that
date; among these fifty physicians' thermometers
had errors exceeding a degree and a half. If
thermometers are to be used at all in the practice
of medicine, and we apprehend no one doubts
their utility in certain cases, they should be as
accurate as possible. Proper seasoning of the
tubes used in the manufacture of thermometers,
and more careful graduation, are the remedies pro-
posed by the bureau, and manufacturers are recom-
mended to send the tubes to the Observatory toremain under seal a year before being graduated,
and some are already taking advantage of this
suggestion. In the meantime, those who havethermometers that are not above suspicion, shouldlose no time in having their presumed errors recti-fied, by sending them to the Winchester Observa-
tory, Yale College, New Haven, Conn.

ELECTRICITY AND BULLrr WOUNDS.-Since the
autopsy in the case of President Garfield, there is
curiosity manifested to know why the electricians
failed to locate the fatal ball. Soine seem to think
that the failure to locate the bullet by the induc-
tion balance was caused by the experimenters
trying to obtain results beyond the power of the
instrument. With the ordinary induction balance,
as invented by Prof. Hughes, the absence or pre-
sence of the smallest piece of metal is clearly in-
dicated at short distances. When Prof. Bell tried
the experiment in Washington the bullet was at
too great a distance from the coils. The conse-
quence was, that as the experimenters knew they
could get only the faintest results, if any, from the
presence of the bullet, they were led perhaps to
accept imaginary differences in the sounds they
heard. The error may have occurred in another
way, namely, through the presence of sonie metallic
substance (other than the looked for bullet), which
was overlooked by the experimenters. Notwith-
standing, however, the failure of the experiment
in this instance, surgeons should not be deterred
from repeating it in cases where it may prove use-
ful. There is not the least doubt that when the
conditions are favourable the induction balance
will give effectual aid in treating gun-shot wounds.
By using the instrument any bullet that is not very
distant from the surface could probably be de-
tected at once.

SPECIALISTS IN MEDICINE.-Dr. Billings, in his
address before the International Medical Congress
in London, said :-" There must be specialties and
specialists in medicine, and the results will be both
good and evil; but the evils fall largely upon those
specialists who have an insfficient general educa-
tion, who attempt to construct the pyramid of their
knowledge with the small end as a foundation. It
has been said by Dr. Hodgen, that 'in medicine a
specialist should be a skilled physician, and some-
thing more : but that he is often something else-
and something less.' There is truth in this ; truth
which the young man will do well to consider with
care before he begins to specialize his studies; but,
on the other hand, it is also true that the great ma-
jority of men must limit their field of work very
much and very clearly if they hope to achieve suc-
cess. The tool must have an edge if it is to cut.
It is by the labor of specialists that many of the
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new channels for thought and research have been
opened, and if the flood has sometimes seemed to
spread too far, -and to lose itself in shallow and
sandy places, it has nevertheless tended to fertilize
them in the end." The specialists are not only
making the principal advances in science, but they
are furnishing both strong incentives and valuable
assistance towards the collection and preservation
of medical literature and the formation of large
public libraries.

OPHTHALMOLOGY: MIDDLEMORE FUND PRIZE
ESSAY.-The interest on the fund of £500 given
in trust to the British Medical Association by Mr.
Richard Middlemore of Birmingham, to found a
prize for the best essay on Ophthalmology, having
accumulated for three years, the Committee of
Council now offer, in accordance with the terms
of the trust deed, a prize of £5o for the best essay
on the Scientific and Practical Value of Improve-
ments in Ophthalmological Medicine and Surgery
made or published during the past three years.
The successful essay will be the property of the
Association. Essays must be in English or accom-
panied by an English translation, and forwarded
under cover, with a sealed envelope bearing the
motto of the essay, and containing the name and
address of the author, addressed to the General
Secretary of the British Medical Association, I61A,
Strand, London, and must be in his hands on or
before May 31st, 1882.

SUIT FOR MALPRACTICE.-We regret to learn
that Prof. McLean, of Ann Arbor, (formerly of
Kingston, Ont.,) is about to be subjected to a suit
for malpractice, the damages being laid at $2o,ooo,
in consequence of his failure in an operation for
the relief of recto-vaginal fistula. In order to
bring the parts properly together, the Dr. divided
the perineal body. Union did not take place
owing to the patient's ill-health, and there is now
prolapsus of the uterus and rectum. Suits for
malpractice are the opprobria of surgical practice,
and both judges and juries too often fail to under-
stand that surgeons cannot always overcome natural
defects. The'differences of opinion alsoamong med-
ical men, where, in many cases no difference
should exist, often occasion a failure of justice.
We trust, however, that Prof. McLean will be sup-
ported by the testimony of his professional breth-
ren, and that the verdict will be in his favour.

PRIZE EssA.-The committee of selection ap-
pointed by the chairman of the section on Practical
Medicine, Materia Medica and Physiology, at the
recent meeting of the American Medical Associa-
tion, have selected, and hereby announce, as the
subject for the prize to be awarded in 1883, the
following question :

What are the special modes of action, or thera-
peutic effects upon the human system, of water,
quinia, and salicylic acid, when used as anti-pyretics
in the treatment of disease ? The essays must
be founded on original experimental and clinical
observations, and must be presented to the chair-
man of the committee of award on or before the
first day of January, 1883-N. S. DAvis, H. D.
HOLTON, W. B. ULRICH, Com. of Selection.

TINC. FERRI MUR. IMPROVED.-The addition
of half a drachm of citrate of potash to the drachn
of tincture of iron improves the quality of the latter
for internal administration, by removing the pecu.
liar roughness of the iron and its unpleasantness
in the mouth. The following formula will be found
most suitable :

W-Tinc. Ferri Mur-.............5ij.
Potas. citrat-.......---.......----3j.
Syr. Limonis ..................... 3iss.
Aquæ ad....... .................... gviii.- M.

SI.-A tablespoonful three times a day.
It may also be combined with substances con-

taining tannic acid, as gentian, &c., without de-
composition.

PROGRESS OF MEDICAL SCIENCE.-A little over
a hundred years ago, Haller, in Gôttingen, was pro-
fessor of anatomy, botany, physiology, surgery, and
obstetrics, and lecturer on medical jurisprudence.
At the same time he was writing one review a week,
and summing up existing medical science in his
" Bibliotheca." To-day any one of these branches
requires all the time of the most energetic and
learned of our contemporaries. but, on the other
hand, the well-educated medical graduate of to-day
could give Haller valuable instruction in each of
branches of which he was professor.

MARKED C. O. D.-A doctor in Dayton, (Ohio
Med. _ournal) was recently attending a case of
labor in the family of one of his patients who,
though a very excellent man, is a little slow in the
payment of his medical bills. Immediately after
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the birth of the child the father nervously asked, Dr. H. Augustus Wilson bas been appointed
" Doctor, is the baby marked"? Yes, quietly re- Pathologist to the Presbyterian Hospital, Philadel-
plied the doctor, "Ilt is marked C.O.D." The phia, vice De Forest Willard, M.D.; resigned.
hint was taken, and the bill for that baby promptly CORONER.Dr. Finlay McMillan of Shet Har-
settled.

FEES WORTH HAVING.-According to newspaper
reports, the four surgeons in attendance on President
Garfield, Bliss, Barnes, Woodward and Reyburn,
charged the Government $4,2oo each, or $ioo
each per day, for 42 days attendance. Dr. Agnew's

bor, has been appointed coroner for the county of
Halifax, N. S.

'0ko andit•

bill for the same number of days for "consulta. A SYSTEM 0F SURGERY, THEORETICAL AND PRAC-
tions, operations and visits" was $32,6oo, and Dr. TICAL. In Treatises by various Authors. Edited
Hamilton for "visits and consultations," rendered by T. Holmes, M.A., Cantab., Surgeon and Lec-turer on Surgery at St. George's Hospital. Firsta bill for a similar amount. The remaining 38 American from second English Edition, tho-
days will no doubt be charged at the same rate. roughly revised and much elarged. By John

H. Packard, A.M., M.D., Philadelphia. Assist.THE GILCHRIST SCHOLARSHIP.-The Gilchrist ed by a large corps of most eminent American
Scholarship of this year has been won by Mr. Surgeons. In tbree volumes, with many illus-
Howard Murray, of New Glasgow, son of Dr. trations. Philadelphia: Henry C. Lea's Son &
George Murray, formerly M.P.P. for Pictou. This Co. Toronto: Hart & Co.
is another honor for Pictou county and for Dal- The work before us is the first volume of this
housie College. Mr. Murray was for three years admirable work on surgery. The publishers have
a student of DaShousie, and been ting it in smaller type, to coir-
ject in all three sessions. press the original five volumes into three, which

will be published during the present year. Vol.
MILK DiETIN RENAL DROPSY.-M. Chautreuil, H. is devoted to general pathology, norbid pro-

in the Gaz. des Hopitaux, May, 1881, records a cesses, injuries in general, complications f injuries,
number Of c2ses of general dropsy with aibumînu- and injuries of rgions, and is illustrated with 245

ea occurring in the later monts of pregnancy, wood-cts and nine chromo-lithographs. Among
whic were relieved and urSmic eclampsia appa- the English contributors are John Simon, J. Bur-
rently prevented by milk diet. In cases in which don Sanderson, John Croft, W. S. Savory, Henry
there was swelling of the feet and legs with more or Lee, Sir James Paget, Timothy Holmes, and Geo.
les general anasarca, and abundant albumen in the W. Callender. Among the American are John i.
urine, milk diet persevered in for a short twe had Roberts, jas. Nevins Hyde, Samuel Ashurst, John
the effect of removing the anasarca and diminish. H. Packard, J. S. Jewell, Roberts Bartholow, and
ing the quantity of albumen in the urine, lIn one John T. Hodgen. The-matter added by the latter
case the quantity of albumen was greatly lessened is enclosed in brackets. The English edition ofand the patient d ld well throughout, while in ber Holmes' Surgery bas long occupied a leading posi-
previous confinement she had a severe attack of tion in the surgical literature of the day. lit there-
puerperal eclampsia. fore needs no words from us to commend it to the

favorable consideration of the profession in Can-APPOINTMENTS.-D. Whiteford of Winnipeg, ada. lit is a work that should be on the shelves
thd late of Ottawa, has been appointed chief me- of every medical man's library. lit contans ail
lical officer of the Manitoba and South Western the recent advances in this dimportant subject,caailway. and is fully abreast of the present state of surgical

Dr. Edward J. Kelly has been appointed as. science. Each writer may be considered as a
istant surgeon 41 t Brockvihle Bataltion vice A. speciaist i the subject upon which he as written,
powler, left limits. a circumstance which greatly enhances the value of

Dr. Robert H. W. Powell has been appointed the work Was r-nnrt A

Istan.sureon 1st 
Bockvlle atallon vce A

s.rmeon te work too
surgon 3rdOttaa ad Cleto Baallon. highly. It will be sold only by subscription.

f

I
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A TEXT-BOOK OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE, with
special reference to Physiology and Pathology.
By Dr. Felix Von Niemeyer. Translated from
the 8th German Edition, in two volumes. New
York: D. Appleton & Co. Toronto: Willing
& Williamson.
Niemeyer's Practice of Medicine has been ex-

tensively read by the profession in this country,
and was, ten or twelve years ago, considered by
many as the work Par excellence in medicine, and
one that night be placed side by side with Wat-
son's Practice, the " Blackstone " of our schools
in those days. The author died in 1871, and no
new editions have been published until the present
one, edited by Dr. Eugene Leitz, who has made
extensive alterations and inserted a large amount
of new matter, in order to bring the work abreast
of the recent advances in Pathology. Those who
have read the previous editions will be glad to
learn that the work of the great teacher has again
been placed in the front rank. Notwithstanding
the large number of books on the practice of
medicine, we have no doubt that this great work
will make its way before the profession, and be
again adopted as a standard work on the Practice
of Medicine.

ATLAS OF SKIN DISEASES. By Louis A. Duhring,
M.D. Parts VIII. and IX. concluding the se-
ries. Price $2.5o each. Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott & Co., 1881. Toronto: Willing &
Williamson.
These are the last two numbers of the series of this

admirable Atlas, by Dr. Duhring. This work which
is now completed, is an enterprise which both pub.
lishers and author have good reason to be proud
of. The plates portray in living colors the forms
of skin disease of most common occurrence, and
the descriptive text is all that can be desired in
connection with an atlas. We have in previous
editions given expression to our appreciation of
this interesting and instructive work, and trust that
the author may reap the full reward of his arduous
labors in connection with its preparation. We
prize the work highly, and are having it hand-
somely bound.

A TREATISE ON CONTINUED FEVERS. By
James C. Wilson, M.D., and J. M. Da Costa,
M.D. New York: William Wood & Co. Tor-
onto: Willing & Williamson.

The authors of this treatise, whilst engaged in
their work of teaching, have evidently felt the want

of a work to which they might refer their pupils
in which the diseases treated of were described at
greater fulness than is usual in text books, yet
without the extreme elaborateness of Ziemssen or
other cyclopœdic writers. After the introduction
by Professor Da Costa, the work consists of eight
chapters on simple continued fever, influenza,
cerebro-spinal fever, enteric or typhoid, typhus,
relapsing fever, and dengue. The volume bears
in every page the impress of the care that has been
expended on its execution, and is eminently cal-
culated as a work of reference to both practitioner
and student.

WOoD's PHYSICIANS' VADE-MECUM AND VISIrING
LisT. By H. C. Wood, M.D. Philadelphia:
J. B. Lippincott & Co.
This is a most excellent physicians' visiting list.

It is nicely bound in morocco, of convenient size,
and contains much useful information. A new
feature is the introduction of woodcuts, showing
the motor points of nerves for the application of
electricity. We commend it to the consideration
of our readers.

THE PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF THE
DIARRHŒA OF PHTHISIS.--Dr. C. T. Williams has
a series of articles upon this subject in the Lancet.
-N. Y Record. He divides the different diarr-
hœas of phthisis into three classes. The first in-
cludes those simply due to irritation or a catarrh
of the intestines. The treatment consists simply
in altering the dietary and ordering a few doses of
alterative and purgative medicine, with some alkali
to reduce the acidity. The second form is that
arising from ulceration. The ulcers usually begin
in the small intestine, near the illio-cæcal valve ;
as the ulceration progresses, however, the large in-
testine, becomes most affected. The treatnient or
this form requires very careful attention. It re-
solves itself into three sets of measures : (a) Rest in
bed with the administration of easily assimilable
food, such as chicken-broth, beef and veal-tea, milk
gruel, blanc-mange, always combined with /iquar
fancreatscus, after the methods described by Dr.
Wm. Roberts. Koumis is also highly recommended.
(b) Warm applications to the abdomen, in the
form of linseed poultices, turpentine stupes, or
hot-water fomentations, to reduce the pain and
produce derivation to the skin. In severe pain
small blisters are useful. (c) Internal medicines:
bismuth and opium will answer in slight cases.
The most powerful astringent is sulphate of copper
in one-quarter or one-half grain doses. Of vegetable
astringents tannic acid is the best, in tour-grain
doses. Indian ball is often efficacious. If the
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ulcerations are largely in the colon, injections o
suppositories are often needed. The ordinar]
enemata of lead and opium will sometimes answer
but in severe cases a pint or a pint and a half o
linseed tea, combined with medicines, are needed
Linseed tea seems to be especially efficacious. The
third form of diarrhœa is due to waxy degeneratior
of the intestinal wall. This is hard to deal with
successfully. The waxy degeneration indicates a
need for phosphates of potash. The diarrha can
only be treated, as in other diarrhoas, by the use
of astringents.

ABERNETHY ON TABLE-HYGIENE.-There are
still, we believe, some apostles of rapid eating
amon gthe doctors in this country. We commend to
their attention the following interview (from "Sam
Slick "), which is worth a hundred lectures: "The
Honourable Allen Gobble was dyspeptic, so he
goes to Abernethy for advice. 'What's the matter
with you ?' says the doctor. 'Why,' says Alden,
'I presurne I have the dyspepsy.' ' Ah l' says he,
'a Yankee, swallowed more dollars than you can
digest.' 'I am an American citizen,' says Alden,
with great dignity ; ' I am secretary to our Legation
at the Court of St. James.' ' The devil you are !'
says Abernethy; ' then you'Il soon get rid of your
dyspepsia.' 'I don't see that inference,' said
Alden. ' But I tell you it does follow,' says the
doctor, ' for in the company you'll have to keep
you'll have to eat like a Christian.' It was an
everlasting pity Alden contradicted him, for he
broke out like one moon-distracted mad : '1 Il be
d-d,' says he, ' if ever I saw a Yankee that didn't
bolt his food whole like a boa constrictor. How
the devil can you expect to digest food that you
neither take the trouble to dissect nor time to mas-
ticate ? It's no wonder you lose your teeth, for you
never use them ; nor your digestion, for you over-
load it ; nor your saliva, for you expend it tipon
the carpets. You Yankees load your stomachs as
a Devonshire man does his cart, as full as it can
hold and as fast as he can pitch it in with a fork,
and drive off. And then you complain that such
a load is too heavy for you.'"-Med. Record.

DEATHS FROM ETHER.-Dr. John B. Roberts
(New York Medical Record, July 2, 1881,) is in-
clined to think that the failure of respiration is not
always the first sign of danger of death from ether,
but that the heart may begin to fail seriously while
respiration continues active. He thinks that the
pulse ought to be watched more closely than it
usually is, that in some cases the urine ought to be
examined as well as the heart and lungs, and that
the person who is entrusted with the ether admini-
stration should be the most skilful of all the assist-
ants. Dr. Roberts has collected twenty cases of
death from ether that have been reported since
January, 1872. There is gieat prejudice in the

r United States in favor of the harmlessness of ether
y that pains-taking researches of this kind are needed

to overcome.--Chicago Medical Review.
f

MEDULLARY CANCER OF THE PYLORUS.-Dr.
Thomas C. Smith, of Washington, D.C., sends us
the history ot a case of the above, in which there
was no pain or other symptom pointing to the
disease during life. The anterior wall of the
stomach was also affected, and a perforating ulcer
formed at that point, which broke into an abscess
in the sheath of the rectus muscle. This abscess
communicated a pulsation from the abdominal
aorta, which gave rise to the suspicion of the
existence of an aneurism at that point.-Medical
Record.

AsIATIC CHOLERA.-Dr. DaCosta, of Philadel-
phia, has recently had under observation a case
which presented all the symptoms which he, with
his great experience, had learned to consider path-
ognomonic of Asiatic cholera, and he would have
so pronounced the disease, were it not that the
case was a sporadic one, no epidemic being preva-
lent anywhere in the United States or Europe.
Several additional cases of the same kind have
been reported by independent observers in Penn-
sylvania. Whether this be due to the epidemic
tendency to the discovery of diseases which at
times seizes the profession, or not, these cases
should certainly lead the National Board of Health
to keep a close watch on all vessels landing on the
Pacific coast, as from them, if anywhere, this dan-
ger is to apprehended.

FouR rules for the preparation of an article for
a journal : i. Have something to say; 2. Say it ;
3. Stop as soon as you have said it; 4. Give the
paper a proper title.-Billings.

t!ýrths, Wnarriagto and LDtaths,
On the 14th ult., at St. Paul's Church, Wood-

stock, Ont., by the Rev. J. J. Hill, Rector, T.
Millman, M.D., &c., second assistant physician,
Asylum for the Insane, London, to Helen Dick,
only daughter of John Craig, Esq., of Woodstock.

At Muskegon, Mich., on tie'13th ult., Andrew
Chapman, M.D., late of Ancaster, Ont., aged 24
years.

At Shelburne, N. S., on the 5th ult., John A.
Purney, M.D., in the 38th year of his age.

. At Liverpool, N. S., on the 15th of May, A
Robertson, M.D., aged 34 years.
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LP R -------- N.--gr..-.---------------------------------Catar1c. 

1to4 50
MEB Y, lde g .------------- ------------------ Alterativ. 1 to4 40

ide gr.1- p.--------------------.- lteratie. 1to 4 70

P ,A e ..-- -- ..... ------------------------- a i. 1 to 0

" ph te 1 -8g---------------------------------- A xidfe. 16t2 100g " - - - "- . .- . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l d n 1 6 o 2 1 0

r ."-.------------------------------ ath<4-1e. to 4 50

PODOPHYLLIN, 1-10 gr. ------------------------------------ Catar. 1 to 4 40
S% gr .-.-------------------------------- t-------- har . 1 t 2 .50
Su p e 1- gr. -------: ------ ------------------ ------ .1 o 0

COMP. Et -------....- CatartiandToni. 1 to 2 0

i Alterative,t Mucus Memb'ne. 1 to 14
L iae. d --------------------------------- lteratve,to Mucous Memb'ne 1 to 4

STRYCH IA, 1 --- ,,- ---1-4 - sud 1 - - ---- -- Nerve Stimulant, Tonic, i to 43 40

PILLS SENT Y MAIL ON REGEIPT O ToST PR 2E.

ldueLYMAN SONS. & CO.
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PURE COD LIVER OIL,
With HYPOPHOSPHITES of LIME and SODA,

PERFECT, PERMANENT, PALATABLE.
The high character, and wide reputation Scott's Emulion has attained through the agency of the Medical Profession, and the

earty support they have given it since its first introduction, is a sufficient guarantee of its superior virtues. The claims we have nade as toSerm an-e rftion and alatablene"swe believe hbiee full sustained, and wecu psitively assure the profession that itshigh standard ofecelnc il fully maintined. We believe the profession will bear us out in the statement that no combination hasproduced as good results in the wasting disorders, incident to childhof; in the latter as well as the incipient stages of Phthisis, and inScrofula, A.n-5a and General Debilit. We would respectfully ask the profession for a continuance of their patronage, and those who haveflot prescribed it to give it a trial. Samples will be furnished free upon application.FORMULA.50 per cent. of pure Cod Liver Oul, 6 grs. of the Hypophobsphite of Lime, and 3 gris. of the Wýpophosphite of Soda to a fluidounce.

.E O0:N Halifax, N.S., Nov. 19, 1880.1 have prescribed your emulsion of Cod Liver Oil with Hypophosphites for the piast two years, and found it moreagreeable to the stomach, and have better rtsults from ite use than from any other hreparation of the kind 1 have tried.

W. M. CAMERON, M.D.Messrs. ScoTT & BowNE: 
Truro, N.S , Nov. 15, 1880.Gentlemen-After three years experience, I consider your Emulsion one of the very beat in the market.

MEssas. Scorr & BoWNE: W. S. MUIR, M.D., L.R.C.P. & S., Ed.
I have much pleasure in stating that for the last three years I have used your Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil and Hypo-phosphites In my practice, in cases of Phthisis, Nervous Prostration und Anæemia, and always derived marked benefit from its use. That itdoes not decompose, is very palatable, and remains in the most fastidious stomach, are some of its greatest merits.

St. John, N.B. I have the honor to be, yours truly, T. J. O. EARLE, M.D.
MEsss. Scorr & BowNE:

I have used for some time, and prescribed Scott's Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil, and find it an excellent fixed prepara-tion, agreeing.vell with the stomach, easily taken, and its continued use adding greatly to the strength and comfort of the patient.
Petitcodiac, NB., Nov. 5, 1880. A. H. PECK, M.D., Penn. Med. Co lege.

SCOTT & BOWNE, Manufacturing Chemists, New York.
The Practitioners' Obstetric Bag John Reynders & Co.,

a-------..(Late of Otto & Reynders,)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue, New York,
UNDER THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,

Manufacturers and Importers of15 inches long, 6 inches high, containinig Barnee's Craniotomy For-ceps, Midwifery korceps, Perforators, Frenum Scissors, Blunt ilookanl Crotchet, Catheter, 4 Stoppered Botties, 1 Chlorofori Drop . S URGICALBottle. Price $26.

Bag only, Superior Morocco, Gilt Fittings, . . . . $6.00 ANDdo. do. Plain Fittings,
Lined with Chamois Leather....... $4.50.....

THE IMPROVED CLINICAL THERMOMETER WITH MAGNI-FIED AND IMPERISHABLE INDEX.
____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___SKE L ETONS,

ANDThe nercury is easily seen, and there being no air spec, the liability Ato loose the registering needle is obviated, shoulil by any aecident thew.hole of the mercury be shaken inte the cup it will register t e next ANATOMICALtinne it is driven up by the temlperat re.
PRICE IN CASE, . .$250
ORDINARY REGISTERING LINICAL THR- PREPARATIONS.

MOMETERS . . . . . . .• . . 1.50
Sh 1 74e Manufacture and importation of everyJ. ST E V E N S & SO N, article used by Physicians and Surgeons our Specialties.

GOWER STREET T 274 VONGE ST. Our Illustrated Catalogue and Price IÀsILondon, Eng. I Toronto, o t. mailed on application, enclosing twelve cents for Postage.

FOR ADVERTISMENT OF BEABURY & JOHNSON PLASTzER, SEE INsIDE PAGE.

SEE TESTIMONIALS OF PHYSICIANS.
Messrs 

Scorr & B N
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Dr. 3. Oollis Browne 's
ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE

CoLORODYNE.
COUGHS,

COLDS,
ASTHMA,

BRONCHITIS.

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
C HLORODYNE. This wonder-

ful remedy was discovered by Dr.
J. Cols Browne, and the word
Chlorodyne coined by him expressly
to designate it. There never has
been a remedy so vastly beneficial
to suffering humanity, and it is a
subject of deep concern to the pub-
lic that they should not be imposed
upon by having imitations pressed
upon them on account of cheapness,
and as being the same thing. Dr.
J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne
is a totally distinct thing from the
spurious compounds called Chloro-
dyne, the use of which only ends
in disappointment and failure.

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE. -Vice Chan-

cellor Sir W. Page Wood Stated
Publicly in Court that Dr. J. Collis
Browne was Undoubtedly the
Inventor of Chlorodyne, that the
whole story of the defendant was
deliberately untrue, and he regretted
to say it had been sworn to.-See
THE TIMES, July I3th, 1864.

DR· J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE is a Liquid

Medicine, which Assuages Pain
of Every Kind, affords a calm, re-
freshing sleep Without Headache,
and Invigorates the Nervous
System when exhausted.

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE is the

GREAT SPECIFIC for

CHOLERA, DYSENTERY

DIARRHŒA.

The General Board of
Health, London, Report that
it Acts as a Charm, one dose
generally sufficient.

Dr. Gibbon, Army Medical
Staff, Calcutta, states :-" Two
Doses Completely Cured
Me of Diarrhoea."

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE rapidly cuts

short all attacks of

EPILEPSY, SPASMS, COLIC,
PALPITATION, HYSTERIA

From Symes & Co., Pharmaceutical
Chemists, Medical Hall, Simla.-
7anuary 5, 188o.

To J. T. Davenport, Esq., 33
Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury,
London.

"DEAR SIR,'-Have the good-
ness to furnish us with your best
quotations for Dr. J. Collis Browne's
Chlorodyne, as, being large buyers,
we would much prefer doing busi-
ness with you direct than through
the wholesale houses. We embrace
this opportunity of congratulating
you upon the wide-spread reputation
this justly-esteemed medicine has
earned for itself, not only in Hin-
dostan, but all over the East. As
a remedy of general utility, we
much question whether a better is
imported into the country, and we
shall be glad to hear of its finding
a place in every Anglo-Indian
home. The other brands, we are
happy to say, are now relegated to
the native hazaars, and, judging
from their sale, we fancy their so-
journ there will be but evanescent.
We could multiply instances ad in-
finitum of the extraordinary efficacy
of Dr. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne
in Diarrhoea and Dysentery, Spasms,
Cramps, Neuralgia, the Vomiting
of Pregnancy, and as a general se-
dative, that have occurred under
our personal observation during
many years. In Choleraic Diar-
rhea, and even in the more terrible
forms of Cholera itself, we have wit-
nessed its surprisingly controlling
power. We have never used any
other forr of this medicine than
Collis Browne's, from a firm con-
viction that it is decidedly the best,
and also from a sense of duty we
owe to the profession and the pub-
lic, as we are of the opinion that

the substitution of any other than
Collis Browne's is a deliberate
breach of faith on the part of the
chemist to prescriber and patient
alike.

We are, sir, faithfully yours,
SYMES & CO.,

Members of the Pharn. Society of
Great Britain, His Excellency the
Viceroy's Chemists.

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE is the
Pure Palliative in

NEURALGIA, GOUT,
CANCER,

TOOTHACHE,

RHEUMATISK

From Dr. B. J. Boulton & Co.,
Horncastle.

" We have made pretty extensive
use of Chlorodyne in our practice
lately, and look upon it as an excel-
lent direct Sedative and Anti-Spas-
modic. It seems to allay pain and
irritation in whatever organ, and
from whatever cause. It induces a
feeling of comfort and quietude not
obtainable by any other remedy,
and it seems to possess this great
advantage over all other Sedatives,
that it leaves no unpleasant after
effects."

IMPORTANT CAUTION.
The IMMENSE SALE of this

REMEDY has given rise to many
UNSCRUPULOUS IMITA-
TIONS.

N. B.-EVERY BOTTLE OF
GENUINE CHLORODYNE
BEARS on the GOVERNMENT
STAMP the NAME of the IN-
VENTOR,

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE.

SOLD IN BOTTLES, is., I/iid.,
2/9. 4/6, by all Chemists.

SOLE MANUFACTURER:

J. T. DAVENPORT, , GREAT
RUSSELL STREE. W.C.
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL

CITY OF NEW YORK.

SMISSION41S O~' 1881-82.
AI and after the Session o 1881-82, the College will return to its former requirements as regards fees and graduation-viz., those n force before the session of 1880-81.T HE COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces the Regujar Winter Session and a Spring Session.
THE REGULAR SESSION will begin on Wednesday, September 21, 1881, and end about the middle of March,1882. During this Session, in addition to four didactic lectures on every weekday except Saturday, two or three hours aredady allotted to clinical instruction. Attendace upon two courses of lectures is required for graduation.ThE SPRING SESSION consists chiefly of recitations from Text-Books. This Session begins about the middle ofMarch and continues until the middle of June. I)uring this Session, (laily recitations in ail the departnueîîts are held by acorps of Examiners appointed by the Faculty. Short courses of lectures are given on special subjects, and regular clinicsare held in the Hospital and in the College building.

Faculty.
ISAAC E. TAYLOR MD., Emeritus Professor of Obstetrics and diseases of Women and Children, and President of the Faculty.
JAMES R. WOOD, M.Dl., LL.iD., Emeritus Professor of Surgery.FORDYCE BARER, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Women.BENJAMIN W. MCREADY, M.D., Eneritus Professor of àiateria Medica and Therapeutics, and Prof. of Clinical Medicine.AUSTIN FLBNT, M.D., Professor of the Principies and Practice of Medicine, and Clinical Medicine.W. Il. VAN BUEN TTD., LL.D., Prof of Prhciple.aud Practiceof Surgery, Diseases of Genito-Urinary System, and Clinical Surgery.
LEWIS A. SAYRE, M D., Professor of 'Orthopoedic Surgery and Clinical Surgery.ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M.D., Proessor of Clinical and Operative Surgery.WILLIAM T. LUS MD., Professor t Obstetrics aud Diseases of Women ard Children, and Clinical Midwifery.A. A. SMITH, R.D., Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeuties, and Clincal Medicine.AUSTIN FLINT, JR., M.D., Professor of nhysiology and Physiological Anatomy, and Secretary of the Faculty.JOSEPH D BRYANT, M.D., Professor , General Descriptive aud Surgical Anatomy.R. OGDEN DOREMW, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.EDWARD G. JANEWAY, MD., Prof. of Pathological Aniatony and Histology, Diseases of the Nervous System, and Clin. Medicine.ipPROFESS

ORSn OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS, ETC.HENRY D. NOYES, M. D., Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology.J. LEWIS SMITH, M.D., Cinical Professor of Diseases of Children.EDWARD L. KEYES, M.D., Professor of Dermatology, and Adjunct to the Chair of Principles of Surgery.JOHN P. GRAY, M.D., C LL.D., Professor of usychological Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.ERSKINE MASON, MID., Clinical Professor of Surgery,JOSEPH W. HOWE, M.D , Clinical Professor of Surgcry.LEROY MILTON YALE, M. D. Lecturer Adjuuct on Orthopodic Surgery.BEVERLY ROBINSON, M. D., Lecturer on Clinical Medicine.
FRANK H. BOSWORTH, M.D., Lecturer on Dîseases Pt the Throat.CHARLES A. DOREMUS, M. D., Pu. D., Lecturer on Practical Chemistry and Toxicology, and Adjunct to thesud Toxîcologi
FREDERICK S. DEkNIS, M.D , M. R.C. SWILLIAM H. WELCH, M.D., ' Demonstrators ut Auatomy.

FACULTY FOR THE SPRING SESSION.
FREDERICK A. CASTLE M.D., Lecturer on PharmacologyWILLIAM Il WELCH M.D., Lecturer on Pathological Histology.CHARLES A. DOREMUS, M D., PH.D., Lecturer on Animal Chemistry.T. HERING BURCHAB D, M.D., Lecturer on Surgical Emergencies.ANDREW R. ROBINSON, M.D., L.R.c.p. & S, Edin., Lecturer ou Normal llistology.CHARLES S. BULL, M.D., Lecturer on Ophthalmology sud Otology.

FEES FOR THE REGULAR S

Chair of Chemistry

Fees for Tickets to all the Lectures, Clinical and DidactiFees for Students who have attended two fu courses at other Medkal C 140 0and for Gradnates of less than threc years' standing af other Medical Colloges .............................................. 70 00Mratriculation Fee 
SMaticuaton ee .. . . .... . . . .... rs stndig o o herMe ica Colo es .··......................'.. -.-....--... --.-........ 70 w0Dissection Fee (including material for di.sse tio10 0 Graduatior. kee .- -- . --... . .. . .. .''...'.' - •••.5 0Orauator.>ee............................................ 

............................ 0 003No fees for Lectures are required of raduate "''' s··ndin, orof S---- · · h.' at""'''" - ' s... . cour eat the Bellevue Hospital Medical College. 3u cou

FEES FOR THE SPRING SESSION.Matriculation icket valid for the following Winter)
Recitations, Clinics, and Lectures ................
Dissection (Ticket valid for the following Wintr) " 00

· · · · ·. ............................... .......... 35 00
For...the..Annua....Circula.....and..Cata..o..u....'. 10 00For the Annual Circulai and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other information, address

PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR,,
SECRETARY BELLEVUE HOSNTAL MEcAL COLLEG.
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Electrical Instruments for Medical Use.

BOSTON.
Prof. Francis Minot,
H. H. A. Beach. M.D

CHICAGO.
Prof. N. S. Davis, M.
Prof. James S. Jewel

DETROIT.
Prof. Theo. A. MoGr
Prof. James F. Noyes
Prof. Albert B. Lyon
Prof. Leartus Connor

ST. LOUIS.
Prof. J. K. Bauday,
Prof. Jas. B. Johnson

Galvan
FOR SALE BY LY

We respeotfully refer to the following Eminent Physicians:
NEW YORK CITY.

Prof. W. A. Hammond, M.D.
M.D. Prof. Lewis A. Sayre, M.D.
M. Poof. James R. Wood, M.D.

PHILADELPHIA.
Prof. Robert E. Rogers, M.D.

D. Prof. B. Howard Rand, M.D.
CANADA.1, M.». 

!or Theo. Mack, M.D., St. Ca-
that ines.

Dr. Fife Fowler, M.D., Kingst'n
aw, M.». Dr. J<ohn R. Diekson, M.D.,

M.D. Kingoton.
, M. D. P:. B. Il. Lemon, M.D., Tho-

M.D. rold.
Drs. Orton & Alexander, M.D.,

Fergus.
M.D. Dr. A. Wolverton, M.D., lam-
, M.D. Dr. J. Fulton, M.D., Toronto.

o-Faradic Manufacturing Company,
8S FOURTIH AVENUE, NEW YORK

[AN BROS., TORONTO. Bond for Catalogue, with a concise and practical Guide for their use.

.D R . W m mL . .r 's

LACTO-PH1OSPIIATES prepared frons the formula of Dr. DUSART, of Paris.
Compound Elixir of Phosphates and Calisaya.--Â Chemical Food and Nutritive Tonio.

THI eegant preparation oombines with a aound Sherry Wine percolated through Wild Sherry Bark and AromatCs,lod f rm of an agreeable .ordial, 2 gr@. Laego-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phoshoe, -f Iron, 1 gr. of Alka-loIda of thaliaya Bark, Qunisa , Quinsdi a , Chischonia , and fifteen drope offres Phoaphorso .À.ia to eaek kalf ossce.ZIn the various forma of Dyspepsie, resulting lu impoverished blood and depraved nutrition, lu convalescing from theZymotie Foyers (Typhus, Typhoid, Diphtheria, Small-pox, Scarlatina Measles) in nervous prostration from mental andphysical exertion, dissipation and vicions habits, In oblorotie ansemic women, and In the strumous diathesis in adulte andchildren it is a combination of great efficacy and reliability, and being very acceptable to the most fastidious it may betaken for an indefinite period without beco.ning repugnant to the patient. When Strychnine is indicated the officinalsolution of the Pharmacopie; may b. added, each fluid drachm making the 64th of a grain to a half fluid ounce of theElizir,-& valuable combination l dysapepai with constipation and headaches. This compound la prepared with greatcare, and will be maintained of standard pnrity and atrength.
Dos .- For an adult, o on table-poonful three times a day, after eating; from saeven to twelve, one dessert-spoonful;from two to aeven, one tea-LIpoonful.

Prepared by T. B. WIIEELE[I, M. D., MONTREAL, D. C

Mr lT PR FOR ARTIIIA
AND

SUR GI CA L

AP

I ho

A PP L A N CE S.

PARATUS of every description made to order, for Paralysis, Rip-
joint Disease, Weak Ankles, Club Feet, &c.

JAMES AUTHORS,
16 King Street East, Toronto.

TORONTO, Sept. 17, 1874.
ave much pleasure ini being able ta testify to the skill, ing1enuity~ and

excellence of workmanship shown in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those manufac
ured in any part of the world.

JAMES H. RICHARDSON, M.D., University of Toronto, M.R.C.S., England.
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DETROIT MEDICAL COLLEGE.
SESSION OF 1881 AND 1882.

This College bas for its Collegiate year two Sessions.
Regular Session commences Wednesday, September 7, 1881, and closes March 1, 1882.
Recitation Term (Optional), commences March 15, 1882, and closes June 14, 1882.
Graded Course of three terms, of six months each.

and Plan of Instruction. -Lectures, Recitations, and Clinics ; together with Practical Work in the Anatomicul, Physiological,adPharmaceutical Laboratories.
Clinics are held Daily.
Clinical Work r Hospitals and Dispensaries is given to the Senior Class in small sections under the charge of a clinicalteacher in ail the Departments of Medicine and Surgery.
Three Large Hospitais and Two Dispensaries aford unlimited material for instruction.

c Admission. Candidates for admission are required to paso a preliminary examination, unless satisfactory documentary evidenceequivalent the standard adopted.

:pEmiL3-A2Em.&R SE3STIO W.
Fees :- Matriculation Ticket ........-- ..--.-· · · · ·· · ·................ ........... ..................... 351 00

Lecture Tickets............. ........ -. --............................. 50 00Graduation ...................- • .-... .....-.................... 25 00
Hospital Tickets .................. . ..-........................ : 10 00

on the next regular session.
For Catalogue and Particulars address,

H. O. WALKER, M.D., Secretary of the Faculty,
No. 177 GRISWOLD STREET. DETROIT, ICH.

Please mention 'HE CANADA LANCET.

Page's Vaporizer and Cresolene,
A simple and perfect appa-

ratus for vaporizing all liquids,
perfuming and disinfecting.

Cresolene (C6 H5 CHs O)
is a coal-tar product, posses-
sing greater power than car-
bolic acid, in destroying germs.

W. R. CHIcHEsTER, M.D., New
York: It is immediately success-
ful."

Cresolene vaporized in a closed
room absolutely cures WHOOPING
COUGH, usually within five nights.

Asthmatic persons sleep aIl night
and permanent cures have been
effected. Bronchiýis, catarrh, croup,
diphtheria, malarial and scarlet
fevers are favorably influenced by
thib treatment. Contagion cannot
be communicated. Clothing, bed-
ding. carpets, and walls are disin-
fected.

JoHN MERRIrr, M. D., " UN-BQUALLEB IN TREATMENT OF WHoor-
iNe Couesu. I earnesfly recomnmend

Vaporizers complete, neatly
boxed, ineluding lamp and
20. cresolene.... 816 50 per doz.

Cresolene, 2oz. bottle.. 8 per doz.

H. Sugden Evana & Co.,
Agents for Canada,

"M 0 ZT rz EA? :ML.
Toronto Agency à

J. H. PEARCE & 00., 19 Front Street West.

AGENTS WANTED.

• toE0osN BVOLdT=q OOE CASM.WEEE IDEPENEmNT 8nELvEq AD.UsTABLE To BooEmOr ANY HEGT.
AN.ELEGANT PRESENT.

INVALUABLE TO
Lawyerm, Clergymen, Physiclan,

Editors, Bankers, Teaches,
Merchants. Students:

And aUl who read Books.

CHEAPEST, STRONCEST, BEST.
Send for descriptive circular and Price list.

CORRESPoDENCE SOLICITED
Address, BAKER., P AITT & CO.,

school F urshemsand dealers la everything in the

19 Bend St., New York.
Bend 25 oente for our Newv Illustrated Cata.

logue, with over 800 Illuuriuonu of educationg
lad uaeul arieS.
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McGILL UJNI VElSITYY MONTEEAL,
F ACULTY OF M'ED IID 1 1 1JTE.

FORTY-NINTH SESSION, 1881-82,
The Collegiate courses of this School are a Winter Session, extending from the ist of October to the end of March,and a 'ýummer Session from the end of first week in April to end of first week in July.The Winter Session of 1881-82 will begin with a general introductory lecture at 11 a.m., October ist.

F.ACUYITY
GEORGE W. CAMPBELL, A.M., M.D., LL.D., Emer-

itus Professor of Surgery, and Dean of the Faculty.
WILLIAM E. SCOTT, M.D., Professor of Anatomy.
WILLIAM WIRGHT, M.D., Professor of Materia Med-

ica and Therapeutics.
ROBERT P. HOWARD, M.D., Professor of the Theory

and Practice of Medicine.
DUNCAN C. McCALLUM, M.D., Professor of Mid-

wifery and the Diseases of Women and Children.
J. W. DAWSON, LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Botany

and Zoology.
ROBERT CRAIK, M.D., Emeritus Professor.
G. E. FENWICK, M.D., Professor of Surgery.
JOSEPH MORLEY DRAKE, M.D., Emcritus Professor.

G. P. GIRDWOOD, M.D., Professor of Chemistry.
GEORGE ROSS, A.M., M.D., Professor of Clinical

Medicine.
WILLIAM OSLER, M.D., Professor of the Institutes of

Medicine.
THOMAS G. RODDICK, M.D., Professor of Clinical

Surgery.
WILLIAM GARDNER, M.D., Professor of Medical

Jurisprudence and Hygiene.
FRANK BULLER, M.D., Lecturer on Ophthalmology.
FRANCIS J. SHEPHERD, M.D., Demonstrator of

Anatomy.
RICHARD L. MACDONNELL, B.A., M.D., Assistant

Demonstrator,
MATRICULATION.-Students from Ontario and Quebec are advised to pass the Matriculation Examination ofthe Medical Councils of their respective Provinces before entering upon their studies. Students from the United Statesand Maritime Provinces must present themselves for the Matriculation Examination of the University, on the first Satur-of October, or the last Saturday of March.
LECTURES.-Five Lectures a week are given in the seven principal branches of Medicine. Oral examinationsare held weekly, and written ones at various times throughout the Session.
HOSPITALS.-The Montreal General Hospital has an average number of 150 patients in the wards, the majorityof whom are affected with diseases of an acute character. The shipping and large manufactories contribute a great manyexamples of accidents and surgical cases. In the out-door department there is a daily attendance of between 75 and roopatients, which affords excellent instruction in minor surgery, routine medical practice, venereal diseases, and the diseasesof children. Clinical clerkships and dresserships can be obtained on application to the members of the hospital staff.
UNIVERSITY DISPENSARY.-This was established three years ago for the purpose of affording to senior stu-dents practical instruction in diseases of women, and has proved very successful. This year two other special departmentshave been added, viz. : diseases of children and diseases of the skin.

h CLINICS.-The clinical teaching is conducted in the wards and theatre of the Gcneral Hospital, daily, throughoutte ession. Ample opportunitiés are afforded to the Student to investigate the cases, medical and surgical.TI IE DISSECTING ROOM is large, well ventilated and abundantly provided with material. The demonstratorsare skilled teachers, trained in the best anatomical schools of Europe, and are in attendance daily from Jo to 12 a.m., andfrom 8 to Jo p.m.
One of the three large class-rooms has been converted into a Physiological Laboratory, and has been equipped withmod -rn apparatus.
REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREE.-Every Candidate must be 21 years of age, must have studied medicine fluryears, one Session being at this School, and must pass the necessary examinations. Graduates in Arts of recognizedUniversities and students who produce evidence of having studied a year with a physician subsequent to passing theMatriculation Examination, can qualify for examination after attendance on three Sessions.

FEES, ARRANGED ACCORDING TO YEARS, ARE AS FOLLOWS:
First Year ........ .................................................. $76 ooSecond Year ............................................................... 89 ooThird Year ................................................................ 74 o0
Fourth Year ............................................................... 64 oHospital Ticket (six months)....................................................8 ooLying-in Hospital (six months) .................................................. 8 ooGraduation ................................................................ 

20 oo
ALL FEES are payable strictly in advance.

For further information, or Annual Announcement, apply to

WILLIAM OSLER M.D. Registsnr,
1351 St. Catharine Street, Montreal.
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PUT UP

1 lb. Cans
5 c'

10 "e
25 "
50 «i

SÂMPLES
fumrnuhd

on
applieation.

THE
POST OFFICE

LAWS

FORBID anything
of an oleaginous
nature being sent
through the mail.

an oti n ag n -usp a nesandum ufetrolei is an oleaginous hydrocarbon, corresponding to the heavy petroleum oils,and containing a large amount of the paraffines and olefines of formulze 016 H34 & ClOH32.ý It contains but a smiail percentage of the paraffinesand olefines, corresponding to the formula C7 H16 and C7 H14, respectively, and the offensive and irritating properties of the crude o havebeen carefully removed. In the process of purification, no acids, alkalies, or other chemicals are employed, ani no injurios additions ofany kind are mae to the natural product. The result is a semi-solid, translucent substance, with a faint odor, an unctuous feel and aslightly tarry taste.
Cosmoline [Unguentum Petrolei] melts at about 100' Fah. (38° Cent.); and boils at about 625° Fah. (329° Cent.); its specific gravity isabout 0.875 at 60* Fah.
As it contains no oxydizable or organic matter capable of change by putrefaction or fermentation, and is absolutely without affinityfor moisture, it offers ta the profession an admirable unguent, which can neyer decompose, ferment, or become rancid in any climate ortemperature.

291 MADISON AVENUE, Nsw YORK, February 26th, 1878.I have examined the preparations of Cosmoline as manufactured by E. F. Houghton & Co., Philadelphia, and believe them welladapted to the purposes for which they are designed. As lubricants, and as the hases of simple or medicated ointments, they have a decidedadvantage over the fixed oils and fatty substances in ordinary use, in that they do not become rancld, ani do nt aequire irritating qualitiesfrom atmospheric exposure.

ALFRED C. POST, M.D., LL, D.,Emeritus Professor of Clinical Surgery in the University of New York, Visiting Surgeon to Presbyterian Hospital, etc.

MESs. E. F. HoUGHTON & Co.: 218 SouTH SIXTEENTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, July 7th 1880.
Gentemen-The petroleum product prepared by you and supplied to physicians under the name of Cosmoline [Unguentum Petrolei],was firet brought ta my notice while I was a Resident Physician in the Pennsylvania Hospital, and it at once commended Itef ta me as abland emollient, as an elegant substitute for Carron oil in burns and scalds, as a protective in excoriations and certain d eoe ef theskin, and as an excipient in the place of lard for applications ta the eye and ear. For the lat five years o have used the plain Cosmoline,bath in hospital and private practice in Gynecological and Obstetrical cases, wlth perfect satisfaction, and consider it much superior ta OliveOil, which is so generally used. Carolated Cosmoline !e a useful combination, but the rose-scented Comoline je beyond ail question, a workof art, which cannot be too highly commended. I have the honor to be,

Very respectfully, yours, FRANK WOODBURY, M.D.
Physician to German HospitaL

Mussas. E. F. HOUGHTON & CO.: PHILADELPHIA, July 10th, 1880.
I have for a number of years made extensive use of Cosmoline [Unguentum Petrolei] and consider It a most valuable article fer surgi.cal purposes. Either as a dressing by itself, or as a vehicle for the application of medicaments, it le greatly superior t lard or other fattymatters, especially by reason of its non-liability to change by time or temperature.

Yours truly, JOHN H. PACKARD, M.D.

MEssRs. E. F. HouGHToN & Co.: 1031 WALNUT STREET, PIHILADELPHIA.
have used extensively Cosmoline [Unguenatum Petrole] both in Dispensary and p vte practice, with very great satisfaction. Aua vehicle for making ointmente it Is Invaluable, and far superior to lard, for the reason that it will flot become rancld or undergo chemicalchange like the latter, when exposed to the atmosphere. I cannot too highly commend it as an application in various skin diseasems.

Yours truly, JOHN V. SHOEMAKER A.M., M.D,Physician to the Pennsylvania Free Dispensary for Skin Diseases.

208 West 34th Street, NEw Yoax.Peua . HOUGHTON & Co.,
GENTs:-I fully appreciate the value of your Cosmoline or Ungt. Petrole and prescribe it frequently ln ointments. Fluid Cosmalîne 1have used constantly for several years, as a lubricant of urethral sounds. It is the cleanest oil I know of for this purpose.

Yours truly, Gk. HENRY FOX.

PREPARED BY

E. F. HOUGHTON & CO.
211 S. FlROlTT STREEDT, PIIIILELp:I.

In corresponding with advertisers please mention the CANADA LANCET.
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Drescher's
E'. Gr. OTTO CIO SO3%rs,
Patent, Pocket Electro-Magnetic

PATENTED NOV. 4th,1879.
Machines,

No. 1. No 2.
These new and powerful portable machines resemble in style and appearance the French "Gaiffe" instrumenté, but are far superior,embodylng important introvenents, whereby an electri current of much greater intensity and longer duration is produced with the samecAargý than in an)y instrument extant.
elo n aWith one Battery OeIl. Fitted in a neat nahogany cae, $500. No. 2.-With two Battery Cells. This fine instrunent laenclosed in a polished nmahiogany case. similar in style to that of No. 1. $7,50.

No. 3.-A superior Two-Cell Machine. e ad-somely mounted in a double-hd case, as ber. illus-trated, and fitted with extra electrodes, $9.00.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

F. G. Otto & Sons
64 CHATHAM ST.,

New York City.
Nanufacturers of Surgical intruments, andNo. 3. Orthopedie Ayppfance.

The Best of American Manufacture.

Planîen's Capsules.*
Known as Reliabie 5( years for

Gemerai Excellence in
Manufacture. l

H. Planten l Son, 224 William St., New York.
*18e Profs. VAN BUREN & KEYES on Genlto-Urinary Organs

Page 64.]
HARD and SOFT

OF ALL KINDS FILLED.
1.OLugeai. a r5, eaaLi

(Order by menbor only.)
• Boxes 100 each.

3ito admîmeter Quinine and other nauseous medicne, with-out tte or ameli. It prevent8 irritation of the mnouth or throat, andat the same time avoids injury to the teeth. 100 by mail, 60 cents.

Suppository Capsules, 3 Sizes,
ForRectal Medication, Box 100, 50 Cents by Mail,

W. also have Capsules ada ted for giving medti nes to Horses or

Catte 2 ie, < O ne and 1 a f- unce , for liquids or solids. Box
10 Capsule, her size, by mail, 50 Cents.

CapXul e g aof P il kinds ef Capsules to order. New Articles, andCapuling of Private Formulas.
Sold by ail Druggist9h Samples P'ree.

George Tiemann & Co.
F. A. STOHLMAN ESTABLISHED 1826 ED. PFARRE,

67 CHATHAN STREET, NEW YORK.
MANUFACTURERS AN» IMPoRTERs OF

Surgical Instruments,
RECEIVED

2 Awards at Centennial Exhibition, 1876.
2 First Medals and i Honorable Mention

at International Exhibition, Santiago,
Chili, 1875.

2 Silver Medals and i Bronze Medal at
International Exhibition, Paris, 1876.

DR. R. A. REEVE
MAY BE CONSULTED AT THE

TECUMSEH HOUSE, LONDON,
On the First Saturday of every month.

Residence and Office, 22 Shuter, St., Toronto.
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST-CoR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS.. TORONTO.

The following prices will serve ai a guide to lntending purchasers, subject to market fluctuations, quality being of the Arst Importance. Tinctures, Syrups and Liquors are kept in 8 oz. bottles, and the price quoted includes the bottle. W Termi Cash; les s per cent.

Acid,Carbolic.. .. .. .. .. .. .. on.
,, Sulph. Ar........ oz. bot.
,, Hydrocyan............ "

Ather, Nit.............8 oz. bot.
S ulph.........."

" " <J.......... "
Antim. Pot. Tart...........o.
Argenti Nit. fus.........
Balsam Copalb..........8oz. bot.
Bismuth, Car............... .
Cerii Oxaa.. ..........
Chlorai Hl rate .........
Chlorodyne ................ "
Chloroform.. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. lb.
Cinchon, Sul............... O.
Ergot, pulv............
Emp. Lyttu...............lb.
Ext. Belladon............... OZ.

Colocynth Jo.
Hyosclam, Ang. . .
Sarza Co., Ang........ "d
Nucis Vom.........

Gum, Aloes Soc.........
S Acacia, pulv..........

Gly cerine, pure............. lb.
Fer ri, Am. Cit..............0o.

" et Quin. CJit..........."'751
"Citro,phos.......... "

FerrumRedact.............. "e
Hydrarg Chlor............. "

C Cret,' ...........

S e
0 07 Jalapin................
0 20 Lin. Saponis..............8 oz. bot.
0 23 Llq.Ammon................ "
0 22 Arsenic .... .. .. .. .. .. .. "
0338 " Bismuth...........
0 28 " Donovan ...........
008 " Opii8ed............
1 20 Morph. Sul. ............... oz.
0 50 Mur.. . .
0 20 01. Crotonis................ "
0 20 " Jecoris Asselli .......... lb.
0 13 Pil. Aloes ............... gros@.
0 15 " o et Ferri.......... "
1 80 Assafetid.. .. .. .. .. .. .. "
0 45 Cath. Co., U.8 "
0 15 " Hydrarg, Mass ........ lb.
1 25 " " Subchlor. Co. gross,0 20 " Rhei. o.....
0 12 " Podophyllin, Co........ "
0 25 Plumbi Acet.. lb.
0 30 Potasi. Acet. . "
0 75 " Bicarb ..............
0 90 " Bromid....
0 60 " Iodid.. .
0 30 Pulv. Opii.. oz
0 12 Pulv. Creta Co .............. lb.
1 00 "e " COpio..........
0 15 " Ipecac.
015 "< " <Co....
0 10 " Jalapa.. .. . .
0 07 Quini.e Sulph, Unbl"ached... oz.

$ c.
1 75
0 24
0 17
0 20
040
0 28
1 20
4 25
4 25
0 25
e 25
0 30
0 30
0 30
0 45
1 00
0 30
0 85
0 40
0 25
0 60
0 35
0 60
500
0 75
0 75
1 00
260
2 25
1 00
4 00

Rad. Rhel. pulvl............lb.
Santoninel................. o.
Sode Bicarbi...............lb.

i Potais. Tart
Spi r. Ammon. Co . 8 oz. bot
8yr. Aurant..... .. "i

o Codeia ................ "
" Ferri lod.............. "

Strych. Phos. Co...... "o
Hypophos ..........
Phosph.Co............ "o

" c ill ................
Tinet. Aconit ..............

Arnica..
Camph. Co.........

" Cardam. Co ..........
e Catechu ..............
"o Cinchon Co ..........

Colch. Sem............
Digital............
Ergot............

" Ferri Perchlor........
"Hyosciam.......... "

" Iodine.
" Nucis Vom.. "
" Opi ..............
" Verat Vir ............ os.

Ung. Hyd. Nit.............. iM.
" Zinci...... •......... "i

Vin. Ipecac..............8 oz. bot.
" Antim................. '

A full assortment of Trusses, Shoulder Braces, Supporters, &c., &c., at the lowest rates. Arrangements have been made for a constantsupply of reliable Vaccine-Scabs, $2 ; Half-Scabs, $1. Enemas from 75c.

DR. MARTIN'S VACCINE VIRUS
PRICE REDUCED!

Tre A'nimal Vaccine Viru (Beaugency Stock)
15 Large Ivory " Lancet " Points................ $2 00

7 i i " " ............ 1 00

Perfect, Selected and Mounted Crusts, each... 3 00

ALL VIRUS FULLY WARRANTED.

It i hoped that the Profession will appreciate the impor-
tance of fully supporting Physiciana devoted to this laborious
and expeneve specialty, and responsible for the quality of ail
Virus issued.

If the patronage of Physicians le distributed amongst ail,
who, often without any fitness, offer to supply truc animal
virus; the simple result will b. that no one will rQceive
enough to maintain a proper establishment.

Our Senior Partner has been for over twenty years devoted
to the specialty of Vaccine supply. He introduced trueAnimal Vaccination into America ln 1870; and our establish-
ment is by far the most perfect and extensive lu the world.
Address

DR. HENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
Roxbury District, Boston, Mass.

D. W. KOLBE & SON,
Manufacturera of SURGICAL and ORTHOPEDICAL INSTRU-

MENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, TRUSSES, ABDOMINAL
SUPPORTERS, ELA TIC STOCKINGS, &c.

1207 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA,
Late of 15 S. Ninth St.

de» CATALOGUE LIST FREE ON APPLICATION.1e

Baard's PI are speclafy r.t•m••''' byà the medical eslebrities ef the wrld for 8mrefla,(flsssur, kissg' EU, @te~> th. eary ife et*coniulpio, Onstaull eas, Poest
*Bloc&. and for proyoking and regulating has pie-*die course The gemi have a reastive cliver îa. attached to th lover part of the oerk, aad a. green label oS

the vraper
. bearing the fao.
Ssaile of the

sagrail rf
humain, ru Umqcvt. $ tub.,

BwÂu 01F IXKITATIONs.
*000000000

Sc.
2 00
080
0 14
0 38
0 24
0 20
0 90
0 54
0 80
038
0 85
0 22
0 24
0 24
0 20
0 24
0 20
0 24
0 30
0 20
0 40
0 18
0 20
0 50
0 24
0 55
0 20
060
0 40
030
0 20
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To the Medical Profession.

LACTOPEP-TNEl

We take Pleasure in calling the attention of the Profession to LACTO P E PT I N E. After a long series olcareful experiments, we are abie to produce ils various co mponents in an absointely pure state, thus remaving
al unpleasant odor and taste, (a/so slightly changing the color). We can confident/y uaim, that its digestiveproperties are largely increased thereby, and can assert without hesitation that it is as perfect a digestive ascan be produced.

LACTOPEPTINE is the most important remedial agent ever presented to the Profession for IndigestionDyspepsia, Vomiting in Pregnancy, Choiera In/antum, Constipation, and al diseases arising fromimperfect nutrition. t contains thefive active agcnts of digestion, viz: Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, orVeg. Ptyalin, Lactic and Hyrochloric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMULA OF LACTOPEPTINE:
Sugar of Milk.................4o ounces. Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase...-......4 drachms.Pepsin.............. .......... 8 ounces. Lactic Acid.................5 fl. drachms.Pancreatine.................... 6 ounces. Hydrochloric Acid .... ·....... 5 fl. drachms.

LACTOPE PTINE Is sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its alnost universal adoption by physiciansis the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic value has been most thoroughly established.

The undersigned having tested LACTOPEPTINE, recommend it to the profession.
ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M.D.

Pro/essor of Pathology and Practice of Medicine, University of the Ciiy of.New York.
SAMUEL R. PERCY, M.D.

Professor Materia Medica, New York Medical College.
F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M.D., Ph. D.

Prof. Chem. Mat. Md. and Therap. in N. Y. Col. of Dent. ; Prof. Chem. &' Hyg. in Am. Vet. Col. etc.
JAS. AITKIN MEIGS, M.D., Philadelphla, Pa.

Prof. of the Institutes of Med. and Med. Jurs. 7eff. Md. College; Phy. to Penn' Hospital.
W. W. DAWSON, M.D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Prof. Pin. and Prac. Sur,-., Med. Col. of Ohio, Surg. to Good Samaritan Hospital.
ALFRED F. A. KING, M.D., Washington, D.C.

Prof. of Obstetrics, University of Vermont.
D. W. YANDELL, M.D.,

Prof of the Science and Art. of Surg. and Clinical Surg., UJniversity of Louisville, y.
L. P. YANDELL, M.D.

Prof. of Clin. Med., Diseases of Children, and Dermatology; Universüy of Louisville, Ky.
ROBT. BATTEY, M.D., Rome, Ga.,

Emeritus Prof of Obstetrics, Atlanta Md. Co/legc, Ex Pres. Md. Association û/ Ga.
CLAUDE H. MASTIN, M.D., LL.D., Mobile, Ala.

PROF. H. C. BARTLETT, Ph. D., F.C.S., London, England.

THE NEW YORK PHARMACAL ASSOCIATION,
P.O. Box 1574. Nos. 10 & 12 COLLEGE PLACE, NEW YORK.

Lowden, Neill & Co., Toronto, Ont., Wholesale Agents.
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GELATUM VASELINIE PETROLEI
GRAND IMIEDAL at the Philadelphia Exposition, 1876.

SILVER MIEDAL at the Paris Exposition, 1878.
YMEDAL OF PROGRESS by the Anmerican Institute, 1SO.

The attention of physicians, druggists and hospitals, is called to this article, and to thefact that it 1s favourably regarded and extensively used in the United States, on the continent 'and in England, by the profession and pharmacists as a base for 2. '

d OINTMENTS, CERATES, &o.,la~~ . 0à CD
- ' As a dressing for WOUNDS, CUTS, BRUISES, BURNS, «"

- SPRAINS, PILES, RHEUMATISM, SKIN DiSEASES,
CATARRH, SORES or ERUPTIVE DISEASES, and all contused
and inflamned surfaces, it is not equalled by any known substance.

In the treatment of COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP, DIPHTHERIA,
4: and of TH ROAT and CHEST complaints. the best results are obtained. m.

T One Pound Cans, 60cts. Five Pound Cans, $1.50.
-C .: - Extract from report cf Dr. Galezowski, the distinguished . .

French Oculist.
"' "Vaseline is the best pharm1,ceutical preparation in the making of Ointments, as it is C1 completely neutral and unchangeable. I saw it used for tho first time in London by Dr. Lan. Coson. I then procuredt the ' Vaseline' myself, and have experimented with it for four months

zî > on over one thousand patients, aud I must declare that the knowledge acquired by practice has3 = surased my expectations by far. * * * * I have also prepared large quantities of eye-intments with ' Vaseline,' and have employed them on numerous malad es with very greatsuccess, ani I can affirm that 'Vaseline ' is very preclous in ocular therapeutics, and must p 5'o ,o '~ replace all the ointments in use at the present time. * * CD
"In conclusion, on account of its unalterability and its great affinity for perfumes, I 9believe that ' Vaseline' merits the attention of the scientific and industrial world."

u. t
DR. REUSCHE, of Ulamburg (translation) says: Co

"In six cases, of small-pox I have used Vaseline with eminent success-one a severe case "__ zo of variola vera-a boy sixteen years old, not vaccinated. 2.
S .2 "AIt developed the disease rapidly, and shortened considerably the duration of lt-the %4e a time varyng from seven to twenty days, the latter period for the most serious case only.

e ' "While the application of Vaseline was regularly renewed, all inflammation and fever were- kept off, and noue of the patients, at any Lime, suffered any pain or great inconvenience, •whereas, if neglected, the patient would become irritable and feverish. e '.

"Applied internally, it removed the small-pox in the mouth and throat in a few days. c

5 eyA few scars remained in only one case, but the patient will outgrow these, as they are -M'n very slight." I-
V'si ''From the LONDON LANCET, Jan'y 5t, 1878:

"We have before noticed this preparation of petroleum in terms of warm praise. It is of z- the consistency of butter, is perfectly free from odor, and does not become rancid. We have f
1 .g now before us several new preparations made from it, which are 8o usefut as to call for remark..' They are a pornade, a cold cream, and a camphor ice, all of excellent quality. We have triedall of themn with mo t tisfactory results, having found them greatly superior to the prepara-M tions In common usie.M

We manufacture the following Standard Ointments, according to the United States Pharmacopia, using Vaseline as a base Instead of lard;
Ung.: Hydrargyri (Y2 Mercury) ....................... Ung.: Zànci Oxidi.Ung.: ilydrargyri: Nitratis (Citrine Ointment) ...... Cerat.: ResnSe.
Cerat.: Plumbi Sub-acetatis (Goulards Cerate)...... Cerat.: Simplex.

W. recommend them as vastly superior to anything In use. PRICE 75 CTS. PER POUND. NO CHARGE FOR JARS. Bend
for Plamphlet,

Chesebrough Manufacturing Company, New York,
No. 249 NOTRE DAME STREET, MONTREAL.

Pemade Vaseline, Vaseline Cold Cream, Vaseline Camphor Ice, and VaselineTellet Soap, are all exquisite toilet articles made from pure Vaseline, and excel all similar ones.
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Soluble Elastic Filled Capsules.
WE desire to secure attention of the medical practitioners to the Soluble Elastic Filled Ca psules of our recentintroduction into this country. These Capsules are so different, both in appearance and quality, from any heretoforeplaced on the American market that we especially request that opinion regarding them may not be prejudiced by pre-vious knowledge of a similar class of goods.
Our Capsules are manufactured after a method not previously employed in this country, workmen and apparatushaving been especially imported from Germany for the purpose. Our claims of superiority or them are based on thefollowing qualities :

. Tc They are made of the finest quality of whitegelatine and are perfcctly transparent,
p . heir poss u reo permitting a full inspection of their contents. This property la calculated toprevent the sophistication possible under the use of opaque gelatine.

2. Their Elasticity and Lubricity. "h- P-terti.s remov. from the Capsules, a. completely
tition. They may be easily moulded between te linger and thumb, and when held for a moaient in the mouth the action of the saliva on thegelatine covers them with a mucilaginous coating which greatly facilitatea their swallowing.

-3. The Quality of their Contents. Tey are alled with ingrediente of the very linest quality
tents, and physicians who specify our brand in their prescriptions need have no apprehenalon on this point.

4l. t hsolubility of these Capsules may be determined by the simplest test. Allowed to lie loosely inf hC Sulsin tith the emouth the contenti escape in from two n three minutes, and there is not the remotest posibilityof the Capsules passing intact with the faces, as la sometimes the case with the ordinary Ouled Capsules.

h Sizes. Heretofore the Uled Capsules offered the profession of this country have not contained more than5. T rc en minims of the liqud. We have in our list Capsules containing aIl the way from ten mlnimtW hait an ounce. The larger Capsules are designed more partciularly for the administration of cnd liver and castor ols. Notwithstandintheir size, they are, owing Wo theïr elasticity and lubricity, swaflowed as res.dily as an oyster. The adautagea of sucla Capsules ane Wobvioua ta require enumeration.
These Capsules are put up In a style in keeping with their elegance, in boxes containing one, two and three dozen.The following few formula selected from the list will convey an idea of the clasm of ingredients with which these Capsules are Olled.
Castor Oit,

10 minima.

Castor Oit and Podophyllin,
Castor 011, 10 minime.
Podophyllin. j grain.

Cod Liver Oil, Best Norweian,
10 minims.

Cod Liver Oil and Creosote (2 grs.),
Cod Liver Oil, 10 minima.
Creosote, 2 grains.

Cod Liver Oil and Iodoform,
Cod Liver Oil, 10 minima.
Iodoform, 2 grains.

Cod Liver Od and Phosphorus,
Cod Liver Oil, 10 minima.
Phosphorus, 1-00 grain.

Crude Petroleum Mass,
10 minime.

Cod Livet Oil and Creosote (4 grs.),
Cod Liver Oil, 10 minima.
Creosote, 4 grains.

Cod Liver Oil and Jodide of Iron,
Cod Liver Oil, 10 minim.
Iodide of Iron, j grain.

C>d Liver Oil and Jodine,
Cod Liver Oil,10 minims.
lodine, 1 grain.

Cod Liver Oil and Phosphorus (1-30),
Cod Liver 0il, 10 minima.
Phosphorus, 1-30 grain.

Phosphorated Oil, Compound,
Phosphorated Cil (1-0 gr.) 10 M.
Extract Nux Vomica, 1 grain.

PhosPhorated Oil (1-50 gr.),
1-50 gr. Phosphorus in 10 m cf Oi0.

Cod Liver Oit,
5 grams.

Cod Liver Oil,
15 grams.

Copaiba, Cubebs and Sandalwood Oil,
Copaiba, best Para, 6 minime.
Essential Oil of Cubebs, 2 minim.
Sandalwood Oil, East India, 2 minima

Copaiba, Cubebs and Buchu,
Copaiba, best Para, 6 ninims.
Ethereal Extract Cubebs, 2 minima.
Extract Buchu, 2 minima.

Copaiba, Cubebs and Rhatany,
Copaiba, best Para, 6 minima.
Ethereal Ext. Cubebs, 2 minim
Extract Rhatany, 2 minim.

Oi of Eucalyptus, 5 gits.,
With Sweet Almond Oil, q. a ad. 10 m

Oil of Male Fern and Kameela,
Oil of Male Fern, 9 minima.
Kameela, 5 grains.

Castor Oit,
5 grama.

Castor Oil,
15 gramn,

arSend for special Descriptive Circular " Filled Elastic Gelatine Capsules."ie

PARKE, DAVIS & C0., -
DETIOIT,

- - Manufacturing Cnemists,
MIICEII-AsJ.

BEATTY & NILES, Toronto, Agts.for Dominion of Canadas


